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1Introduction
Through the ever growing amount of data and the desire to make them accessible to
the user through the sense of listening, sonification, the representation of data by using
sound has been subject of active research in the computer sciences and the field of
HCI for the last 20 years. During this time, the field of sonification has diversified
into different application areas: today, sound in auditory display informs the user
about states and actions on the desktop and in mobile devices; sonification has been
applied in monitoring applications, where sound can range from being informative to
alarming; sonification has been used to give sensory feedback in order to close the
action and perception loop; last but not least, sonifications have also been developed
for exploratory data analysis, where sound is used to represent data with unknown
structures for hypothesis building.
Coming from the computer sciences and HCI, the conceptualization of sonification
has been mostly driven by application areas. On the other hand, the sonic arts who have
always contributed to the community of auditory display have a genuine focus on sound.
Despite this close interdisciplinary relation of communities of sound practitioners, a rich
and sound- (or listening)-centered concept about sonification is still missing as a point
of departure for a more application and task overarching approach towards design
guidelines. Complementary to the useful organization along fields of applications, a
conceptual framework that is proper to sound needs to abstract from applications and
also to some degree from tasks, as both are not directly related to sound. I hence
propose in this thesis to conceptualize sonifications along two poles where sound serves
either a normative or a descriptive purpose.
In the beginning of auditory display research, a continuum between a symbolic and
an analogic pole has been proposed by Kramer (1994a, page 21). In this continuum,
symbolic stands for sounds that coincide with existing schemas and are more denota-
tive, analogic stands for sounds that are informative through their connotative aspects
1
1. INTRODUCTION
(compare Worrall (2009, page 315)). The notions of symbolic and analogic illustrate
the struggle to find apt descriptions of how the intention of the listener subjects audible
phenomena to a process of meaning making and interpretation. Complementing the
analogic-symbolic continuum with descriptive and normative purposes of displays is
proposed in the light of the recently increased research interest in listening modes and
intentions.
Similar to the terms symbolic and analogic, listening modes have been discussed
in auditory display since the beginning usually in dichotomic terms which were either
identified with the words listening and hearing or understood as musical listening and
everyday listening as proposed by Gaver (1993a). More than 25 years earlier, four
direct listening modes have been introduced by Schaeffer (1966) together with a 5th
synthetic mode of reduced listening which leads to the well-known sound object. Inter-
estingly, Schaeffer’s listening modes remained largely unnoticed by the auditory display
community. Particularly the notion of reduced listening goes beyond the connotative
and denotative poles of the continuum proposed by Kramer and justifies the new terms
descriptive and normative. Recently, a new taxonomy of listening modes has been pro-
posed by Tuuri and Eerola (2012) that is motivated through an embodied cognition
approach. The main contribution of their taxonomy is that it convincingly diversifies
the connotative and denotative aspects of listening modes.
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Figure 1.1: Design guideline contributions to
the field of sonification. The field on the top left
highlights the questions addressed in this thesis
In the recently published sonifica-
tion handbook, multimodal and in-
teractive aspects in combination with
sonification have been discussed as
promising options to expand and ad-
vance the field by Hunt and Hermann
(2011), who point out that there is a
big need for a better theoretical foun-
dation in order to systematically inte-
grate these aspects. The main con-
tribution of this thesis, as shown in
Figure 1.1, is to address this need by
providing alternative and complemen-
tary design guidelines with respect to
existing approaches, all of which have
been conceived before the recently in-
creased research interest in listening
modes. Gaver (1991) introduced the concept of affordances to the context of audi-
tory display design, arguing that sound can provide the user with affordances that
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complement visual user interfaces. Barrass (1997) introduced the TADA framework
for auditory information design which is conceived to be useful for the task and true
to the data. Frauenberger (2009) proposed a diversification of the task domain and de-
veloped paco, design patterns in context for auditory display design, which are mostly
context and use case driven. Paco summarizes the expertise of the field based on a
survey amongst practitioners and researchers. In both, the TADA framework and paco,
auditory display design is usefully categorized and approached from the data, task and
application domain. In the TADA framework, listening modes are mentioned but have
back then not yet been diversified as they are today. With respect to paco, the diversi-
fied listening modes of today have the potential to provide a theoretical underpinning
in addition to the expert knowledge from application domains. Frauenberger (2009,
page 167) also identifies for future research the promising direction to apply paco on
multimodal design, which as pointed out by Hunt and Hermann (2011) is in need of
a theoretical foundation. The design space map (DSM) by deCampo (2007) connects
sonification methods with data properties and puts an emphasis on the data structure
by showing how it influences the form a sonification takes on. Although the DSM pro-
vides a tool for systematic reasoning by focusing on the data, it also makes indirect
references to listening modes by referring to the form that the sonification takes on as
the sound object. In the context of product sounds, contributions to the design pro-
cess have been made by Jekosch (2005) and Hug (2009). The TADA, paco and DSM
approach, and also the work by Hug, have partly touched aspects related to either
multimodality or listening modes. None of the existing contributions to design frame-
works integrates multimodality, and listening modes with a focus on exploratory data
analysis, where sonification is conceived to support the understanding of complex data
potentially helping to identify new structures therein. In order to structure this field
the following questions are addressed in this thesis:
• How do natural listening modes and reduced listening relate to the proposed
normative and descriptive display purposes?
• What is the relationship of multimodality and interaction with listening modes
and display purposes?
• How can the potential of embodied cognition based listening modes be put to use
for exploratory data sonification?
• How can listening modes and display purposes be connected to questions of aes-
thetics in the display?
• How do data complexity and PMSon relate to exploratory data analysis and
listening modes?
3
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It can be argued that these questions are closely related to what can be summa-
rized as the creative aspects of sonification. Admittedly, the answers to this questions
in the form of guidelines cannot be as unambiguously structured as recipe-like instruc-
tions. Similar to the DSM, the guidelines will however help to engage in systematic
reasoning, and provide a theoretical underpinning for what is currently expert knowl-
edge. The guidelines will provide a genuine sound centered way to reflect on the role of
sonification across applications and tasks and will apply accross sonification techniques
in multimodal and interactive contexts. The guidelines are derived from theoretical
considerations based on the phenomenology of listening and the experience from the
practical sonification applications of this thesis.
With respect to the sonification method, I focus in the practical application proto-
types in this thesis mostly on the popular technique of parameter-mapping sonifications
(PMSon) which involves the mapping of data features to sound synthesis parameters.
From Model-Based Sonifications (MBS) introduced by Hermann and Ritter (2005), I
will also include data-sonograms, a technique which exhibits parameter-mapping com-
ponents. In comparison with other sonification methods such as audification and MBS,
where the sonic result is to a large degree determined through the method itself, PMSon
leaves the designer of the sonification with various sonic decisions to be made. In order
to arrive at a functional result, PMSon are usually created in an iterative process, which
attempts to take the considerations of the data substrate, sound synthesis parameters
as well as the perceived sonic result into account. Awareness about listening modes
are a key ingredient in this iterative process and can be understood as part of what
constitutes the sonification designer’s expertise. While for other sonification methods
listening modes are relevant for the overall design of the auditory display system, for
PMSon listening modes are directly tied to the design decisions related to the sound
generating processes, which will be also discussed in the guidelines.
The investigation of sonification types with focus on listening modes needs to be
based on concrete examples which are provided in this thesis through case studies in
Sections 3, 4 and 5. As the theoretical Section 2.2 as well as Section 3.1 will motivate,
the main aspects along which sonifications for exploring data can be organized are mul-
timodality and interaction, data abstractness and data dimensionality. As we cannot
sample this 4-dimensional space sufficiently dense, we will select and organize practical
applications for subsequent analysis according to the selected main conceptual aspects
of multimodality and interaction as depicted in Fig. 1.2. The practical applications are
carefully selected to sample this space and give examples for sonification designs to be
developed with a top-down listening mode-centered focus.
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Figure 1.2: 2-dimensional space of conceptual
aspects from which the practical examples in
this thesis are sampled.
The bottom left corner shows an
application for low interaction and a
single modality as presented in Sec-
tion 5.1 in the auditory augmentation-
based monitoring application. On the
bottom right corner, there are both ges-
ture sonification applications discussed
in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 respec-
tively. Both are conceived as fixed
media audiovisual displays. They are
hence high in multimodality but pro-
vide no means to interact with the data.
On the left towards the top, there is an
example of an auditory graph of math-
ematical functions as presented in Sec-
tion 4.2 where an interactive auditory display offers the possibility for data exploration
along one data dimension. The vowel-based auditory graph from Section 4.3, is placed
towards the middle of the diagram in Fig. 1.2, because the use of vowel sounds ap-
peals to the sound production capability of the user, which makes this example a case
where a unimodal display can potentially evoke a multimodal experience. The audible
sculptures form Section 5.2 are on the right and feature the multimodal aspects of
listening and touch together with a high degree of interactivity: one part of the inter-
active display consists of sonic interaction and the other part consists of the rotation
of a 3D object. Data abstractness and data dimensionality, although not depicted in
this diagram, are also reflected in the case studies. The gesture sonifications, are for
instance based on a high-dimensional data substrate that lends itself to the gestural and
articulated character of sound. On the other hand, the auditory graphs translate fairly
abstract and low-dimensional data into sounds. The high-dimensional data space of
the monitoring application is purely abstract. The sonification of sculptures represents
an example that is low in terms of abstractness, since sculptures represent concrete
objects. However, this example is high with respect to the amount of data that are
translated into sound. In all these examples, the translation of data into sounds was
based on the method of parameter-mapping sonification.
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1.1 Structural Organization of this Thesis
Chapter 2 contains all theoretical reflections which were developed in parallel to the
practical applications and starts with a review of the development of listening modes.
Section 2.1 gives a detailed introduction and motivation for the practical and theo-
retical scope of this thesis. This section starts with an overview of auditory display
and sonification definitions and discusses the twofold hurdle that the information in
the data has to overcome: The translation into sound and the interpretation through
the act of listening. Section 2.2 continues by a review of the phenomenology of listen-
ing, which contrasts early concepts from auditory display by Gaver (1993a) with the
preceding conceptual framework from concrete music by Schaeffer (1966). Recent con-
tributions by Vickers (2012) as well as those by Tuuri and Eerola (2012), who proposed
an embodied cognition centered approach are discussed with a focus on their role in
multimodal and interactive auditory display systems. This section also includes reflec-
tions on temporal and persistent aspects in display as well as the relation of the sound
object with sonification methods. Section 2.3 conceptualizes the PMSon design process
as published in Grond and Berger (2011) in form of a diagram, which attempts to
bridge the operationalizable and creative aspects of this sonification method. Different
mapping topologies and their role in the practical chapters are discussed. Section 2.3
also includes a discussion of the relevance of listening modes during the PMSon design
process. Section 2.4 presents an implementation of building blocks for the easy and
flexible synthesis of formant like spectral contours published by Grond et al. (2011a),
which was used in two applications in the practical part of this thesis. Various mapping
possibilities of this synthesis class are discussed and sample sonifications based on this
class are presented, which serve as prototypes for the practical chapters.
In Chapter 3, we develop an audiovisual display involving PMSon for multivariate
motion tracking data of instrumentalists. In the introduction to this chapter a literature
review of the mutual influence of auditory and visual stimuli is given. The first version
of this multimodal display published in Grond et al. (2009) is evaluated through a free
annotation of the movements consisting of the sonification and an abstract stick-figure
visualization of the instrumentalists’ movements. An alternative second sonification
based on the articulation of the movements through vowels was evaluated by eye-
tracking in order to study the influence of different parameter-mapping polarities on
the visual perception of movements in this display. The chapter concludes by discussing
the potential of sonification in audiovisual displays for exploratory data analysis of
movements.
6
1.1 Structural Organization of this Thesis
In Chapter 4, we present two contributions to the field of auditory graphs (Grond
et al. (2010) and Grond and Hermann (2012b)). In both, sonified curves of mathemat-
ical functions were conceived as a pedagogical aid for the blind and partially sighted.
For the integration of several derivatives in one sound stream, we present the new
concept of multi-parameter-mapping, which was developed in order to support gestalt
formation of mathematically relevant features of the curve. The first sonification, which
integrated the first derivative, was evaluated in a pedagogical context by blind students.
The second sonification, which included the first and second derivative, was based on
vowel synthesis and was tested for its perceptual contrast in a discrimination task. The
conclusion of the chapter discusses the potential of multi-parameter-mappings, within
the state-of-the-art in auditory graphs.
In Chapter 5, we develop sonifications that belong to the more recent field of au-
ditory augmentation. The sonifications in this chapter belong to the category of MBS
exhibiting a parameter-mapping aspect. The first application was developed to support
the unobtrusive monitoring of algorithmic processes, in this instance for evolutionary
optimizations. This application was evaluated qualitatively in a small user study and
published in Grond et al. (2012). In a second application, I developed data-sonogram-
inspired representations of 3D shapes in order to make sculptures perceivable for blind
individuals. The interaction paradigm in this application is inspired by echolocation;
the sonifications are convolutions with realtime impulses like finger clicks. The appli-
cation was developed in a participatory design approach and evaluated qualitatively
with blind subjects.
In Chapter 6, I develop listening-centered guidelines for the design of multimodal
interactive sonifications with a focus on data exploration. These guidelines are based
on the theoretical reflections from Chapter 2, the experience made during the design
process and the quantitative and qualitative evaluations of sonification in the practical
applications from Chapter 3, 4, and 5. These guidelines focus on the role of interaction,
repetition, complementing and embodied modalities and the PMSon technique and offer
support for systematic reasoning during the design process.
The thesis concludes with a summary of the contributions from the chapters and
reviews how the proposed design guidelines help to address the questions raised in this
introduction. The conclusion also gives an outlook how the guidelines can stimulate
future research in the field of multimodal and interactive sonifications for exploratory
data analysis. All sonifications are provided on a DVD and are numbered according to
chapters and sections.
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2Towards an Integration of
Listening Modes, Interaction and
Parameter-Mapping
2.1 From Sonification Definitions to Research Questions
The term sonification is used today in various contexts ranging from scientific ap-
plications to sound art and composition. Following an early definition by Kramer
(1994a), sonification is understood in practical terms as representing data with non-
speech sound. This states the primary purpose of sonification which is to adopt the
role of a scientific display.
As straightforward as this definition seems, it hides a whole set of challenges in
designing, composing or programming sonifications: The sonification community still
struggles to define its relationship to practices in music or sound art. This is mostly
due to the fact that music and sound art have a lot to say about sound but their goal
and function is different from that of a scientific display. For a better definition of
sonification which states the necessary requirements from a scientific display perspec-
tive, a taxonomy of sonification techniques was proposed by Hermann (2008). This
detailed taxonomy stresses that sonification needs to be a systematic, reproducible,
objective and transparent transformation of data into sound in order to establish a sci-
entific display. Hermann’s taxonomy also elaborates on questions of interaction, which
are organized with respect to whether the user intervenes with the sonification, the
data, or whether the user interacts in the world, which as a consequence influences the
9
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sonification. Still, as pointed out by Hermann, this definition constitutes necessary re-
quirements which does not mean that the resulting sound is automatically a functional
i.e. information revealing sonification.
Sonification must be rooted in the data, which are algorithmically translated into a
signal. However, what is perceived through listening is in essence just sound. After the
conversion of data to sound, extracting information from it is the second crucial level
of transformation. Interestingly, we find that information is here less a notion from
the domain of informatics, see Shannon (1948), but rather refers to the etymological
root of the word (from Latin in-formare), which literally means ‘putting into form’ as
in an act of interpretation. This means that what kind of information we receive is
not equal to what we perceive, but depends on how we perceive it. Hence despite the
methodical first transformation into sound, the second challenge can be best described
with a paraphrase of the saying: the beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Applied
to sonification, the same sentence reads: the information is in the ear of the listener.
This is not meant to promote a radical constructivist stance for sonification, which in
my opinion would be unproductive, but rather wants to emphasize that information is
contingent on its perception. There are different ways to look at one thing, revealing
different aspects of it and so exist different listening intentions. Therefore information
in sonifications depends on what possibilities we have to engage with the sound by
extracting and constructing meaning1, in brief how we can use the sound as a sign.
This aforementioned notion of beauty and information point towards the question of
aesthetics. Aesthetics in sonification have been discussed by Vickers (2005) and Vickers
and Hogg (2006) with an attempt to analyze and situate the aesthetics of sonification
within musical practice (also compare Section 2.2.2.3). In sonification, aesthetics has
not only something to do with pleasantness and the associative potential of sound but
needs to be understood as information aesthetics (see Fishwick (2006)), a notion applied
to sonification by Barrass and Vickers (2011). Their pragmatic approach is based on
the TaDa (Task and Data) framework by Barrass (1997) and emphasizes functionality
over representation. Whilst the function that a sonification attempts to fulfill is the
angle from which its usefulness can be assessed, it is in a similar way distant from
sound as the data. In the design guidelines presented at the end of this thesis, I will
differentiate the function of aesthetics taking on different roles on a two-pole continuum
of descriptive and normative tasks.
The information - being in the ear of the listener - emphasizes that sonification also
needs to be understood from the phenomenology of listening in order to understand
1For an early, auditory display related contribution to this discourse compare (Ballas, 1994, page
92).
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how we use sounds as signs – how sound can point at and hence represent data. An
exhaustive phenomenology of listening can be found in the Traite´ Des Objets Musicaux
by Schaeffer (1966) first published in 1966. This seminal work has been made acces-
sible to a wider community by Chion (1983) as a detailed commented index and was
translated into English in 2009. A key concept of this body of work is the notion of the
sound object and the ideal of reduced listening, both closely connected to a hierarchy of
listening modes. Reduced listening, which will be described in detail in Section 2.2.1.1,
is related to the acousmatic listening situation, which reframes sound apart from the
audiovisual context. The concepts of Schaeffer have been adopted and reformulated to
some degree by Chion (1998), who developed a phenomenological perspective for audio
vision (Chion (1994)). In the context of auditory display, the mode of everyday listening
has been introduced by Gaver (1993a). Gaver’s concepts dominated the phenomeno-
logical foundation of auditory display for many years. Recently Schaeffer’s listening
modes have been discussed for monitoring sonifications by Vickers (2011) also includ-
ing references to Chion and Gaver. Vickers (2012) extended Schaeffer’s taxonomy from
acousmatic to direct listening situations. Tuuri and Eerola (2012) reformulated Schaef-
fer and Chion’s work with an embodied cognition approach for auditory display. These
very recent contributions to the conceptual framework of listening modes demonstrate
an increasing interest in this field. However they have not yet converged to a generally
accepted taxonomy, and there are further terms from the phenomenological approach
towards listening by Schaeffer that are worth being incorporated in the considerations
for the design of interactive sonification applications.
When developing sonifications, reflecting on listening modes is what I call in this
thesis high level considerations, equivalent to a top-down approach in the design pro-
cess. In turn, low level or bottom-up considerations are those defined by Hermann
(2008) in the beginning of this section. Low level considerations are related to the data
to be sonified and the algorithmic processes of sound synthesis. With respect to the
sonification method, this thesis has a focus on PMSon. In general, the challenge of
PMSon can be described as integrating considerations about data and synthesis pa-
rameters, as well as the salience of perceptual dimensions and the high-level associative
potential of the resulting sound. Worrall (2009), provides a detailed overview of the
development of sonification1 with a focus on PMSon, which I briefly recapitulate in
Section 2.3, discussing earlier contributions to this sonification method. In the same
section I discuss a scheme for the PMSon design cycle as it was presented by Grond
and Berger (2011). In this design cycle, I also integrated the role of listening modes
1Worrall (2009, page 313)) also shows that high-level considerations played a role from the beginning
of this research field and can be identified in early sonification / PMSon definitions.
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and the sound object. By synthesizing these considerations in the PMSon diagram I
attempt to integrate the top-down and bottom-up aspects which are in practice tightly
entangled.
For the new trend of multimodal and interactive sonifications, listening modes have
further the advantage to provide a genuinely auditory focus, thereby providing the
necessary perspective from a top-down approach. Today the integration of multimodal
and interactive aspects into design thinking is a field that has so far been merely
structured as stated by Hunt and Hermann (2011, page 295):
“The challenge is huge; there are infinitely many possibilities, techniques,
multimodal mixtures, tasks, etc. to be investigated. We are far away from a
coherent theory of multimodal sonification-based interactive exploration.”
This thesis complements the design guidelines for sonifications, by taking interaction
and multimodal aspects into account. The resulting guidelines proposed in Chapter 6
are grounded in the phenomenology of listening, the experience made during the imple-
mentation of the practical sonification applications and their quantitative or qualitative
evaluations.
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2.2 Listening, a Mode of Perception with Intention
The existence of different listening modes is reflected in most languages through vari-
ous synonyms for the act of listening, describing different ways of perceiving the world
through sound. In this section I will review various phenomenological approaches re-
lated to listening modes.
The first detailed descriptions of listening modes were given by Schaeffer (1966) in
his seminal work la Traite´ Des Object Musicaux. Schaeffer (1910 - 1995) was a French
composer and musicologist and is known as a major contributor to post war experimen-
tal and electronic music, in particular to the genre of concrete music (French: musique
concre`te). Concrete music starts from recorded concrete sound material and moves
towards an abstract musical experience beyond the indexical aspects of the original
material. One aspect of Schaeffer’s theoretical work, namely its focus on listening in-
tentions, offers interesting insights for a listening centered design framework. Similarly
to sonification, concrete music evolved with new methods of sound production, which
created a need for conceptualization of the new technologically-mediated perceptual
phenomena. This lead him to develop a taxonomy of sounds beyond the concept of
musical notes, in order to have an apt phenomenological description for the seemingly
limitless possibilities when working with a plethora of recorded sound material.
Despite his methodological and systematic approach, Schaeffer acknowledges in
Hodgkinson (1986) that his practice of composing with recorded sounds is in essence
bricolage. As discussed in more detail later in Section 2.2.2.2 and in Section 2.3.2,
this insight is reminiscent of design cycles for auditory display: Although the world
of sounds can be conceptualized, the creation of a composition or, for our concern,
an auditory display involves an iterative process of trial and error. In this process
guidance can only come from an interplay of sonic imaginations and the senses. This
interplay can be methodological when appropriate descriptions of the auditory percepts
as correlates of listening modes and intentions are at hand.
The reflection about listening intentions was rooted in the experience of sound
coming from the radio. This acousmatic listening situation turned into a key concept
in Schaeffer’s theoretical framework. The ancient meaning of acousmatic describes
a practice by a sect of disciples from Pythagoras, which would follow the masters
teaching hidden behind a curtain. Acousmatic listening is conceived the opposite of
direct listening, in which the sound is perceived as an audiovisual complex or more
generally where sound sources are simply present. In principle, though more difficult,
even in direct listening situations one can focus on the sound only. Similarly, in an
acousmatic situation, it is not guaranteed that the sound is perceived for what it is
but rather understood as a sign or index. Today acousmatic describes a situation that
facilitates turning towards the sound itself and is not exclusively tied to the Pythagoras’
teaching scenario.
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2.2.1 The Four Direct Listening Modes
Understanding listening modes can help to identify if displays tend to favor one or
another and can thereby help to create conditions that serve the purpose a sonification
is made for. Schaeffer distinguishes 4 different direct listening modes as schematically
depicted in Figure 2.1. They are ordered diagonally according to the abstract (3,4)
versus concrete (1,2) juxtaposition: Abstract, “because the object is stripped down to
qualities which describe perception (3) or constitute a language and express a mean-
ing (4)”. Concrete, “because the causal references (1) and the raw sound data (2) are
an inexhaustible given”. Further, the diagram is organized according to the objective
(1,4) / subjective (2,3) juxtaposition, Objective, “because we turn towards the object of
perception”. Subjective, “because we turn towards the activity of perceiving the object”,
see Chion (1983, page 21).
Figure 2.1: The four direct listening modes adapted
from Chion (1983, page 21), see Section 2.2.4.
Listening mode 1 - listen-
ing, French e´couter - means
using the sound in order to
identify the source, the event
or the cause. The sound
takes on an indexical function
and is objective insofar as we
can identify what the sound is
pointing at. In auditory dis-
play this is often understood
as the physics of processes and
energetic attributes of events,
i.e. where and with what in-
tensity things happen. The
faculty of listening for indexes
and and causes is exploited in
audification in the case of data
substrates, whose oscillations
originate from physical phenomena. MBS by Hermann and Ritter (2005) equally at-
tempts to exploit this listening mode by rooting the cause of a sound event in invariant
dynamical laws inspired from physics with respect to global data properties. However
the index to data properties requires some conceptualization of the data space and the
virtual physics of MBS, hence hearing (3) and also comprehending (4) are involved. An
example would be to hear (3) and comprehend (4) two pitch separated (3) clusters (4)
in a data-sonogram. This illustrates that despite their universality, the perception of
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causalities in a physical sense, can require expertise and does not happen naturally.
It needs to be stabilized through context. Auditory icons were equally conceived with
respect to the causal aspects of listening (1). Listening mode 1 is not only about phys-
ical causality but more generally about indexes pointing from the perceived sound into
the world. This is important for sonification in multimodal scenarios, where sounds
potentially point towards other modalities.
In listening mode 2 - perceiving -, the original French term ou¨ır refers strongly
to the sense of hearing as a whole. The lack of a similar unique term in English or
German might explain why listening in auditory display is often reduced to dichotomic
oppositions such as hearing versus listening, see Vickers (2011), or musical listening
and everyday listening, see Gaver (1993a). Hence listening mode 2 is more precisely
translated as perceiving through the sense of hearing. In the English translation of
Chion (1983), listening mode 2 is translated in detail as perceiving by ear, which un-
derlines the fact that this elementary level of perception informs us first and foremost
that something is audibly present. This mode is very difficult to attain as it lacks an
abstract language to represent it and the sound itself is on this level only sufficiently
structured so that the sonic event can be distinguished from the background (compare
Section 2.2.7.1). However each sonification is at first perceived on this level and might
be trapped as such if the listener finds neither indices nor sonic values, nor meaning.
By reducing the sound mostly to the raw outline of its audible presence and a very
coarse categorization, it is the listening mode with an alarming function and has its
place in monitoring situations.
In listening mode 3 - hearing, French entendre, we are not paying attention to the
totality of the sound but rather to specific values of it (pitch, timbre, envelope, duration)
which we choose deliberately. The deliberate choice of criteria is the reason why we
can listen to environmental soundscapes as musical compositions. Hearing (3) is also
responsible for why we often perceive a sonification as more or less musical. Hearing (3)
is an interesting case as it is abstract and subjective, and illustrates a specific challenge
in sonification. Being structured, this listening mode has the potential to reveal more
information than just signaling an audible event to be present as in perceiving (2).
However, the subjective choice of sound properties that are abstracted from it make
it uncertain if the information is decoded. If the sonification method that is used
bears no indexical potential nor carries meaning, hearing (3) ensures that a structure is
perceived, but being a subjective mode this structure is not stabilized through objective
external references as is the case in the next listening mode.
Listening mode 4, comprehending, French comprendre, refers to extra-sonorous no-
tions and meaning conveyed by signs, see Chion (1983, page 21). Hence the term
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comprehending does not exclusively belong to synonyms for listening and hearing. It
is an objective listening mode but differs from listening (1), since the signs that are
comprehended belong to an external frame of references, which can be either natural
language or depending on the cultural context, a musical motif. For sonification this
has the following consequences: comprehending (4) reflects the fact that semantic cate-
gories influence auditory perception. What we perceive is often anchored in a semantic
/ linguistic framework. Hence, once an object is identified or a meaning is decoded
our attention shifts away from the sound itself, which could potentially be informative
beyond semantic language categories. Comprehending (4) the meaning of sounds is the
stabilizing basis for auditory icons as auditory signs, transitioning from listening (1)
to comprehending (4). Earcons as musical signs are situated in the transition from
hearing (3) to comprehending (4).
A central point that Schaeffer makes is that we tend to circle through these 4
listening modes (similar to the arrows in Figure 2.1), and that information emerges
through changing between listening modes. This can be illustrated when reflecting
on a learning process associated with sonification, or more generally speaking when
acquiring auditory expertise. The doctor, who is in training and who diagnoses a
patient’s heartbeat through (acousmatic) auscultation, can first only oscillate between
perceiving (2), that there is an extraordinary sound, and hearing (3), that this sound
has a recognizable structure. Then he or she can progress to listening (1) for the cause
and will later recognize it by its name according to listening mode comprehending (4),
i.e. diagnosing a specific heart murmur for instance. This illustrates that without
the subjective modes perceiving (2) and hearing (3) which are directed towards the
perception of the sound itself, no auditory expertise can be acquired. However if a
person has reached a certain level of expertise, he or she might first comprehend (4)
a sound and than have to make an effort to hear (3) and listen (1) to it in order to
differentiate the stage of a medical condition, also compare Chion (1983, page 22).
How can we think of these listening modes? A partly apt visual metaphor - with
the restriction that it mostly addresses ambiguity in object recognition - are reversible
or multi-stable images. Once we have perceived both alternatives we are reminded of
the existence of the percept as a complement to the stimulus. The perceiving of one
option is interestingly not experienced as deficient, which is clear if we remember that
this option constitutes the experienced percept and not a subset of the stimulus. At
the same time, multi-stable stimuli do not promote a radical subjectivist view, as most
subjects agree on what the alternatives are, with the difference for sound that we are
challenged in properly describing the alternatives. Multi-stable stimuli emphasize that
their perception has an undeniable aspect of intention to it. Even more they provoke
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us to ask questions such as: which objective part of the stimulus (and for sound also
the sonic context) is it that makes me perceive it as one or the other and why, i.e. how
is this aspect of the stimulus related to my percept?
2.2.1.1 Reduced Listening, The Sound Object
The sound object is defined as the correlate to the reduced listening mode. This listening
mode is meant to be a synthesis of the four natural listening modes. A reproduction of
a diagram by Schaeffer depicting the relations between listening modes and the sound
object is shown in Figure 2.2. The top part of the diagram shows the ordinary signifying
listening modes with the two alternatives: meaning (left) and indexes (right). The
bottom of the diagram shows the sound object as the correlate of reduced listening.
Reduced listening is directed towards perception and is therefore first a synthesis of
listening mode 2 and 3. Reduced listening captures from perceiving (2) the totality of
the concrete given and from hearing (3) the potential to extract from this totality all
perceivable structures.
Figure 2.2: A reproduction of the table of lis-
tening intentions from Chion (1983, page 193)
It is an attempt to listen to the
sound for its own sake beyond its ab-
stract meaning and concrete indices.
However it also compares to the objec-
tive listening modes listening (1) and
comprehending (4) insofar as reduced
listening constitutes the sound object as
an objective unit. Reduced listening is
therefore not a natural listening mode,
on the contrary the listener has to con-
sciously lift all conditioning and habit-
uation.
The slightly paradoxical character
of the sound object can be captured by
the tension to reach an objective de-
scription of sound by overcoming the
objective listening intentions of listening (1) and comprehending (4) and turning to-
wards the subjective act of perception of perceiving (2) and hearing (3). However,
by lifting individual experiences and conditioning, the sound object can claim more
objectivity than indices and meaning which are the result of an individual’s exposure
to specific sounds and music- or language-specific terms. For the description of the
sound object Schaeffer (1966) developed a meta-language, which is not purely abstract
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and retains links with the four direct listening modes. As an example, one finds in
Figure 2.2 on the right side of the sound object the pole of factures. Facture is a term
that is part of the typological description of the sound object, and it is the qualitative
perception of its energetic sustainment that leads to its identification. The term facture
refers to the fact that each sound is made. We find it on the right side aligned with
indices of ordinary listening. The terms in which facture is described refer however to
abstract perceived sonic sustainment qualities and differ from an indexical or causal
description of the sound. On the opposite side there is the pole of values, which stand
for all possible perceived values such as pitch, timbre or duration. These values can
establish a sonic reference system and are found on the left side under meanings of
ordinary listening. This alignment corresponds to the fact that, as found in music
sounds can establish a system of references similar to language and equally exploited
in sonification. The pragmatic dimension of the terminology describing the sound ob-
ject is further reflected in the categories of causalities that Schaeffer describes for the
sound object, i.e. human, natural or mechanical, categories that can also be found in
sound-scapes.
The primary goal of reduced listening is to be a synthesis of listening intentions
that appreciates the totality of the sound and is not necessarily in strictest opposition
to a specific listening mode. In fact, according to Schaeffer (1966, page 343), it is “the
swirl of intentions that creates connections or exchanges of information”.
With respect to the relevance for sonification, one limitation of the theoretical
frame work from Schaeffer (1966) needs to be kept in mind: this work focuses on the
description of single percepts, however the concepts of listening modes and the intention
of reduced listening is applicable beyond isolated percepts.
Chion (1994, page 25) reformulated the listening modes in three categories, indexical
- understanding the messenger, semantic - understanding the message and reduced
listening understanding the sound, the latter essentially fusing the modes entendre and
ou¨ır, similar to the threefold organization of Figure 2.2 (also compare Chion (2009,
page 471, 487, 489)).
The idea of the sound object, its status and construction as an ahistorical essence
of sonic material has been critiqued by Kane (2007). A more recent critique of Scha-
effer’s phenomenological method and his use of the term intentional is given by Kim
(2010). For this thesis, I will use the concept of the sound object as a correlate to the
reduced listening intention, which ideally attempts to free the sound from a first degree
of signification. Its significance for sonification for exploratory data analysis lays in
its attempt to lift habituation and conditioning, thereby circumventing the complexity
reducing mechanisms of our perceptual and cognitive apparatus. It is a listening in-
tention that oscillates between description and identification, see Figure 2.2. Reduced
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listening is also something that has likely been experienced by most listeners, when
a certain sound or a short sonic sequence is repeated again and again like a broken
record. In this commonly made experience, semantic and indexical listening intentions
can get exhausted and the recording gets reduced it to its sonic essence. In fact, when
reduced listening was conceived, it has been studied in the closed groove experiment
(compare Chion (1983, page 13)), where discs were deliberately manipulated in order
to listen repeatedly to selected sections of the recording.
2.2.2 Musical and Everyday Listening
In auditory display and sonification, listening modes are mostly discussed according
to those introduced by Gaver (1993b) in which he encourages an ecological research
approach towards listening. Gaver (1993a) suggests the everyday listening mode as
a complementary research agenda to musical listening. Interestingly, Gaver makes no
reference to Schaeffer’s theoretical work which precedes his own by about two decades.
Both are interested in understanding sound complementary to psychoacoustics, i.e. to
understand the perceptual essence of sound and how sound is used to signify events
in the world. The difference in their approach is to some degree of practical nature:
whilst Schaeffer is interested in listening modes with respect to sound objects as po-
tential material for composition, Gaver discusses sound as an information carrier in
auditory display. As a composer, Schaeffer was manipulating recorded sounds for mu-
sical purposes. Gaver, in turn, was interested in a bottom-up algorithmic synthesis of
everyday sounds with the goal to gain access to salient meaningful synthesis parame-
ters. Both share the conviction that a listener can change between different listening
modes: music can be heard as interaction with the instrument and everyday sounds
like traffic can be heard as music1.
The pair of musical and everyday listening corresponds to the concept of proximal
and distal sound stimuli. Musical listening is defined by Gaver (1993a) as listening to
proximal stimuli - the variations of air pressure near the ear, a metaphor for listening
to the sound properties themselves. Comparing with Schaeffer’s terminology, musical
listening can be identified as hearing (3), i.e identifying specific sound properties, like
timbre, pitch or duration.
The complementary mode of everyday listening corresponds to distal stimuli, which
refers to the source of the stimulus distant from the ear, but equally relates to experi-
ence. Most of all, everyday listening suggests listening situations that are not musical
with a focus on physical sound source properties. The research goal of everyday listening
1For the latter, Gaver makes a reference to John Cage whose work is known for transgressing
aesthetic boundaries, incorporating everyday sounds in musical pieces.
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is therefore to relate the physics of the dynamics of the sound source with perceptually
salient features of what we hear as outlined by Gaver (1993b). Compared to Schaeffer’s
listening modes, the ecological approach or everyday listening comprises the listen-
ing for indices and causes, with interference from the comprehension of extra-sonorous
signs.
2.2.2.1 Things, Processes, Indices
This transgression between indexical listening and comprehending sounds becomes ev-
ident in Gaver’s protocol-studies-based classification of sound material according to
categories such as vibrating objects, aerodynamic sounds and liquid sounds, with pos-
sible further categories such as vocal sounds. Since identification errors tend not to
transgress these boundaries, Gaver concludes that rather than context-based classifi-
cations, sound source categories are more likely to be generative. However, he gives
a counterexample which transgresses sound source categories: the Mexican rainstick,
which is often heard as pouring water (liquid sounds), but belongs in terms of the cat-
egories above to the subcategory impacts of the category vibrating objects. As far as
object identification is concerned, physics on its own can become an unguided missile
because physics teaches us a lot about the relations amongst objects but is less about
what these things are. Gaver (1993b), discusses experimental evidence that physical
processes of the sound source can tend to be interpreted as various objects and need
a stabilizing context. Gaver (1993b) cites Vanderveer (1979) who found that subjects
tended to identify the sounds in terms of the objects and events which caused them,
describing their sensory qualities only when they could not identify the source events.
This finding led to the hypothesis that interactions affect the temporal domain of
sounds, and objects the frequency domain, which parallels Schaeffer’s notion of value
and facture. These examples underline that we do not always listen to the physics
of the source but rather identify objects - comprehending (4)- depending on real or
imaginary contexts. In fact, in everyday listening situations sound often carries a lot of
contextual information, which can contribute to the stabilization of the perceived sound
by limiting the plausible categories of objects. Listening mode 1 from Schaeffer, is first
and foremost conceptualized as indexical and causal and cannot not only be reduced to
physical signal properties, making it a useful concept for multimodal contexts, where
sound points towards other modalities.
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2.2.2.2 Finding the Sonic Essence in Design Cycles
Gavers’s practical contribution to auditory display (see Gaver (1989) and Gaver (1986))
is the concept and development of auditory icons. For an in-depth discussion of the
development of this field see Brazil and Fernstro¨m (2011). Auditory icons are sound
cartoons based on the simulation of the physical sound source properties that attempt
to capture the essence of a real-world sound, without being concrete instances. In or-
der to assess the connection between the physical simulation of source properties and
the percept which it evokes, Gaver proposes an analysis and synthesis approach: the
signal is first analyzed and re-synthesized based on the analysis, then evaluated simply
by listening. Gaver points to various challenges in this approach for instance the con-
fusion of the signal property with the percept, by stating: “Insofar as it is based on
an analysis of physics, it is liable to confuse source attributes that affect sounds with
those that are actually heard.” Gaver (1993b, page 16). He also acknowledges that
everyday language might not be appropriate to attack this problem: “... it is liable to
confuse the effects of language use for the attributes of perceptual experience” Gaver
(1993b, page 16). Interestingly the challenge through language effects in the analysis
and synthesis listening approach corresponds to Schaeffer’s listening intention compren-
dre (4). Although Schaeffer is aware of these effects and developed the meta-language
describing the sound object, the process of composition remains for him bricolage, i.e. a
constant evaluation cycle through listening. We will encounter in Section 2.3.2 a similar
challenge in the design process for PMSon, where the iterative process depends on the
guidance of sound imagination and evaluation by listening.
2.2.2.3 Mapping Principles and Semiotics in Auditory Display
Gaver (1986, page 170) discusses three mapping principles for computer events and au-
ditory icons: nomic mappings are the true physical model of the sound-producing event.
Metaphoric mappings share some similarity between the process to be represented and
the chosen sound. Symbolic mappings are the most arbitrary mapping scheme, where
the relation between sound and the process has to be learned. Gaver notes that nomic
mappings, understood as a caricature of physics, do not guarantee that an appropri-
ate process or object is associated with them and hence also bear some arbitrariness.
It is interesting to note that Gaver proposes the notions of nomic, the literary term
metaphorical and symbolic for the different mappings, rather than using the semiotic
terms iconic, indexical and symbolic. In fact, Gaver (1986, page 170) states that the
semiotics in auditory display need to be worked out in more detail, which has also been
noted by Oswald (2012) (on the problem of finding proper terms to categorize sounds
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also compare Kramer (1994b, page 197) and for terms describing functions of sounds
also Ballas (1994, page 81)).
Similarity, i.e. the iconic dimension of a sound, is often judged with respect to
selected sound attributes. In fact, if we listen with different listening intentions to
the same reproduced acoustic signal of a sufficiently complex sound, the two resulting
sounds can be perceived as either similar (iconic) or different depending on what we
have retained from the totality of the percept. Only if we attempt to lift habituation
and conditioning contexts, more persistent and subtle similarities of the emerging sound
object can be discovered. Further, the term iconic is a challenging concept for sounds
if the percept is reduced to an object as the example of the rainstick has shown. This
however extends the notion of iconicity to extra-sonorous systems like language and
the semantic categories of objects. In this light, auditory icons are iconic only because
of the stabilizing context, e.g. the desktop metaphor; in sonic essence they are only
auditory indices. The iconic dimension of a sound itself is hence better judged through
reduced listening and less with a direct listening mode.
Through indexical listening, sound always retains links with its source. For isolated
sound objects in acousmatic conditions, these indices are related to the physicality
of the sound source. In the rainstick for instance, the sound density is indicative for
the amount of particles. Indices of non-everyday sounds can go beyond the material
realm of physics, extending to situations and cultural experiences. Indexical listening is
influenced and provoked by other modalities, in the audiovisual complex for instance,
sound points to correlates in the visual substrate. What does indexicality mean for
sonification? It is tempting to relate it to sonification methods and establish a hierarchy
of indexicality as has been suggested by Vickers (2005). A hierarchical organization of
sonification methods could be ordered from the most indexical being audification over
MBS to PMSon. However, indexicality is first and foremost a listener category and
hence examples of audification have been discussed by Grond and Hermann (2012a)
where indexical listening might fail to relate to the data.
The symbolic mapping corresponds to earcons introduced by Blattner et al. (1989).
For an overview of the field see McGookin and Brewster (2011). According to Schaeffer
a single sound object cannot be symbolic since it cannot be arbitrarily linked to any
possible meaning like words in language. Hence sound symbols or earcons can be
generalized as a collection of percepts, beyond the notion of a strictly musical motif.
Consisting of more than one percept, the tight indexical link to the sound source can
be loosened through the combinatorial possibility of relations among the sonic values
of the percepts. Even auditory icons can also consist of several percepts, the relation
between them can create a context which stabilizes the overall meaning by helping sonic
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values to emerge such as time intervals between footsteps. Although symbols are by
definition arbitrary associations between the sign and the signified, Chion (1983, page
84) quotes Schaeffer as: “if the linguistic sign is arbitrary, the musical sign is not”.
This, even for the musical motif still tight connection between the sonic sign and its
meaning is not only due to an indexical, i.e. source-related listening intention but is
also related to embodied aspects of listening like the perception of tempo as motion for
instance.
2.2.2.4 Comparing both Frameworks of Listening Modes
The most significant difference between the approaches is that Schaeffer’s phenomeno-
logical account of listening strictly tries to avoid any acoustic explanation of what we
perceive. Schaeffer’s core conviction can be summarized as listening being everything
but a passive mode of reception. This is why his links with semiotics are cautious but
precise, insofar as the semiotic modality of a sound - its sign nature - is tied to the
listening intention and not to the signal.
Gaver’s approach is motivated by the desire to operationalize sound for HCI. The
ecological research approach towards everyday listening is hence the wish to influence
perceptually salient features by controlling the physics of the sound source. This is
the reason why his preliminary semiotics of sounds in HCI are tied to the mapping in
the design process. The challenges that Gaver describes for the ecological approach,
which can be captured as the tension between listening to sound source properties
versus object recognition, indicate that Schaeffer’s conceptualization of listening modes
provide a general structure which can differentiate perceptional responses that fall into
the everyday listening category with Gaver.
It is however not trivial to identify or equate the listening modes with each other.
Gaver’s dichotomy of the musical as opposed to the everyday for instance captures
one insight from Schaeffer, which is that in traditional music in its absolute form,
non-signifying meaning emerges that is at the cusp between hearing (3) and compre-
hending (4) (compare Chion (1983, page 28, 92)). Further, the categories of Gaver’s
protocol studies are reminiscent of the categories of causes proposed by Schaeffer for
the facture of the sound object.
Three aspects challenge the development of a general semiotics of sounds for sonifi-
cation. First, there is the hybrid nature of sound as being somewhere between physics
and language and not reducible to either or both1. Second, sounds in sonification can
range from single percepts over collections of percepts to sound streams. Third, sound is
1Compare Chion (1983, page 84) citing Schaeffer: “dragging music by hook or by crook from physicist
determinism to linguistic structuralism.”
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perceived with or appeals to other sensory modalities, which influence the sign modality
that a sound adopts. Important for sonification in multimodal contexts is that many
sound qualities that would be attributed to musical listening or in Schaeffer’s terms
hearing (3) can become audible indices, because as stated in Section 2.2.2.3 indexical
listening is a listening intention and not a sound source property.
2.2.3 Listening Modes and Monitoring
As one of the application prototypes, I develop in Section 5.1 a monitoring application
for optimization algorithms. In the context of monitoring, Schaeffer’s and Gaver’s terms
of listening modes have been discussed to some extent by Vickers (2011, page 5) in the
context of monitoring. Vickers categorizes monitoring into three types of tasks and
discusses how they relate to receiving/perceiving information from an auditory display:
Direct auditory display: The information to be monitored is the main focus of
attention and does not allow for parallel activities. The person who is monitoring is
pulling information from the display. Vickers describes the related mode of auditory
perception as listening.
Peripheral auditory display: The monitoring person has his or her attention fo-
cused on a primary task whilst required information relating to another task or goal
is presented (pushed) on a peripheral display. Vickers describes the related mode of
perception as hearing.
Serendipitous-peripheral: Attention is focused on a primary task whilst information
that is useful but not required is presented on a peripheral display and is monitored
indirectly. Vickers describes this situation as the display is nudging the user, however
he does not propose any specific listening mode.
Listening (1) and comprehending (4) summarized as everyday listening applies for
the direct monitoring situation. According to Schaeffer, hearing (3) isolates specific
characteristics from the sound, which is unlikely if the sound is in the background. In
fact the peripheral display has features of an alarm (compare Vickers (2011, page 3).
This corresponds with the description of perceiving (2), ou¨ır given by Chion (1983) as
being struck by sounds.
As far as the serendipitous monitoring is concerned, a balance between the alarming
aspects of listening mode perceiving (2) possibly, mixed with mode listening (1), might
be a proper description of the corresponding listening mode. The sound is concrete but
still has to find what it objectively refers to by answering the question: what’s going
on. What strikes the listener can however be related to audible features that belong to
hearing (3). Any change in pitch or duration in pulsed streams, for instance can create
the nudge, see Section 5.1.1.4.
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Since monitoring is often happening in a soundscape related setting, a listening
taxonomy proposed by Truax (2001, page 21 and 24) and discussed by Tuuri (2011)
must be considered, which proposes three levels of attention in listening: listening-in-
search, listening-in-readiness and background listening. These modes match in their
description well with the three monitoring tasks mentioned above.
2.2.4 Listening and Sound Making
For all interactive sonification prototypes as in Chapter 4 and 5, it is interesting to con-
sider that listening to sounds in Schaeffer’s phenomenological approaches is strongly
tied to making sounds. Schaeffer introduces the term musicianly listening, see Chion
(1983, page 39), which must not be confused with Gaver’s musical listening (corre-
sponding to arrow A in Figure 2.1). Musicianly listening is closely related to reduced
listening and corresponds to arrow B in Figure 2.1. It refers to the listening mode of
practicing musicians, who when making sound do not first and foremost express musical
content but attend to the sound in all its facets in order to understand and improve
the sound quality by altering the way they interact with the instrument. Although the
term musicianly listening makes one think of music, it is a listening intention towards
any audible action or interaction, fostered through an attitude of preparedness and
expectation in Figure 2.1, also compare Chion (1983, page 36).
This review of listening in sound making would not be complete without the notion
of ergo audition from Chion (1998, pages 84-85), which describes the perception of
sounds while making them. In ergo audition, Chion interestingly differentiates both,
the causal listening of the closed loop experience which has also been elaborated by
Hunt and Hermann (2011), as well as the need to dissociate listening from making
in learning processes such as in instruments similar to the musicianly listening mode.
Related to the latter, Hermann and Ritter (2004) proposed in Gaver’s vein the term
analytical everyday listening, where the listening focus is on accessing details about the
object by actively querying sounds via interaction.
With respect to interactive sonifications, Schaeffer’s distinction between the abstract
instrument’s timbre and the timbre resulting from the manner how the instrument is
played, see Chion (1983, page 53) also needs to be considered. Through the process
of musicianly listening, the instrumentalist – or for our purpose the user – acquires
her skills by learning to distinguish between both. The importance for interactive
sonification lies in the fact that depending on the purpose of the sonification, the focus
is either on closing a feedback loop thereby directing the focus on interaction or to focus
onto the data which would correspond to the instrument’s timbre. The later requires
to be able to abstract from the sonic effects of interaction.
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2.2.5 Recent Contributions to Listening Modes
Whilst listening modes have seen only few contributions in the beginning of auditory
display research, interest in this field has increased recently. The most recent contri-
bution by Vickers (2012) is also a review of his previous publications related to the
aesthetics of sonification and indexicality. Vickers extends the four listening modes by
Schaeffer with modes that take direct listening into account, thereby leaving the acous-
matic context. This extension is mostly referring to the work on audio-vision by Chion
(1994), in which he proposes causal listening, as indexical listening pointing to a visual
cause. Vickers adds four direct listening modes which are also organized according to
the objective / subjective and abstract / concrete grid. He proposes acronyms of three
letters (A) acousmatic or (D) direct, (A) abstract or (C) concrete and (S) subjective
or (O) objective. The direct listening experience includes in this scheme interactivity,
which means that the cause is not necessarily visible but present.
The DAO direct-abstract-objective mode (complement to comprendre) is what we
encounter mostly in auditory display. Vickers suggests for this mode an interactive
MBS. The problem is that understanding of what the sound of a MBS means with
respect to extra-sonorous properties of the data requires conscious involvement of other
listening modes. If a visualization of the data is present at the same time, this can turn
into a direct-concrete-objective DCO listening, which Vickers equates with Chion’s
causal listening, the complement to e´couter.
Interestingly Vickers suggests that direct-abstract-subjective listening or DAS, the
complement to entendre, has little place in auditory display. Being abstract he states
that in an interactive display “sound is being made, but for its own sake”, see Vickers
(2012). The direct-concrete-subjective mode DCS, the complement to ou¨ır, is what
Vickers describes as an unsuccessful direct auditory display. Sound is perceived but
neither recognized nor connected to present causes.
Vickers’ extension provides a useful structure to think about listening modes in
multimodal auditory display. Interestingly, the direct listening mode makes no distinc-
tion between complementing modalities, which can be visual, interactive, or haptic. It
hence provides a genuine listening-centered way of thinking about multimodal auditory
display.
Vickers also reviews Tuuri et al. (2007), which is part of the PhD thesis of Tuuri
(2011), in which he makes several contributions to an embodied cognition-centered
conceptualization of listening modes for auditory display. Tuuri’s approach to auditory
display contains an in-depth theoretical discussion of multimodality in HCI with an
emphasis on embodied cognition (compare Tuuri et al. (2009)), where the authors
argue for a non-symbolic amodal completion of unimodal stimuli. The arguments in
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this paper challenge a simplistic idea of multimodality based on the number of sensory
input channels. The concept of amodal completion of percepts also challenges the direct
significations of sounds in auditory display. This thinking is in line with the idea of a
gestural sonorous object by Godøy (2006), which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Tuuri and Eerola (2012) revised the scheme of listening modes and propose three
hierarchically modes with various subdivisions. Despite the hierarchical organization,
the authors point at the fact that this scheme is not meant as a bottom-up approach
but that instead each mode can be activated independently and simultaneously.
The experiential mode contains the most basic listening modes which are the reflex-
ive and kinesthetic mode, the later emphasizing the bodily basis of meaning-creation.
The third mode is connotative, subdivided into the action-sound-object (individual
sonic interaction), action-sound-intersubjectivity (sonic interactions with others) and
action-sound-habit (cultural coupling). These action-sound-couplings emphasize that
sound is always tied to actions that cause it and parallels the thoughts in listening and
sound making in Section 2.2.4.
The denotative mode, encapsulates the indexical aspect of listening, which is sub-
divided in four categories that span from source orientation to the orientation towards
the context. The subdivisions are causal, empathetic, functional, and semantic. The
functional field has been highlighted by Vickers as useful for auditory display. This
listening mode also allows for the most symbolic use of sound insofar as any kind of
sound can be perceived as purposive in an interaction context. As mentioned by Tuuri
and Eerola (2012), a functional listening intention means that the context provides
affordances for how the sound is used.
The reflective modes include reduced listening which is a conscious turn towards
the sound, as well as critical listening which involves aesthetic judgment of the sound.
Both modes are, as Tuuri et al. point out, premeditated listening modes and involve
higher cognitive structures.
2.2.6 Summary of Recent and Previous Contributions
It is interesting to see how the first accounts of listening modes by Schaeffer and later
Gaver relate to each other and where Gaver’s modes are located in Schaeffer’s abstract
/ concrete and subjective / objective grid. Vickers identifies everyday listening as
being primarily objective and hence equates it with e´couter and comprendre. Tuuri
and Eerola (2012) emphasize the similarity of musical listening with reduced listening
as turning towards the sound. It can however be argued that reduced listening might
even have its place in Gaver’s quest to find sonic essence in analysis and synthesis
design cycles which are evaluated by listening, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.2.
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It is not straightforward to relate ou¨ır to the experiential modes presented in Tuuri
and Eerola (2012). Schaeffer’s historic phenomenological framework seems not to be
comparable on that level with an embodied cognition centered approach. The main
question is, as Tuuri has phrased it in personal communication, if the reflexive aspect
qualifies as an intention.
It is interesting to note that the subjective abstract listening mode hearing (3)
(which is – as its etymological root of entendre suggests – pure and simple listening
intention) tends to disappear in both the HCI centered approach in Vickers (2012) and
the embodied cognition-centered approach in Tuuri and Eerola (2012). I interpret this
observation as a sign for the difficulty to relate functional sounds from auditory display,
with musical practices, which according to Schaeffer emerges at the transition from
hearing (3) to comprehending (4) (compare Chion (1983, page 73)). Some aspects of
musical practices can however be captured from an embodied perspective as amodal as
suggested in Tuuri (2011). Reduced listening being at first a synthesis of hearing (3) and
perceiving (2) (compare Section 2.2.1.1) also preserves hearing (3) as a more reflective
listening mode.
Combinations of the listening modes from Tuuri and Eerola (2012) can be under-
stood as specific listening intentions described by Chion and Schaeffer. The kinestethic
basis would for instance project into the empathetic and the semantic listening, thereby
enabling to listen for intentions of the messenger. The action-sound-object in combi-
nation with functional listening mode, captures well what Chion named ergo audition
in the closed loop. The particular role of ergo audition becomes evident in contrast
to action-sound-intersubjectivity and denotative empathetic, or causal listening. This
pair of combined listening intentions can be found in the experience that a sound that is
caused by oneself stands out less compared to sounds made by others (compare Chion
(1998, pages 84-85)). Also musicianly listening can be understood as an activation of
the connotative action-sound-object, the causal and the reduced listening.
Although Vickers (2012) cites Chion, he does not elaborate how the four listening
modes he adds relate to Chion’s term of ergo audition. The direct-abstract-subjective
listening mode, where sound is made for its own sake, comes close to the notion of mu-
sicianly listening. Although not pointing towards data in particular, it potentially still
serves an interesting role in auditory display. The nature of the relationship between
reflective listening intentions and the action oriented embodied listening modes – and
its relevance for interactive sonification – is maybe well described through the German
word aufho¨ren1, which illustrates that the focus can be shifted towards perception to
1Aufho¨ren means to deliberately discontinue an activity, the root of the word is to hear. The
Duden (2001, article: ho¨ren) suggests aufhorchend von etwas ablassen, (to discontinue something in
order to listen) as the origin of the word. Although this interruption might be due to sounds that do
not originate from the interaction, it illustrates the shift from the closed action and perception loop
towards the reflective oscillation between description and identification.
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the point that action is interrupted. The effort of musicianly listening is hence to
maintain or initiate the action, despite the focus on perception, or to keep the focus on
perception, despite the need to cause the sound through action.
Vickers ironically points out that the spellchecker of the text editor he uses always
insists to replace sonification with signification, taking that as a sign to exclude the
non-signifying reduced listening as a functional mode for auditory display. This is
somewhat in contradiction with other auditory display literature. In the design-space
map (DSM) by deCampo (2007), for instance, the goal is to find ways to design potential
sound objects, which are the correlates of reduced listening. As already mentioned in
Section 2.2.1.1, I propose to think of reduced listening as an iterative nested approach
which helps to discover indices in a sonic structure beyond the first level of signification.
This approach towards reduced listening is in line with the pragmatic terminology
describing the sound object. I will discuss in the conclusion of this thesis that the
functionality, or efficacy, of reduced listening depends on the purpose for which the
display is designed.
As far as the embodied cognition-centered approach is concerned, it must be noted
that the fact that the reflective modes involve higher cognitive resources can be under-
stood as offering higher levels of abstraction from first level significations. As Tuuri and
Eerola (2012) state, reduced listening is a highly premeditated activity. In this sense
it becomes potentially detached from the immediate meanings of the connotative and
denotative embodied levels, which offers the possibility to engage with the unknown, for
instance when exploring sonifications of complex data. Here reflective listening modes
turn back towards the structure of sounds, which carry no immediate meaning, such
as those provided to the listener through the connotative and denotative modes in the
embodied cognition centered approach.
2.2.7 Concluding Remarks
2.2.7.1 Between Phenomenology and the Signal
When investigating the sense of listening, science is interested in understanding sounds
with respect to quantifiable signal properties and their behavioral, neurobiological or
psycholinguistic correlates. The sonic arts focus on the phenomenology of listening from
a philosophical perspective. With respect to sonification, both the scientific and the
phenomenological approach towards listening contribute in a complementary way: The
main advantage of scientific findings is that they can be in some cases operationalized.
In other cases they can provide upper and lower limits of some perceptual dimensions
within which the auditory display needs to be designed. A good overview of these
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findings and their implications for auditory display is given in Carlile (2011). In many
cases perceptual laws apply to simple stimuli like pure tones, however, the more complex
and therefore potentially engaging and informative the sound becomes the more difficult
it is to operationalize these findings.
Psychoacoustic research has done a good job in establishing correlates between the
signal and what we perceive. Further, synthesis techniques have dramatically advanced
since the first auditory icons by Gaver and the modeling of the physics of instruments
has led to astonishing results in simulating their sounds. However it remains true that
we can analyze and describe many signal properties of perceptual relevance, but this
does not mean that these sound features are actually heard, i. e. consciously perceived,
meaning that we can hear a bell without registering its pitch.
With the progress in mapping the auditory cortex and auditory pathways, listening
modes will find their neural correlate and hence a scientific explanation. In fact, the
taxonomy of listening modes proposed by Tuuri and Eerola (2012) is supported with
ample references to neurobiological literature. It can however be observed, that the
arts and phenomenology are sensitive to effects and phenomena before their existence
is proven or their mechanisms are scientifically explained. To name just a few: the
neurobiological finding in the form of voice-selective areas in the human auditory cortex
in 2000 by Belin et al. (2000), provides evidence for the high saliency of the vocal
sounds, which constitute its own category in soundscape compositions. Similarly the
psycholinguistic studies by Guastavino and Cheminee (2003) provide evidence for the
audible categories in a soundscape. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss
in detail listening modes with their neurobiological correlates. However, it is worth
mentioning that recent fMRI based studies by Lewis et al. (2012) start to shed light on
the neurological basis of the scene-like or object-like status of sounds in auditory scenes,
which might be partly identified with listening mode perceiving (2). Interestingly, Lewis
et al. report a dependence on top-down task demands. This dependence supports the
view that while sonic substrates might have the potential to evoke sets of naturally
appropriate listening intentions, specific listening intentions among these sets need to
be invoked from top-down. Within the taxonomy of Tuuri and Eerola (2012) the
hierarchical order suggests that the higher the listening mode is located in this vertical
scheme the more they can and need to be consciously invoked such as the premeditated
reflective listening modes.
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2.2.7.2 Persistent and Timebased Media
Perception as processing the sensory input always happens in time. In this sense
even still images or plots change as we study them. However, I want to maintain the
distinction between time-based and persistent media, for the following reasons:
Timebased media whether visual or sonic bring forth phenomena that necessarily
need to be reified as objects or reduced to indices or values in order to retain something
once they are gone. A biological reason for this tendency is that of memory constraints,
creating the necessity to reduce the totality of the sensory input. On the contrary, phe-
nomena experienced in persistent media offer the possibility of exploration. Hence they
have a higher potential to maintain their plethora of possible meanings and structures
while they are perceived. One reason that the concept of the sound object and reduced
listening is difficult to grasp (and for which it is usually critiqued), is exactly because it
attempts to make the ephemeral phenomenon of sound accessible as a persistent object
which can be explored and studied in its totality.
For sonification design, this distinction has implications for the task and display
purpose. For closed action and perception loops with the purpose to achieve a well-
defined goal, the reduction of the sound to features matters less, as long as they are
perceived and help optimize the action in order to achieve the goal. Sound is meant to
make us do something repetitively and further is meant to condition us to do it well
through augmented perception. For a historic overview on sound as a corrective means
see Schoon (2012).
Exploratory data analysis is on the opposite side of display purposes. Here the
sound is meant to make us think, and Kepler (1967, page 134) comes to mind with his
wish that “Ithe intellect articulates what the ear would naturally have to say”. Since
for exploratory data analysis, we do not know a priori what we are searching for in the
data, we also should not have a biased listening intention which reduces the totality
of the sound to specific aspects. In order to allow the sound to make us think and
discover, we need to widen our listening intentions towards reduced listening.
In design, form is usually discussed with respect to the functionality of the designed
artifact. This is commonly known as form follows function dating back to the Bauhaus
tradition, also adopted for sonification by Barrass and Vickers (2011). In multimodal
sonifications with an exploratory purpose, the form corresponds to the auditory display
system and the functionality depends on whether this display allows the user to invoke
an appropriate listening intention.
For design aspects, it is important to remember that while the sound object must
by no means be confused with the sound signal, it was sound technology which fostered
its conception, by allowing to reproduce exactly the same acoustic signal that gives
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access to various perceivable aspects of the sound object. In that sense, technology
does not only extend our senses in a cybernetic sense, but can also enable us to turn
towards and reflect about our percepts, and later identify aspects of it with sources or
in the context of sonification with data.
Ironically, the slightly transcendental notion of reduced listening and its correlate –
the sound object – has a conceptual similarity with MBS, which proposes a particularly
objective and rigorous translation of data into sound. Physics or science in general,
approach time-based phenomena often by reconstructing time series in phase space
and thereby treating the problem from a geometric perspective. This particular kind
of objectification is akin to the idea of the sound object, which equally attempts to get
hold of the fleeting nature of sound. MBS shows its particular strength in proposing
physics inspired invariant translations of geometric data relations into sonic phenomena.
The sound object in turn tries to reveal what is persistent beyond the bias of our time-
based perceptual apparatus. This structural relation between the sound object and
MBS, the latter of which was to a large degree conceived for exploratory data analysis,
should remind us that creating the opportunity to invoke the right listening intention
is important for the design of auditory display systems for exploration purposes.
Appreciating the complexity of sound objects and trying to use them to represent
complex data is a movement away from encoding data complexity in temporally ex-
tending data driven scores (compare Grond and Hermann (2012a) for a discussion).
In this popular approach which is close to data driven music, the surplus of each in-
dividual sound is on the one hand reduced through the musical context according to
the listening mode hearing (3), which is a subjective process. On the other hand lis-
tening modes proposed by Tuuri, help us to understand that the listener relates to the
sounds through embodied knowledge. Both are however likely not to be indexical to
the abstract data substrate.
The thoughts elaborated here complement the rigorous definitions of sonification as
a scientific display for which one would demand a certain degree of abstraction1 and
objectivity. Following the abstract and concrete versus objective and subjective grid
of listening modes proposed by Schaeffer, one is left for sonification with the fusion of
the subjective listening modes of hearing (3) and perceiving (2), which brings forth the
sound object, whose structure can become indexical (listening (1)) to the data in the
introspective oscillation between description and identification.
1For the question of abstraction in auditory display, also compare Ballas (1994, page 80)
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2.3 Parameter-Mapping, Connecting Data and Sound
Parameter-Mapping Sonification (PMSon) involves the mapping of data features to
synthesis parameters, which can be physical (frequency, amplitude), psychophysical
(pitch, loudness) or perceptually coherent complexes (timbre, rhythm) as phrased by
Worrall (2010). Since sound has various perceptual dimensions, PMSon is at least in
principle well suited for displaying multivariate data. PMSon complements audification
and MBS, the latter of which can contain a parameter-mapping element. Guidelines
on identifying the method of choice from either audification, MBS or PMSon, were in-
troduced in the Design Space Map by deCampo (2007). Unlike audification and MBS,
PMSon is challenging from a sound design perspective because of the wide range of
mapping decisions, which provides enormous opportunities to create and tune appro-
priate auditory display for a particular desired purpose. Nonetheless, PMSon is often
the option of choice, for instance, when the data rate is too low for audification or when
a particular data dimension needs to be translated into a time structure in the display.
A detailed account of the development of PMSon has been given by Worrall (2009).
The multivariate data PMSon was first discussed within the seminal book Auditory Dis-
play by (Bly, 1994, page 406); Scaletti (1994, page 224) presented in the same book the
concept of the nth order mapping, meaning that each dimension in a multivariate data
set is mapped to a distinct synthesis parameter. Ever since these early contributions,
the question of how to justify concrete mapping decisions, and potential problems have
often been addressed, for instance by Walker and Kramer (2005) and some rules have
been derived by reviewing various attempts in the field of auditory graphs by Flow-
ers (2005) (also compare Section 4.1). However, the challenges of parameter-mapping
which is generally referred to as the mapping problem are not resolved. The challenges
of mapping justifications can be identified as questions related to mutual dependence
of psychophysical perceptual parameters as well as the metaphorical dimension of their
interpretation (compare Vogt and Ho¨ldrich (2010)) and their polarity and magnitude
(compare Walker (2007)). In practice, particularly for complex mapping topologies
both questions are mutually dependent on each other. In the view of these challenges,
one can say that sound design for sonification is only a concern where PMSon is in-
volved, since for audification and MBS methods the sonic outcome is to a large degree
defined through the data themselves or the sonification model.
The mapping problem has recently been addressed by Worrall (2010) where the
author suggests as a remedy an embodied cognition approach towards parameter-
mapping, based on a review of related embodied cognition literature. Worrall (2011),
extends this approach more concretely by proposing a gesture encoded sound model.
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Figure 2.3: Map for a general design process of PMSon from Grond and Berger (2011)
progressing from left to right. The diagram shows the data domain on the left and the
signal and perceptual domain on the right.
While this model still waits to be fully implemented, the parameter-mapping sonifi-
cations in Chapter 3 and 4 have been similarly inspired by an embodied cognition
approach.
Future developments might lead to generalizable mappings, for now it remains that
the iterative process of PMSon involving trial and error is akin to bricolage, sharing
similarities with composition (compare Section 2.2). The challenges and considerations
that need to be made in PMSon can however be broken down systematically and
are shown in the diagram of Figure 2.3, taken from Grond and Berger (2011). This
diagram is divided between data and numerical control in grey, and sound and auditory
factors in blue. Rectangular fields can be handled with rigorous objectivity. Oval fields
involve human perception and impose a subjective component to the process. As stated
in Grond and Berger (2011), designing a PMSon “involves the interplay of, and the
conscious intervention in both the data and the signal domains. Integrating both worlds
is key in creating an effective sonification.”
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2.3.1 The Fields of the Parameter-Mapping Diagram
Since the fields in this diagram have already been discussed in depth in Grond and
Berger (2011), I will give here specific examples that refer to the practical applications
in the following chapters.
2.3.1.1 Data Domain
The data domain contains properties directly related to the data such as channels or
dimensions and whether the data are continuous or discrete, aspects, which have been
discussed in deCampo (2007). The movement data for the sonification of ancillary
gestures from Chapter 3 for instance, provide a densely sampled continuous variable
which translates into smoothly interpolating auditory streams. A similar case are the
smooth function data in Chapter 4. The data type of both applications in Chapter 5
represent discrete data samples in an either high-dimensional search space or in 3D
cartesian coordinates. The mappings in this chapter are part of an MBS approach, and
the resulting sound clouds share a similarity with granular synthesis.
2.3.1.2 Data Preparation
The need to prepare or preprocess the data can serve various purposes. In Chapter 3, a
principle component analysis (PCA) was used in order to reduce data dimensionality.
Data preparation can also contain filtering as in Chapter 3 in order to smooth out
artifacts. In Chapter 3 and 4, the data preparation consisted in deriving complementary
data such as derivatives or joint angles. In the second part of Chapter 5, features of the
data had to be extracted depending on the listening position with respect to the 3D
dataset. Data preparation can also include the statistical analysis of the data which can
be included in the mapping function as shown in the sonification examples for vowel
synthesis in Section 2.4.4.
2.3.1.3 The Mapping Function and Topology
Although all fields in the diagram play an important role, it is the mapping function
and the mapping topology that touch the heart of the sound design problem. Here
decisions need to bridge the objective rigor of the data domain with the anticipated
results in the perceptual domain, because data are mapped to signal parameters but
the sonic result can only be judged by ear. This challenge becomes evident when
comparing the formalization approaches by Hermann (2002) and Rohrhuber (2010).
Hermann’s approach suggests defining transfer functions and practically consists of a
table which lists the associations of data features with signal parameters that come
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close to perceptually approximatively linear units (e.g., MIDI notes, dBV). Rohrhuber
in turn defines the sonification variable S˚, which has the advantage of tightening the
data and the synthesis domain with a mathematical formalism, making it possible to
distinguish data time t and signal time t˚. However S˚ addresses exclusively the signal
domain. The problem of formalizing the transition from data to sound is the inevitable
identification of synthesis parameters with perceptual dimensions. A possibility to
address the entanglement of perceptual features and the signal, is to experiment with
various mapping topologies.
One-to-one mappings can strictly only be mappings to the signal domain, since
the correlating perceptual feature is generally not independent. It does however often
work well for mapping to signal properties related to pitch or frequency. Occasionally,
timbre as spectral contour or brightness allows for smooth transitions as in vowels, see
Chapter 3 and 4. This mapping topology was applied across all practical applications.
Kramer (1993, page 200) introduced the mapping of one data feature to several
synthesis parameters, also known as one-to-many or divergent mapping, which takes
into account that several perceptual dimensions can depend on one factor, e.g. the
energy input to a resonating object. This mapping topology was applied in Chapter 3
and Chapter 5. The multi-parameter-mapping approach from Chapter 4 constitutes a
hybrid between one-to-one and one-to-many mappings. In Section 2.4 an example is
given where the data is mapped over various ranges in the signal domain with good
effects in the perceptual domain, effectively providing a mixture between one-to-one
and divergent mapping.
Many-to-one or convergent mappings, have been discussed by Hunt and Wanderley
(2002), and Hunt et al. (2002) in the context of new musical interfaces. This mapping
is implicitly always present through the perceptual interdependence of sound synthesis
parameters. It has been applied in the second part of Chapter 5 in order to exploit
the salience of one auditory aspect for a combination of two data features. The nature
of convergent mappings can be best described by the fact that several sound synthesis
units with individual parameters can contribute to a single percept.
The mapping topologies provide a useful concept in the design process. They are
however not completely separate categories but overlap, which I will discuss in more
detail in Section 2.4. As far as the psychophysical aspects of perception are concerned,
we can rely on a good deal of empirical psychoacoustic formulae, which can be used
as proactive corrections in the mapping function. In the practical applications, psy-
choacoustic amplitude compensation has been applied in order to approximate equal-
loudness contours. Further in Chapter 5, the Mel scale was used to account for the
nonlinear relation of frequency and perceived height of a tone.
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2.3.1.4 Parameter and Signal Domain
Since parameters influence signal generating processes, the parameter domain and the
signal domain in Figure 2.3 are strongly interlinked. The reason why they are two
separate fields is that parameters still relate to data (grey), and the signal provides the
substrate for the perceptual domain (blue). This is also the place where the Information
Sound Space (ISS) from the TADA framework (Barrass, 1997, page 89) fits in. The
ISS is a three dimensional spatial organization of auditory relations. During the design
process these relations, potentially exceeding 3 dimensions, need to be matched with
the data characteristics. In the parameter and the signal domain, one also needs to
find meaningful relations between the data topology and the spatial characteristics of
the sonic display. Similar to the perceptual qualities of the sound, its organization in
space also needs to reflect data properties like circular, polar or continuous distinctions
as left/right, front/back or elevation cues.
2.3.1.5 Fields of Listening, Human Activity
Listening, thinking and tuning are fields of human activity that involve perception or the
reflection about it. This is why I wish to discuss here the sound object and further the
auditory scene analysis introduced by Bregman (1994). While the sound object stands
for the intentional aspect of listening, and the related design intentions, principles
of Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA) contribute to the systematic design framework by
helping to analyze how a mixture of sound objects interact and mutually influence
each other. Sound objects are embedded in an auditory scene which influences what
perceptual dimensions are available as mapping targets. The sonifications in Chapter 3
bring forth distinguishable sound objects. However, since they are not completely
isolated percepts, considerations from ASA apply. Similarly, the monitoring application
in Section 5.1 can result in an auditory stream with a mixture of sound objects. Since I
experienced that the sound stream in the monitoring application reduced the number of
mapping targets, I developed an interface that allows to monitor the state of the process
as isolated sound objects. In the sonification of 3D shapes in Section 5.2, the amount of
data that had to be sonified in a short amount of time had a strong influence onto the
available mapping targets, and forced me to develop a synthesis scheme with a small
spectral footprint in order to develop sufficient perceptual contrast for a differentiable
and structured sound object.
Interaction as tuning is an inherent element in the PMSon design process. Various
aspects of it have been investigated by Bovermann et al. (2008a,b) by facilitating it
through tangible interfaces or by Hermann et al. (2007) by operationalizing some as-
pects within a numerical optimization algorithm. With respect to the applications in
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this thesis different mappings have been explored and for some parameter dependent
variants the tuning can be left to the user. In exploratory data analysis applications,
this can be a hierarchical framework of mappings as in Chapter 4. A similar approach
providing a mapping that gives an overview and one that gives more details can be
found in the monitoring application in Chapter 5. In Section 5.2 a participatory design
approach was used in order to narrow down the mapping options in collaboration with
an expert from the target user group.
2.3.2 Listening Intentions in the Parameter-Mapping Design Cycle
As the discussion of the fields in the PMSon diagram has shown, the design process
includes creative as well as operationalizable aspects. I want to review here some
thoughts from Grond and Berger (2011), which argue for focusing on listening intentions
within this framework. These thoughts parallel the concerns raised by Gaver in the
analysis-synthesis-listening design cycle, see Section 2.2.2.2.
The arrangement in the diagram reflects the typical challenge a PMSon designer is
faced with, which is the problem of representation in creative processes: an experienced
sound designer has a preconception of the designed sound before it is generated and
listened at. This is the reason why we chose the first field in the perceptual domain
to be the sound object as an intentional turn towards the sonic substrate, followed
by the more operationalizable insights from ASA which finds their phenomenological
complement in soundscapes. This imagined result is a projection into the perceptual
domain, which serves as a strong guiding principle, however the sound has to be heard
for further evaluation and refinement. The descriptive framework of the sound object
and a sensibility towards the listing modes which foster awareness about indices, mean-
ings and sonic values demystifies the notion of inexplicable intuition guiding the design
process.
The relationship between listening, thinking and tuning shares strong similarities
with musicianly listening, in that it is a listening mode with a concrete purpose but one
that requires some de-conditioning from first level connotations or causal and semantic
denotations a sound may evoke. Since the sonification designers know what to listen
for in the sound, a common pitfall in designing a PMSon is convincing oneself that the
information in the data is clearly audible. However, the information is not necessarily
present to the naive listener. Presupposing that a more neutral listening intention such
as reduced listening can be cultivated, tuning the mapping can potentially avoid this
trap. But only if the perceived sounds can be properly conceptualized through a critical
perspective on the act of listening. The participatory design approach in Section 5.2
together with a skilled listener from the target user group also proved to be very helpful.
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Particularly for complex mapping topologies the salience of the sonic result for
convergent or divergent mapping dimensions needs to be reassessed. In this situation
critical listening (asking if all data features are mapped) and reduced listening (asking
if they are salient in the mixture), are absolutely necessary in the iterative design cy-
cle. Admittedly, reduced listening occasionally encounters already established principles
from ASA, as it happened to me when designing the dense sound clouds in Section 5.2.
The focus on whether the resulting sound provides a substrate for an intentional unit
like the sound object helps to assess whether the generated sound is potentially mean-
ingful. Here I experienced that the temporal extension of a sonification plays a crucial
role. In this situation, principles of ASA can provide lower boundaries, meaning that
if too many data points are rendered at once, little can be distinguished. On the other
hand if the sonification becomes too long, it is increasingly difficult to engage in re-
duced listening and ordinary listening modes tend to set in which inevitably changes
the information content of the sonification.
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2.4 Parameter-Mapping in Vowel Synthesis
Sonic material where parameter-mapping is involved in its synthesis and which also
appeals to the embodied listening intentions are vowel sounds. This section presents
building blocks for the synthesis of vowel sounds in the programming language Super-
Collider (SC3), which has been developed with Till Bovermann and is published in
Grond et al. (2011a). Vowels are from a synthesis perspective a fairly accessible type
of sound with highly characteristic spectral contours. Vowels are an essential part of
human speech and have a natural sonic appeal and high perceptual salience. Vowels
engage the listener on many levels and stand out noticeably from mixtures of sounds,
which makes them for instance a distinct category in soundscapes.
On the sensorial level their salience is due to voice-selective regions in the human
auditory cortex, which were found by Belin et al. (2000). Our capacity to differentiate
vowel sounds from early on has been recently shown in newborns by Moon et al. (2013),
giving evidence that language specific vowels must have been already perceived and
distinguished in utero. The perception of vowels also engages the embodied aspect of
listening. Hutchins et al. (2010) and Hutchins and Peretz (2011) find in studies with
subjects affected by congenital amusia, that it is easier to match the pitch of one’s own
voice rather than that of an artificial one. This suggests that the perception of vowels
is not only based on the extraction of certain auditory features, but is equally coupled
with the motor control necessary for its production as an articulated vocal motor code.
This connection of the vocal motor code with sound production can also be found in
the extension of the gestural sonorous object by Godøy (2006), see Section 3.1.2. In
brief, vowel sounds are very salient as an acoustic signal but also strongly engage the
embodied dimension of their production, thereby literally making us hear with our vocal
folds and vocal tract. This summarizes in a nutshell the notion of amodal couplings
where unimodal input (sound as voice) leads to multimodal couplings (here listening
and the activation of motor control for production) as discussed by Tuuri et al. (2009).
A growing number of sonifications originating from various contexts can be found
in the literature, which exploit the appeal of vowel sounds. Ben-Tal et al. (2002)
used vowel synthesis in stock-market and oceanographic data. Cassidy et al. (2004)
used vowel synthesis to support the diagnosis of colon tissue. Hermann et al. (2006a)
explored vowel-based sonification for the diagnostics of EEG signals. In the context of
human motion display for golf movements, vowels were used by Kleiman-Weiner and
Berger (2006).
In this section, I present classes implemented in the sound synthesis environment
SuperCollider 3 (SC3) which allow for a convenient and yet flexible synthesis and control
of vowel sounds. This implementation was used in this thesis in two applications, in
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Section 3.3 and in Section 4.3. The primary goal of these classes is to control the
spectral contour from vowels. While natural vowel sounds involve more than spectral
contours, recognizable vowel sounds can easily be synthesized with these classes. Most
of all, we want to provide with the set of synthesis building-blocks convenient access to
the spectral envelopes that constitute a vowel and to get control over spectral contours
in timbre space. However, this class also allows controlling all parameters of the vowel
constituting formants individually.
The presented classes open access to the following sound design possibilities and
advantages for sonification: Vowels offer a continuous and well-controllable dimension
in timbre space partly orthogonal to pitch. Vowel sounds refer to ourselves and to
our embodied knowledge to make vocal utterances. If the resulting sonification is
utterable, it is easy to remember. As mentioned by Hermann et al. (2006a), vowel-
based sonification can be directly communicated by mimicking the sound without a
complex metalanguage describing the heard sound. The vowel class abstracts from
the synthesis level and offers with vowel transitions a single parameter control for an
otherwise more complex one-to-many mapping scheme.
As stated in the beginning of this section, PMSon involves the mapping of data
to physical, psychophysical or perceptually coherent complexes. These three different
mapping targets demonstrate the intricate relation that mapping establishes between
the data, the signal and the sound. The resulting consequence for mapping topologies
is that they are not necessarily distinct categories and partially overlap. This can be
illustrated with formant based vowel synthesis: mapping data features to vowel transi-
tion can be understood as one-to-one mappings where the mapping target is timbre, as
spectral contour. On the level of the individual formants however, it can be understood
as the mapping of data features in a one-to-many topology to several formants, with
individual transfer functions. If the formant filters are applied to an unpitched source
the perceived location in the frequency spectrum is a complex interplay between the
center frequencies of the dominant lower formants, making this mapping akin to the
many-to-one topology.
Implementations of sonifications are often difficult to reuse. Functional frameworks,
like the sonification sandbox1, try to address this problem. However, they often do
not allow to implement sonification methods like data-sonograms Hermann and Ritter
(1999), or the application of flexible mapping functions as in Hermann et al. (2008).
We believe that small but flexible building blocks are the best to form a basis for
sonification developments, because many of the requirements mentioned above need a
sound synthesis environment that can be flexibly scripted. The building blocks allow
1
http://sonify.psych.gatech.edu/research/sonification_sandbox
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for the flexible control of both, the low-level synthesis parameters and the spectral
contour, including the change in brightness and the controlled transition from one
vowel to another. The Vowel class contains documentation with many examples, is
publicly available and can be conveniently installed as the SC3 extension known as
Quark.
2.4.1 The Class Vowel, its Instance, and Control
Sounds that are perceived as vowels have a characteristic spectral contour known as for-
mants (consult Fant (1960) as a standard textbook for formant definition). On the sig-
nal level these formants have a center frequency (fc), bandwidth(∆f) and gain(g). Two
formants usually suffice to distinguish the five vowels known in German as Vokaldreieck
[i:],[e:],[a:],[o:],[u:] as in bee, bear, bar, bot, boot. Sets of five formants are used for
more natural sounding results, a compilation of which are provided by the Csound
manual, covering five vowels in the five registers bass, tenor, countertenor, alto, so-
prano1. The class Vowel contains a library of formants as a class variable, that is
initialized with the formants from the Csound manual. The library has hierarchically
ordered entries, allowing for complete high to low-level access: Vowel.formLib.at(\a)
returns a multilevel dictionary with all parameters for the vowel [a:] across all reg-
isters. Vowel.formLib.at(\vowel, \bass) returns the 15 parameters for the chosen
vowel and register as a dictionary holding arrays of fc, ∆f , and g of all formants.
Vowel.formLib.at(\register, \vowel, \freq) returns the array of frequencies only.
∆f and g can be accessed with the corresponding key \bw and \amp. The inclusion
of this formant library is meant to provide parameter combinations where the sonic
result is familiar. If one finds a parameter combination with a particular timbre when
designing sounds, the class provides a method to save it in a specified file providing a
specific name and register. These entries can be loaded and added to the library based
on the Csound manual.
The member variables freqs, dBs, and widths of a Vowel instance automatically
copy the entries of the library, when an instance of Vowel is created: Vowel(\v, \reg),
with \v being the vowel and \reg the register. The multi-channel expansion paradigm
from SC3 applies to all arguments. Individual formant combinations from within the
parameter space of the library can be composed:
Vowel.compose([\v1, ...\vN ,], [\reg1, ...\regN ,], [\w1, ...\wN ,]),
returning a linear combination according to the weights. Formants can also be defined
independently by specifying the parameters manually:
1www.csounds.com/manual/html/MiscFormants.html
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Vowel.basicNew([fc1, ..., fcN], [bw1, ..., bwN], [g1, ..., gN]).
All formant parameters can be directly set through the member variables freqs, dBs, and
widths, or their complements midinotes, amps, and rqs returned by methods of the same
name. Formants can be added or removed using the addFormant and removeFormant
method.
Figure 2.4: top left: spectrogram for the vowels [a :] [e :] [i :] [o :] [u :] for the register
bass at 70 Hz. top right: spectrogram for the vowel [e :] at 70 Hz across the registers bass,
tenor, countertenor, alto, soprano. bottom left: spectrogram for the blending between
two vowels [a : e :], [e : i :], [i : o :], [o : u :], [u : a :] for the register bass at 70 Hz. bottom
right: spectrogram for the brighten method applied to all the vowels [a :] [e :] [i :] [o :] [u :]
for the register bass at 70 Hz, all from Grond et al. (2011a).
In vowel based synthesis, the transition across vowels is a salient mapping dimen-
sion, which has been extensively used in Hermann et al. (2006a). Vowel transition
is accessible with the blend method; a spectrogram is shown in Figure 2.4. Blending
between two vowels v1 and v2 is implemented as a linear interpolation between the pa-
rameter sets midinotes, dBs, and widths. v1.blend(v2, frac) morphs from v1 where
frac is 0 to v2 where frac is 1. All three aspects of a formant (midinotes, dBs, and
widths) can be morphed individually, the linear interpolation is done in MIDI notes,
but the member variable holds the corresponding frequencies in Hz.
The class also allows to systematically change the brightness of a vowel sound by
raising the gain of the higher formants through 3 methods: brightenLin(b, ref) changes
the gain of a formant i by adding to the level of this formant a value that is based
on the linear equation: gnew,i = gi + b log(fi) +Ni. Ni = (gnew,i − gref ) compensates
the change in gain of all formants by adjusting it to the previous gain of the reference
formant with index ref , b spans from negative to positive real numbers with 0 leaving
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the formants unchanged. Positive values raise higher formants and negative values
lower them.
brightenRel(b, ref) changes the formant gain according to: gnew,i = b gi + Ni. All
gains are multiplied with b and compensated through the term Ni as in brightenLin.
b can take on all positive real numbers: 1 leaves the formants unchanged, values > 1
lower the gain of the higher formants and values < 1 brighten the sound. If b is set
to 0 all formants are of equal level (0 dB). A spectrogram for this method is shown in
Figure 2.4.
The difficulty with brightenLin() and brightenRel() is that the overall gain can
become very high. The method brightenExp obeys the equation: ampnew,i = ampbi ·N
where the factor N =
P
ampnewiP
ampi
corrects the gain of all formants so that the sum of all
amplitudes remains constant; this is an approximate compensation in order to achieve
constant loudness, yielding satisfying sonic results.
2.4.2 The auxiliary Pseudo UGens
Vowel handles only the formant parameters. It reveals its full potential in combination
with the pseudo unit generator (UGen) Formants and BPFStack, which are designed for
additive and subtractive synthesis respectively. Pseudo UGens are classes implemented
in sclang containing the methods ar. They instantiate and return a collection of UGens.
The Pseudo UGens discussed here dynamically wrap around each formant of a Vowel
instance the correct amount of unit generators.
Formants is based on the UGen Formant. It generates a set of harmonics based
on a given fundamental around a centre frequency. Formants takes the arguments
baseFreq, vowel, freqMods, ampMods, widthMods and unfold. The first argument -
an instance of Vowel - assigns the formant parameters of as many Formant UGens,
as the vowel instance holds formants. The unfold flag allows us either to return the
sum of all or an array of individual Formant UGens, which can then be manually
distributed over the display. Additive synthesis of a soprano [o:] vowel sound with
a 200 Hz fundamental can be realized as: {Formants(200, Vowel(\o, \soprano))}.play.
The arguments freqMods, ampMods, widthMods allow controlling the spectral flux for
each formant individually and are set to 1 by default. They can be either a single
modulator (SinOsc.kr) uniformly applied to all 5 formants, or an array of modulators
modulating each formant individually. Additive synthesis of a vowel sound gives already
recognizable sonic results, more natural sounding vowels however are usually achieved
with subtractive synthesis through the pseudo UGen BPFStack.
In an independent source filter model as described by Klatt (1980) the source is
typically modeling the vocal fold and filters model the resonances of the vocal tract.
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This can be realized with BPFStack which is in its structure analogous to Formants.
The basic UGen of BPFStack is a bandpass filter. The argument list differs only in
the first argument, where in this case the sound source is passed. Voiced and unvoiced
vowels can be realized through BPFStack depending on the sonic characteristic of the
in signal. A vowel with a pronounced pitch of 200 Hz would be:
{BPFStack(Impulse.ar(200), Vowel(\a, \soprano))}.play.
Unvoiced vowels can be realized as:
{BPFStack(WhiteNoise.ar(), Vowel(\a, \soprano))}.play.
The transition between both provides a salient parameter-mapping dimension as used
by Hermann et al. (2006a). It must be noted that with this transition the perceived
height in the spectrum for unvoiced vowel sounds depends on the vowel used.
Since the SC3 server is often used without sclang, for instance when using the
server together with other programming languages, it is desirable to include many vowel
related parameters and methods in the synthesis definitions (SynthDef). This means
that the sound design can be conveniently made in SC3, but the actual application only
requires the compiled SynthDef to be invoked on the server. Most methods from the
Vowel class can be used without the SC3 language. One or several instances of vowels
can be constructed through the compose method within a SynthDef. Also the blending
and brightening methods can be used within SynthDef, since none of them contain
flow control statements that would not be properly executed in the DSP chain after
compilation. If however sclang is used an instance of Vowel has the convenient method
addControls which creates control busses within the SynthDef. The asKeyValuePair
message distributes the data structure of a Vowel holding the formant information to
these created control busses.
2.4.3 Ways to Use the Spectral Envelopes
Some synthesis possibilities discussed below require the amplitudes of partials as arrays.
The amplitude of any frequency under the spectral envelope is accessible through the
method ampAt, which also takes ranges of frequencies. For each formant the transition
steepness can be modeled with an exponent as a function of the distance to the centre
frequency of the formant. The convenience method plot, which is based on ampAt
renders a visual display of the spectral envelope using the exponent arguments to control
transition steepness. Resulting plots are shown in Figure 2.5. Extracting partials under
spectral envelopes gives in combination with the UGens Klang / Klank or DynKlang
/ DynKlank very flexible but computationally more expensive synthesis options:
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 2.5: Typical spectral envelops as frequency / dB value pairs from Grond et al.
(2011a). These graphs are generated through the convenience method plot based on ampAt.
Figure 2.6: Spectrogram from Grond et al. (2011a) of the alter-
nation of even and odd harmonics for [a :] tenor at 70 Hz together
with a decrease in the transition steepness of the formants.
DynKlang holds a
bank of sine oscilla-
tors, which can be
dynamically changed
after launching the
sound synthesis pro-
cess. Arrays of am-
plitudes for arbitrary
selections of frequen-
cies can be extracted
through ampAt and can be used as an argument for DynKlang. This allows changing
dynamically between even and odd harmonics. The transition steepness of the formants
can also be conveniently manipulated as shown in Figure 2.6. By using DynKlang the
overall gain of all oscillators can be limited by applying the normalizeSum method onto
the amplitude array.
In a source filter model, pitch mostly depends on the excitatory signal. In sonic
interaction design a new trend of augmented auditory objects has been set by Bover-
mann et al. (2010) where contact sounds are treated in near real time through filters.
Augmented auditory objects pair the appeal of causal sound-source oriented listening,
with perceivable sonic values such as location in the frequency spectrum. Since contact
sounds are mostly unpitched, this dimension remains however inaccessible for sound
design. This restriction can be partly overcome using DynKlank, which simulates the
resonant modes of an object. DynKlank configures its resonators through an array of
frequencies, amplitudes and ring-times.
This argument can create a perceivable pitch (as a tonic mass with a spectral con-
tour, beyond single frequency filtering) even if the excitatory signal has no pronounced
pitch itself, such as in attack or friction sounds. A prototype of an auditory augmen-
tation using surface friction as sound source is shown in Figure 2.7. The arguments
of the resonant filters are extracted from vowels using ampAt. In the spectrogram of
Figure 2.7, the formants as well as the partials of the resonators can be recognized.
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2.4.4 Sample Sonification Applications
2.4.4.1 A sonic colormap
Figure 2.7: Spectrogram from Grond et al. (2011a) showing the
transition of partials and formants of an auditory augmentation of
interaction sounds creating noticeably pitched vowel sounds.
Based on the Vowel
class, a one-to-many
mapping sonification
is presented in the fol-
lowing example. The
dataset for this soni-
fication is the z time
series of the Roessler
(1976) attractor which
is a nonlinear dynam-
ical system exhibiting
chaotic behavior. In such a system small deviations can grow exponentially, a sonifica-
tion should hence make even small variations noticeable at any range they occur.
Figure 2.8: Spectrogram of the one to many mapping from Grond
et al. (2011a), the logarithmic time series of the z variable is on
top.
The spiking na-
ture of the z vari-
able of this system re-
quires a logarithmic
scaling of the map-
ping. For the given
dataset, a salient map-
ping over a wide range
is particularly impor-
tant when looking at
the data distribution:
10 % of the data points are found in the lower 0.015% range of the amplitude; 50 % are
in the lower 0.037% of the amplitude range; 90% of the data points are within the lower
2.5 % range of the amplitude. In order to make deviations stand out across different
amplitude ranges a one to many mapping approach was used to control various spectral
synthesis parameters usingVowel and BPFStack, as presented in Grond et al. (2011a):
the 0 to 30 percentile is mapped to an ∆ gain of 90 dB,
the 20 to 50 percentile fades between unvoiced and voiced,
the 40 to 70 percentile blends between the vowels a and i,
the 60 to 90 percentile changes the pitch from 82 Hz to 116 Hz,
the 80 to 100 percentile brightens the vowel.
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Since ranges overlap, the evolution of the sonic aspects controlled through the pa-
rameters build a single sound stream. Figure 2.8 shows the spectrogram of the resulting
complex sound. The unvoiced-voiced transition is visible as the emerging partials. The
vowel transition can be best seen in the changing first formant. The changing location
of the partials corresponds to the pitch variation and the brightening of the sound
lifts the gain of the higher partials. Note that the unvoiced-voiced transition was fully
completed before the pitch change, which was preceded by the vowel transition. This
order was chosen because only for pitched or sung vowels the vowel transition does
not alter the perceived height in the spectrum too much. By using the methods of
the Vowel class together with BPFStack this mapping was easy to implement. The
range of most parameters such as the brightening of the vowel could be kept small, the
perceived sum of all effects gave still a highly differentiable result. The sound was not
necessarily utterable, but the mapping scheme helped to exploit the many salient fea-
tures of vowel sounds. The unvoiced-voiced transition enhanced the auditory contrast
by adding characteristics that were reminiscent of consonants.
2.4.4.2 Vocagram, a data sonogram with Vowels
Figure 2.9: GUI of the data-
vocagram from Grond et al.
(2011a).
The second sonification example based on vowel syn-
thesis is a data-sonogram. This MBS, can be - apart
from the data preparation step - implemented as an
PMSon and hence offers the possibility to combine
MBS with perceptual-based mapping by using the
vowel timbre space. Figure 2.9 shows a screenshot of
the graphical user interface. Any position within the
dataset can be selected through a 2D Slider. Pushing
the mouse button releases the radial virtual shock-
wave and plays the sounds of each data point, when
they are excited by the wave. The colors indicate the
categories within the data-set, labels correspond to
the vowels [a :] blue, [o :] black, [i :] red. The position of each data point relative to
the center of the virtual shock wave was rendered in the stereo panorama. Figure 2.10
shows a spectrogram of the sounds of subsequent explorations of the dataset. Formant
structures corresponding to the data clusters can be recognized. Distance was addition-
ally mapped to decreasing pitch, which can be identified as glissandi-like movements of
the partials. In most positions within the dataset, all data clusters and their positions
could be well identified. Sometimes they came all in succession, which resulted in an
utterable articulation with an unusual texture due to the many attacks. In many cases
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the clusters were excited at the same time, giving the impression of two or three simul-
taneous voices. Here utterability was restricted by the complex data structure and not
a question of sound design. However, the spectral gestalt of vowels was still useful to
engage with the sounds and helped to separate the streams.
Figure 2.10: Combined spectrogram of the stereo channels taken
from Grond et al. (2011a), showing the sounds of different shock-
waves triggered in the data vocagram (approx. 30 sec).
The data sono-
gram with vowel syn-
thesis was also imple-
mented as partitioned
convolution kernels for
interaction with con-
tact sounds, similar
to the augmented au-
ditory objects from
Figure 2.7. More pre-
cisely, the sonification
of each cluster was distributed over four convolution kernels (giving 12 in total for 3
clusters) in order be able to distinguish left and right as well as to some degree front
and back. The sonic result depended on the interaction sounds but always gave the
strong impression to engage the conotative listening mode of the object-sound coupling
field as discussed in Section 2.2.5. I informally asked others to experiment with the
interface with the sounds rendered through headphones. The feedback I got was often
that it feels like a jaw harp, particularly when generating the excitation through tongue
clicks.
2.4.4.3 Concluding Remarks
Although not all vowels had the same natural appeal, working with the Vowel class
together with Formants and BPFStack and made it very easy to control perceptually
salient synthesis parameters. This was due to the transparent abstraction from low-level
synthesis units giving convenient high-level access to manipulate the spectral contour.
Beyond the convenient synthesis of vowel sounds based on the formant data from the
Csound manual, the very flexible design of these software building blocks also makes
more subtle perceptual aspects accessible. Spectral flux, for instance, in the regions of
individual formants could be easily realized. This offers further potentially informa-
tion carrying perceptual dimensions. The mapping problem from Section 2.3, however,
demands from the PMSon designer to carefully organize these mutually dependent per-
ceptual dimensions, as demonstrated in the first one-to-many mapping example of the
sonic colormap in Section 2.4.4.1.
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50
3Mapping in the Sonification of
Ancillary Gestures
This chapter presents two display prototypes for the sonification of ancillary gestures.
The basis of the sonifications are data from clarinetists’ postures captured with a VI-
CON motion tracking system. Before meaningfully sonifying posture data, data se-
lection and data reduction are important preliminary steps. Different data reduction
approaches are applied in this chapter. While sonification can be a powerful means for
representing the dynamics of the posture data, i.e their temporal structure, it remains
difficult to interpret the sounds with respect to the actual postural configuration or
concrete movement they represent. This is why the sonifications were developed and
studied with a simple complementary visual display featuring an information content
based on the same data as the sonification. In two different applications, we studied
the interplay between the sonification of the movements and its visual counterpart.
The work on the first part presented in this chapter was conducted in Montreal in
the Input Devices and Music Interaction Laboratory (IDMIL) under the supervision of
Prof. Marcelo Wanderley and Dr. Vincent Verfaille. It was completed in Bielefeld in
the Ambient Intelligence group and the results were presented at the gesture workshop
2009 in Grond et al. (2009). The second part was conducted in Bielefeld in collaboration
with Dr. Hendrik Ko¨ssling and Nick Kasajanov.
3.1 Movement and Sonification
Advanced recording and simulation possibilities create an ever increasing amount of 3D
movement data, which are most often investigated through 3D visualizations of moving
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points or models. This approach is self evident, since the human visual and cognitive
system seems highly adapted to perceive and interpret human motion.
Sonification offers a complementary inspection technique, which is beneficial for
several reasons: sonification is ideal for representing dynamic patterns in multivariate
data sets with complex information. Sound requires neither a particular orientation
of the user nor directed attention. The omnipresent nature of sound has the potential
to direct visual attention. In many applications such as skill learning the eyes are
already occupied with a specific task. Here sonification can offer a channel to deliver
additional or complementary information. In the display type presented in this chapter,
where audiovisual content is created, the interplay of both senses needs to be taken into
account.
Movement sonification has been mostly applied to improve or facilitate movement
and motor control in sports, early sonifications can be found with Effenberg (2005). A
specific application has been developed for an audio-only environment in the system
Acoumotion by Hermann et al. (2006b). Hummel et al. (2010) applied sonification to
improve the practice of German wheel performers. Eriksson and Bresin (2010) designed
a sonification system in order to improve running technique. Godbout and Boyd (2010)
presented a corrective sonic feedback for speed skating which was applied successfully
for correcting faulty movement sequences. Sonification was successfully applied to
synchronization of rowers by Schaffert et al. (2012).
It is common to many of these examples that the data representing the movement
are scalar to low-dimensional time series often based on real-time accelerometer read-
ings or similar sensors. An exception is the sonification of swimmer movements based
on multivariate data with the attempt to make them available in real-time, see Her-
mann et al. (2012). Most of these movements like running, rowing and swimming are
repetitive coordinated body movements, and hence the power of sonification lies in the
possibility to detect deviations relative to a repeating sound pattern, hence the sonic
information does not need to be assessed in absolute terms. A good overview and
source for further reading for the field of movement sonification in sports is given by
Ho¨ner et al. (2011).
3.1.1 Ancillary Gestures
Ancillary gestures of instrumentalists are somewhat different compared to sport move-
ments. The benefits of sonification are still of potential interest as a complementary
element to the visual display, for exploratory gesture analysis. Here the temporal struc-
ture of the movement and the awareness of moving limbs relative to other concurrent
movements are of interest.
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For clarinet players, movements directly involved in the sound production, such
as of lips and fingers, are effective gestures1. Other movements like weight transfer
and body curvature are expressive movements or ancillary gestures, which are defined
as those body movements which are not directly involved in the sound production.
These types of movements are omnipresent in musical performance and have been
discussed by Cadoz and Wanderley (2000). As shown by Wanderley et al. (2005) and
Nusseck and Wanderley (2009), their importance lies in the fact that they tend to align
with musical phrases in the score. These movements show consistent patterns across
various levels of expressiveness (compare Wanderley (2002)) and are an integral part of
the instrumentalist’s performance. What makes ancillary gestures different from most
movements in sport is that other than repetitive coordinated body movements, they
do not repeat in regular intervals. Although they are consistent with musical phrases,
preceding postures are likely to differ and hence create a different sonic context in which
they are embedded.
Early sonifications of ancillary gestures have been developed by Verfaille et al. (2006)
and Savard (2008) both working on clarinetists’ movements. Similar to Verfaille et al.
(2006), Goina and Polotti (2009) employs Rissets infinite glissandi or Shepard tones in
their mapping approach in order to represent continuous directed movements. Winters
and Wanderley (2012) give an overview over expressive movement sonification which
also discuss the results from Grond et al. (2009). They argue that the peculiarity
of these kinds of movements is that they are “not strictly goal-oriented and highly
idiosyncratic” and that they “should be evaluated based upon their capacity to convey
information that is relevant to visual perception and the relationship of movement,
performer and music.”
3.1.2 The Gestural Sonorous Object
Godøy (2006) proposed the term of the gestural-sonorous object based on Schaeffer’s
notion of the sound object, extending it towards gestures and movement. This concept
is of interest in this chapter for the following reasons. Godøy argues that the term
known as motor equivalence from the field of motor control suggests thinking of move-
ment on a similarly abstract level as Schaeffer’s sound object. Many sound objects,
which are sonically different, are produced through the same movement intention on
different instruments. This can be perceived as one schema through a listening inten-
tion on the perceiver’s side that matches a perceived movement intention. Godøy states
that the movement intention is tied to motor imagery, which is based on the implicit
1 Effective gestures have been sonified for skill training in the musical context like bowing the violin
by Großhauser and Hermann (2010).
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knowledge of biomechanics and motor control constraints. He concludes that we have
kinematic and dynamic images of effort, chunking, and coarticulation, that resonate
strongly in our images of sound1.
Godøy gives an interesting overview of the meaning of the sound object, pointing
to the fact that its status as an intentional unit helps us to segment the continuous
stream of sensory impressions. The principles on which this segmentation is based are
according to Schaeffer those of articulation and stress, where the first is the energetic
event that interrupts and structures the perceptual stream, and the second refers to its
sustainment. Godøy cites Schaeffer’s notion of articulation as “breaking up the sonorous
continuum by successive distinct energetic events”. Articulation as the segmentation of
the perceptional stream suggests a promising basis for the mapping of the sonification
based on the energy of the movement.
Godøy further exemplifies stress through the place that vowels hold in speech. This
example provides a conceptual basis for the second mapping that we applied, which is
based on vowel synthesis2. Godøy (2006) emphasizes that there is plenty of evidence
that perception is more than an abstract processing of sensory data but rather always
linked to some sort of simulated action. For the perception of speech-related sounds
like vowels, this means that the perception is strongly linked to our own capacity
of producing these sounds. Particularly with vocal sounds, the hearing intention is
shaped through the heard intention, based on stress and articulation of the sound
object (compare (Chion, 1983, page 27)) Related concepts with respect to vocal sounds
have been discussed for the design of user interfaces by Tuuri (2010). The aspects of
the gestural-sonorous object provided a guiding principle for the parameter-mapping
design described later in this chapter.
3.1.3 Audio-Visual Displays
When developing sonification together with visualization, the interplay between both
sensory modes in the display needs to be taken into account. Here the following phe-
nomenological and psychological findings provide the context that informed the display
design.
The audio-visual medium has been extensively covered by film studies. The notion
of synchresis was coined by Chion (1994, page 58) (also compare Chion (2009, page
492)). This neologism is made up of the words synchronous and synthesis and describes
1A simple example of this universal images of movement, articulation and effort is the animation
of speech through a hand.
2The mapping approach is also inspired through the notion of the energymotion trajectory in the
spectromorphology from Smalley (1997), to which Godøy refers in the development of the gestural-
sonorous object, see Godøy (2006).
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the irresistible connection that is spontaneously established between a short sound
and a simultaneous short visual stimulus. This connection enforces a listening mode,
which Chion (2009, page 471) termed causal listening. Recent psychological findings
by Parise et al. (2012) support the causal connection of auditory events that correlate
with visual ones, suggesting that the human neural apparatus in fact performs some
sort of correlation between the sensory data.
Flu¨ckiger (2001, page 126) introduces the term of the unidentified sound object,
which is a sound whose cause is neither resolved through context nor through a corre-
sponding visual stimulus. In film, if sparingly used, a unidentified sound object can be
the cause for discomforting emotions, due to the uncertainty it creates. Since the soni-
fication of movements cannot be supported through a context of everyday experience,
the concept of the unidentified sound object is mostly relevant with respect to the lack
of a visual cause.
Some observations that have been made in films have equally been studied in psy-
chology, one of which being the ventriloquism effect. This effect describes the phe-
nomenon that we attribute sounds of speech to moving lips even if both, sound and
lips, are not located in the same spot. In film for instance the speaking actor might en-
ter the scene from one side while the words come from the center speaker. This effect of
attributing the sound to a visual source has been termed “the spatial magnetization of
sound by image”, see Chion (2009, page 491). For the audio-visual display of ancillary
gestures in this chapter, we were interested to find out with eye-tracking if different
vertical sound labeling of the limbs has the potential to influence the attention.
A review of the research field between auditory perception and vision by Spence and
Soto-Faraco (2010), summarizes the interplay of audio-visual stimuli, which have the
potential for enhancement of the sonic part, extinction of it, and for creating auditory
illusions. An early example for enhancement is given by Sumby and Pollack (1954)
where the visual perception of lip movements enhances auditory speech perception in
noise. Here causal listening can be interpreted as searching for sensory correlates in or-
der to find complementary information. The integration of complementary information
can lead to auditory illusions, the best known example of which is the McGurk effect
McGurk and MacDonald (1976), where paradox effects of perceived lip movement onto
speech perception are found. In the sonification of ancillary gestures in an audio-visual
display by Savard (2008, reported in personal communication) effects similar to the
ventriloquism effect, have been experienced which will be elaborated later.
According to Chion (2008, page 563) the listening cinema is: a bad listening cinema
by giving examples where sounds are misheard and wrongly attributed, which is only
later corrected by binding the sound to its rightful - because visible - object in the
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narrative. Similarly Flu¨ckiger (2001, page 143) states that in the combination of film
and sound, aspects individually perceived in both senses can be either highlighted
or narcotized. The narcotization of the sense of listening corresponds to inhibition,
or extinction, which are possible psychophysical effects as discussed in Spence and
Soto-Faraco (2010). The authors further discuss a body of literature on crossmodal
perceptual load, and supramodal attention split, which is as the authors state still
contradictory. Some accounts are given that suggest that vision can decrease auditory
attention. The emphasis of the acousmatic condition as a prerequisite to approach the
sound object gives indirect evidence that the visual sense can lead the focus away from
listening.
For the given data substrate of changing postures, it is interesting to find in the
field review by Spence and Soto-Faraco (2010), that dynamic stimuli facilitate stronger
crossmodal grouping than static stimuli. Questions of temporal and spatial percep-
tion in multimodal settings involving auditory display has been studied by Guttman
et al. (2005), with the finding that particularly in rhythmical multimodal stimuli, the
auditory sense overrules vision.
Spence and Soto-Faraco (2010) elaborate that in a multimodal stimulus, it is difficult
to assess the contribution of one sense to the combined percept, hence artificial situ-
ations are created in experimental setups, which induce inter-sensory conflict thereby
studying how each sensory modality deals with discrepant cues about a given object
property. The authors also point out that under everyday conditions our senses have to
handle multiple sensory inputs and that deciding which visual stimuli should be bound
with which auditory stimuli becomes a non-trivial problem.
3.1.4 Research Questions
In this chapter, two audio-visual display prototypes are investigated. Our goal was to
find out, how an audiovisual display inspired by the gestural-sonorous object could be
built for the movement of ancillary gestures, taking into account the intricate relation
between sound and vision. Since the movement data were kinematic, we were mostly
interested in the articulatory aspects of chunking and less in mental images of effort.
For the first display prototype we wanted to find out if sonification helps the users to
organize the segmentation of movements in a dynamic display of ancillary gestures.
As stated in the beginning, movement data are multivariate datasets and data
reduction needs to be applied before they are mapped to sound. One question was
therefore if global data preparation, specifically reduction, has a strong impact on the
audio visual display. For the first prototype, we conceived two different data preparation
steps. One is a direct mapping of marker velocities to sound, and the second involves a
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principal component analysis of the movement data. We were interested to find out if
subjects would have a preference for one of these two data-preprocessing steps. In order
to investigate this question, we asked subjects to annotate the clarinetists’ performance
represented by various combinations of the resulting uni- and multimodal displays. The
results were presented in Grond et al. (2009).
The second question was if different sonification mappings have the potential to
guide the visual attention towards different aspects in the data. For the study of this
question in combination with the visual display, we made use of eye-tracking in order to
find out to which aspects of the movement data the user’s focus is directed. We mapped
the angular velocities to sound and presented it together with the visual display. In
order to assess the audiovisual display we compared it with the eye-movements of a
visual-only display of the ancillary gesture movements.
3.2 Annotating Sonified Ancillary Gestures
This part of the chapter describes the first sonification prototype of ancillary gestures.
Two PMSon were developed, one based on the marker velocities, the other one on the
principal components of the body postures. The effect of the combined audiovisual
display was studied in a free segmentation task of the combined and separate stimulus.
The sonification was based on VICON motion tracking data of clarinetists. Posture
changes of clarinet players exhibit only ancillary gestures, since the effective gestures
are mostly confined to finger and lip movements. All clarinetists played an excerpt of
Brahms’ Sonata for clarinet op. 120 no 1. The text in the following section is based on
Grond et al. (2009).
3.2.1 Motion Tracking Data
The data of the clarinetists movements were captured in motion capturing sessions
in previous projects at the Input Devices and Music Interaction Laboratory (IDMIL).
All clarinet players were advanced instrumentalists. The movement data were recorded
with a VICON 460 system. The standard plug-in-gait model used (Ferrari et al. (2008))
provides 38 marker positions. This set of markers gives a global description of the body
posture.
From this set of data, we removed redundant channels. We decided to apply soni-
fication to the posture information, which corresponds to the three data channels x,
y and z, the Cartesian coordinates, and their derivatives. This choice was motivated
because we wanted to sonify data which could potentially also be seen in a simple visual
representation. The VICON dataset was reduced to markers shown in Table 3.1 some
of them were combinations derived of originally measured data (for details compare
Grond et al. (2009)).
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body part left middle right
head front back of the head front
spine neck C7
T10
end of spine
arms shoulder shoulder
elbow elbow
arm wrist arm wrist
legs hip hip
knee knee
ankle ankle
Table 3.1: On the left: the reduced dataset of 18 markers. On the right: clarinetists in
the VICON motion capturing system. The table and the images are taken from Grond
et al. (2009).
3.2.2 Data Preparation and Preprocessing
Before the data reduction described above, the whole dataset was centered between
both feet. This was accomplished for each time frame by moving the center of origin
of the coordinate system to the point determined as the middle between the left and
right toe. In almost all cases, with the exception of one recording, the toes of the
clarinetists stayed in one place during the whole performance. Hence there was not
much movement in the toe marker, which would have been discarded.
The whole movement represented through the dataset was dominated by the left
and right as well as the back and forth movements; both are generally referred to as
weight transfer. In the PCA transform, the global influence of the weight transfer
became evident as the first and second components consisted almost exclusively of this
movement aspects. In a similar way the weight transfer was present in the velocity
sonification approach, when mapping marker speed to sound. Therefore we decided to
remove this component from the data set as this would not allow identifying otherwise
audible aspects in the movement sonification. For details about the moving center
of mass removal, see Grond et al. (2009). After this data preparation step, all other
movements were not overshadowed and could audibly stand out.
3.2.3 Sound Synthesis and Mapping
Based on the Design Space Map introduced by deCampo (2007) the recording rate of
100 Hz suggests as an appropriate strategy a continuous parameter-mapping sonifica-
tion. The sound synthesis aspect in the sonification design was guided by the following
considerations, which were influenced by the concept of the gestural-sonorous object of
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Godøy (2006): the aim was that the continuous sonification should automatically lead
to acoustic articulations which would allow for a perceptually natural segmentation of
the sound, such that it can be meaningfully connected to the movement patterns.
In addition, the sonification of movements from different parts of the body between
head and toes should be distinguishable. We wanted to design a single auditory stream,
so that stream segregation would not be an interfering task for the test subjects when
listening to the stimuli. We therefore chose to use a source filter model as a modular
sonification unit, which could be applied to all markers or PCA components, and which
would well blend together. This modular unit consisted of white noise filtered through
a resonant filter based on Steiglitz (1994), which is implemented in SC3 as the Ugen
Resonz.
s(t) =
n∑
i=1
HResonz(ηi(t); fi, rq, g) (3.1)
The resulting sonification s(t) is the sum over all n sonified data-features, the 18
selected markers. HResonz stands for the resonant filter with the frequency fi, the gain g,
and the bandwidth, which is specified with the reciprocal q -value rq. As a source ηi(t)
a signal of white noise is fed to the filter. To address the frequency loudness dependency
we used basic psychoacoustic amplitude compensation. For the details of the amplitude
compensation we refer to the implementation details of the Ugen AmpComp. These
resulting sounds of filtered noise merged nicely into one sound stream. However, the
varying amplitudes of the different resonant frequencies fi each representing one of
the 18 markers could be audibly distinguished. This sound synthesis scheme was used
for both the marker velocity and the PCA component sonification. The next section
describes how the motion data are mapped to the synthesis parameters.
3.2.3.1 Velocity and PCA Sonification
In this mapping, the velocity of the 18 selected and derived markers described above
was mapped to the sound parameters, as compiled in Figure 3.1. The mapping followed
a one-to-one, as well as a one-to-many mapping paradigm.
The movement data contained some noise and hence they were smoothed with a
rectangular window of 5 samples, before the velocity was calculated for each marker.
Starting at the ankle, frequencies from 150 to 4000 Hz at the head markers were as-
signed to each marker, as audible labels on a log scale. The varying gain corresponded
to the velocity and was mapped exponentially between 0.001 and 1. This mapping
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was informed by the idea that the movement data would naturally express themselves
following the notion of articulation from Godøy (2006). Additionally, the velocity of
each marker was mapped to a center-frequencies modulation with ±5%. This created a
spectral flux which helped to draw auditory attention to the respective frequency band.
Further, the articulation was enhanced by an exponential mapping of the rq of each
resonant filter between 0.001 and 0.1.
Figure 3.1: Mapping data features to signal parameters
The second mapping was
based on the principal compo-
nents of the data, which con-
sisted of 3 · 18 = 54 fea-
tures over a complete perfor-
mance. The center of mass
corresponding to the 54d vec-
tor of the mean posture has
been subtracted. Then, we
computed the data set covari-
ance matrix C = 1N
∑
α x
αxαT ; the principal components hence represented the axis
along coordinated activity. The first 6 coefficients with the largest eigenvalues of C
covered approx. 85 % of the data set variance. Components with smaller eigenvalues
than the first 6 represented very minute movement details; they could not be distin-
guished acoustically, and were also visually very difficult to identify. Similarly to the
velocity mapping, the PCA coefficients of the principal components were mapped to
signal parameters as compiled in Figure 3.1. The 6 coefficients were exponentially
mapped between 300 - 2000 Hz and the frequencies and the range were chosen to yield
an acoustically rich result, meaning that the articulation of each coefficient could be
well perceived. The change of the coefficients was mapped in a similar way like the
marker velocity to gain exponentially between 0.001 and 1. The frequencies of the
filters were modulated with ±5% around the assigned center frequency controlled by
the velocity of the time coefficients. The rq of the resonant filters corresponded to the
principal components exponentially mapped between 0.001 and 0.1. Although both,
the velocity and the PCA sonification were the result of the sum of eq. 3.1 over all
sonified data features, their sonic quality was different due to the different durations of
the sonic articulations of the data features.
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3.2.3.2 Stimuli Selection for the Experiment
Particularly for the PCA sonification it was important to calculate the time coefficients
for an extended period of time, so that the covariance matrix represented the longtime
average. Otherwise each sonification would have represented only the unique moment
of the selected time interval which would not have given comparable stimuli segments in
a sense that would have represented consistently the same principal directions. Hence
these sonifications were applied to the data set of the complete performance of 3 clar-
inetists. These performances were selected because they featured noticeably different
movement patterns of ancillary gestures. Apart from a considerable amount of weight
transfer movements, Clarinetist 1 and 3 exhibited various pronounced ancillary gesture
patterns. On the contrary, clarinetist 2 was mostly standing still, making occasionally
rapid movements with the elbows and the arm wrist.
3.2.4 The Audio-Visual Display of Body Movements
For the design of the audio visual display we considered the aforementioned multimodal
effects, i.e that the percept is not merely a superposition of moving image plus sound. In
the display, the user has to integrate the multiple sensory inputs, which is as discussed
earlier a non trivial task. In order to bind both sensory modes into a combined percept,
causal listening or the ”searching” for a visual correlate can lead to unwanted results
as the following experience shows: Savard (2008) constructed a framework for ancillary
gesture sonification for clarinetists based on similar data. He reported in personal
communication that in a first trial, subjects had to judge sonification videos from the
clarinet players, in which finger movements were clearly visible. Due to this visual
detail some test subjects wondered if the finger movements (effective gesture) were the
cause of the sound. Interestingly, the sonification was based exclusively on ancillary
gestures such as weight transfer and body curvature, however these movement types
were visually less noticeable and were hence not attributed to the sound.
Through this experience on the interplay of sound and image, we asked whether
different sonifications and visualizations change the way how the audio together with
the visual modality can be efficiently integrated. We decided to give the test subjects
an open task through which we wanted to find out if the presentation of ancillary
movements changes how subjects interpret them in combinations of audio and visual
displays.
The visual part of the display was an abstract depiction of the clarinetist. This
abstraction is not only necessary in order to avoid a specific acoustic expectation in the
subject, but also to exclude the representation of effective performer gestures, such as
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Abstract visual representation of the clarinetists: (a) shows a simple stickman
(b) the enhanced stickman where the velocities of joints are additionally highlighted with
glyphs in the form of red cubes. Both taken from Grond et al. (2009).
the movement of fingers and lips. The subjects were asked to rate the performance of
all three clarinetists with respect to which sonification method matches best with the
visual representation.
3.2.4.1 The Visual Display of Body Movements
The aforementioned challenges of audiovisual stimuli led us to develop a display which
showed exclusively ancillary gestures1. In Figure 3.2, the visual part of the display is
shown. This consists of an abstract stick-figure in two positions: one in profile and one
from the front; both omitting details such as finger and lip movements.
We conducted small and informal preliminary tests and we received good feedback
for this display design with respect to consistency between sonification and image. Some
participants still found it difficult to identify which part of the body was responsible
for which aspect of the sound. This is why we added for the velocity sonification, a red
glyph in the form of a cube to each sonified joint. These glyphs changed - according
to the joints’ velocity - its size and color (through the variation of the alpha channel).
This addition gave a visually similar information, with respect to the time structure
from the data, as it was mapped to the signal of the velocity sonification.
3.2.5 Evaluation of the Display
In a psychophysical experiment we studied how the audiovisual display would influence
the perception of the ancillary movements.
We used subjects with a diverse background and designed an open task. Specifically
we asked the subjects to identify and detect events in stimuli which stood out for them.
The subjects were asked to perform this task for selected sequences of movements of
the three clarinetists. All stimuli from the three performers were taken from time
1The visualization in SuperCollider3 was implemented in SCgraph Schmidt (2007)
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intervals which all represented the same musical phrase, which consisting of 4 distinct
melodic units. Each stimulus was presented to the test subjects 9 times. During each
presentation, they were asked to attentively look at and listen to the display and to
mark events per mouse click in real time. The subjects were told that it was up to
them which and how many events they could mark in the segment. The test subjects
were instructed that the first two runs are considered as test runs. They were also
encouraged to repeat the mouse clicks that marked their selection of events consistently
in the subsequent 7 runs. At the end of all trials, a questionnaire about the different
stimuli was presented to the test subjects, which they were asked to fill out. In this
questionnaire they were also asked about their musical experience.
The combination of the stimuli of the two visual representations (with and without
cubes) and the two sonifications (velocity and PCA) gave in total 7 different stimuli,
which were all presented to the subjects. Table 3.2 compiles the stimuli organized
according to the visual and auditory aspects.
id sonification visualization acronym
1 velocity - A1 V0
2 velocity stick-figure A1 V1
3 velocity stick-figure + cubes A1 V2
4 - stick-figure A0 V1
5 - stick-figure + cubes A0 V2
6 PCA - A2 V0
7 PCA stick-figure A2 V1
Table 3.2: Table of stimuli, taken from Grond et al. (2009), showing the different combi-
nations of visualizations and sonifications. In the text, the acronym will be used to denote
the stimuli.
For the PCA-based sonification we decided to show only the simple stick man and
omit the highlighting cubes, since their visual appearance changed according to the
individual marker velocity those aspects would not have corresponded to the sonifica-
tion. The order of the stimuli was randomized for each test subject; the randomization
made sure that the 3 clarinetists were interleaved, and no performance pattern was
shown twice in a row. The velocity-based sonification gave a very structured sound for
the performances of clarinetists 1 and 3. The sonification appeared to be easy to con-
nect with the visualization. The PCA-based sonification for the same selected regions
gave a less structured impression and was hence more challenging to connect with the
visualization. The situation was reversed in the case of clarinetist 2, where the PCA
sonification gave more structured sounds.
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3.2.6 Experimental Data Evaluation
12 subjects participated in the experiment, their age range was from 22 - 33. 11 were
male, 1 female, and 7 of them were playing an instrument. We analyzed the data for
each clarinetist individually, since the movement patterns differ strongly. This resulted
in different sonifications for the velocity as well as for the PCA sonifications.
Average click frequency: As a first step in the evaluation we looked at the
average number of clicks for each stimuli, that was given by all the subjects for the
identified events. Figure 3.3 compiles the results. All the subsequent figures arrange
the results for the different stimuli in the following order: the audio-only condition is
shown on the left (A1V0, A2V0), the visual-only condition on the right (A0V1, A0V2),
in the middle there is the combined stimuli (A1V1, A1V2, A2V1). Please refer to Table
3.2 for the meaning of the acronyms.
Figure 3.3: Average number of clicks per trial, taken from Grond et al. (2009).
As the large standard deviation shows, the click-frequency does not vary signif-
icantly across the stimuli. However it is interesting to observe that stimuli, which
included a visual representation received the highest click frequency. Across all perfor-
mances, the audio-only condition gave on average the lowest click frequency. Clarinetist
3 performed with very structured movements exhibiting pronounced ancillary gestures.
Interestingly for this clarinetist, the standard deviation is smaller for most of the con-
ditions when comparing it with those of the other two clarinetists. This comparison
suggests that the intersubjective convergence in the perception of ancillary gestures is
influenced by the ancillary gestures themselves, more precisely how pronounced they
appear.
Kernel estimated click density: For a better comparison of the different click
annotation patterns along the performance of the clarinetists, we computed kernel-
estimated click densities and visualized the result. In Figure 3.4, some intervals of the
click densities are depicted, which demonstrate that there are noticeable differences in
the click density for various combinations of stimuli and suggested that either different
events were perceived or the same event was annotated at different times. The three
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Figure 3.4: Kernel estimated click densities from Grond et al. (2009). a,b and c are
selected intervals of clarinetist 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The grey horizontal bar indicates
the average click density
∫
= 1.
depicted plots (a, b, c) are selected cases for patterns we found in the plots, which are
compiled in the appendix 8.1.
In plot a, which compares the velocity sonification with the three different visualiza-
tion types (no visualization, stick-man, stickman with glyphs ), we see that multimodal
conditions give a noticeable delay in the reaction of the subjects. It must be noted
however, that we also found one moment with increased click densities in the perfor-
mance where the visualization-only stimulus V2A0 made the subjects click faster than
in the multimodal case V2A1 (cubes plus velocity sonification). A possible explanation
for the delay might be that integrating two perceptual inputs increases the perceptual
load and therefore causes the delayed response.
Selection b is a plot in which the simple visualization of the stick-figure is compared
with the two different sonifications and the stimulus without sonification. In this com-
parison, interestingly the velocity sonification in clarinetist 2 made the subjects ignore
an event (between second 4 and 5), which was however selected in A0V1 and A2V1.
When comparing the last two conditions, the shape of their density peaks are very
similar in this time region except the already discussed delay in the condition A2V1.
This suggests that the PCA-based sonification (A2) seemed not to have overruled the
visualization. In the time region around second 6 we see that the stimulus A1V1 made
the subjects clearly annotate two successive events which we could identify as two quick
arm-wrist movements. In the PCA-based sonification and the stimulus without sound
the distinction between both events was less clear.
The plot c shows in the selection around second 3 a peak for the stimulus A1V2, i.e
the velocity sonification shown with the stickman visualization highlighted with glyphs.
At this moment of the performance clarinetist 3 made a step, which was not noticeably
annotated by clicks in the V2 only condition.
In addition to the qualitative evaluation of selected time segments, we were also
interested if there is a statistically significant difference for the different stimuli. Table
3.3 compiles the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test comparing the click-trains
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compared stimuli clarinetist 1 clarinetist 2 clarinetist 3
A1 V0 — A1 V1 0.233 0.032 0.011
A1 V1 — A1 V2 0.010 0.493 0.302
A1 V2 — A1 V0 0.180 0.010 0.078
A2V0 — A2V1 0.226 0.086 0.248
A0V1 — A0V2 0.144 0.105 0.441
A0V1 — A1V1 0.618 0.018 0.127
A1V1 — A2V1 0.223 0.007 0.360
A2V1 — A0V1 0.487 0.508 0.368
A1V0 — A2V0 0.086 0.001 0.012
A1V2 — A0V2 0.006 0.006 0.104
Table 3.3: This table from Grond et al. (2009) compiles the values of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test comparing different click-trains. Values below 5% are highlighted. The
3 stimuli pairs (line 1-3) compares A1 with V0 V1 V2. The 3 stimuli pairs (line 6-8)
compares V1 with A0 A1 A2.
of the different stimuli. The most general finding in the last row is that for clarinetists
1 and 2, the velocity sonification V2 made a significant difference. Also for clarinetist 3,
the value of 10% is low. Similarly in row 10, comparing the velocity sonification with
the PCA-based sonification, both without visualization, made the subjects annotate
significantly different events for clarinetist 2 and 3, even for clarinetist 1 the KS test
returns a result that is close but not below a threshold of 5%. Across many stimuli
pairs, the click distribution significantly differed particularly for clarinetist 2.
The qualitative analysis from Figure 3.4 reveals that also for clarinetist 1 and 3,
different moments were annotated by clicks made by the subjects depending on the
modality of the stimuli. We illustrated those differences in Figure 3.5 by plotting the
click time versus the click number. For clarinetist 3 we compared the conditions A1V0,
A1V2, A0V2. We chose to compare the enhanced visualization V2 because it was
the one with a more visible connection with the velocity sonification. The plot shows
that adding the velocity sonification A1 to the enhanced visualization V2 narrowed
the distribution of succeeding clicks along the diagonal. The condition A1V0, i.e. the
velocity sonification without visualization exhibits few outliers along a pronounced
diagonal. In the condition A0V2, i.e. the enhanced visualization alone, there is less
coherence in that subjects marked identified events in a similar order. The depiction of
the condition A1V2, i.e. the combined audiovisual stimulus shows a coherence that lies
in between the aforementioned stimuli. Comparing these three cases can be interpreted
as decreasing intersubjective convergence in the perception of the stimuli A1V0, A1V2,
A0V2. More precisely velocity sonification alone or together with the enhanced visual
display made the test-subjects select similar events in a similar order.
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Figure 3.5: Clarinetist 3, click time versus click number from Grond et al. (2009). The
outliers from the diagonal show the decreasing intersubjective convergence in the order of
the stimuli A1V0, A1V2, A0V2.
3.2.6.1 Sonifying the Annotation
In order to get a better grasp on the click annotations we sonified the click trains as
short filtered impulses and mapped the kernel-estimated click density to their center
frequencies. The resulting sound files were merged with the visual or multimodal stimuli
for all movement sequences. This exploratory evaluation supported the trends for
clarinetist 3 that are depicted in Figure 3.5. In the A1V0 condition the unanimously
annotated events were clearly audible, which could also be recognized, but were less
pronounced in the A1V2 condition. The sonification of the clicks in the A0V2 condition
suggested that the subjects were looking at various aspects in the display and that there
was little convergence across the subjects, also the rhythmic aspect of the movement
was less represented through the clicks in the visual only display. The advantage of
sonifying the annotations consisted in the possibility to connect the annotations with
the corresponding movement pattern in the visualization. This experimental evaluation
approach also made it possible to get a sense for what kind of rhythmic structure in
the sonification was perceived.
3.2.6.2 Subject Rating of the Stimuli
At the end of the experiment, we asked the participants to rate all the stimuli with
respect to how helpful they were for the given task. The rating options were between
1 (difficult) and 5 (easy) with respect of consistently selecting events in the display.
Figure 3.6 shows the compiled results. The audiovisual conditions A1V2 and A1V1
both involving velocity sonification were rated as first and second. The PCA based
sonifications A2V1 and A2V0 rank among the least preferred together with the simple
stick-figure visualization A0V1. This is consistent with the findings in Figure 3.4 in
the selected time interval b, where the PCA-based sonification made it difficult to
consistently select events.
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Figure 3.6: Self rating of test subjects from Grond et al. (2009). x shows the stimuli
acronym according to Table 3.2, y the mean ± standard error.
3.2.7 Conclusion on the Annotation of Ancillary Gestures
In the free annotation task we evaluated a velocity and a PCA-based sonification for
ancillary gesture sonifications alone and in combination with a visualization of the
movement. Although the open task we have designed did not test specifically the
reaction time, we found cases suggesting that audiovisual displays make the user react
more slowly in annotating identified events. The overall quality of the stimuli depended
on the actual movement of the clarinetists. It is hence difficult to arrive at general
conclusions across all possible ancillary gestures. The following findings are based
on the qualitative evaluation of the three different performers that provided the data
substrate for the sonification and the visualization.
In Figure 3.5, we have found an example where the sonification-only display di-
rected the focus of the participants towards similar events, which were annotated in a
more unanimous way among test subjects with respect to their temporal order. When
comparing the velocity-based sonification with the PCA-based sonification, we found
examples depicted in Figure 3.4 of indirect evidence that the velocity-based sonification
is more efficient in highlighting otherwise overseen aspects of the gestures. The velocity
based sonification was also preferred by the test-subjects over the PCA-based sonifica-
tion and visualization-only modes. The coordinated directions of movement extracted
through the PCA does not seem to correspond well with what subjects perceive in the
visualization of the stick-figure, which we believe is the reason for the difficulties in con-
necting these two display modes. Another drawback of the PCA-based approach is the
fact that it extracts for each clarinetist different coordinated directions of movement
of their idiosyncratic patterns. As a result, the way in which a PCA-based sonification
connects with the visual display has to be figured out by the test subjects for each
clarinetist anew. Our experience from the PCA-based approach is instructive for the
design of sonifications for multimodal displays. It is in line with the idea of causal
listening, meaning that we tend to look for a visual correlate that explains our acoustic
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impressions. If a correlate is found, the sound seems to originate from the image and is
not perceived in isolation. If no correlate can be found in the visual display, as it seems
to have been the case in the PCA-based sonification, no integrated perception emerges.
This lack of integration is reminiscent to the unidentified sound object discussed by
Flu¨ckiger (2001, page 126).
From all the three performers the movement pattern of clarinetist 3 was the most
structured and also the most obviously influenced by the musical phrase. In this case it
was interesting to find that subjects annotated different events for the A0V2 stimulus
where the visualization alone was highlighting data aspects similar to the sonification,
compared to the more unanimous selection in the A1V0 and A1V2 case. This suggests
that sonification can potentially guide attention to information in the visual display,
which is not necessarily in the focus of attention.
The main purpose of sonification in this audiovisual setting consists in guiding
attention rather than adding information. Complementarity in information displays,
takes on a particular meaning for multimodal cases: if sonification can be used in a
complementary manner depends on whether the senses can integrate the additional
information in the display to a meaningfully combined percept.
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3.3 Eye-tracking of Sonified Ancillary Gestures
The free annotation task that was discussed in the previous section provided some
qualitative insight into how sonification contributes to unimodal or multimodal dis-
plays of body movements and how it influences the perception of events in the stream
of ancillary gestures. Asking the subjects to annotate events by mouse clicks indicated
that some events were perceived, and the experimental analysis of sonifying the anno-
tations made it possible to identify events in the visual display that were likely to be
the correlate to the perceived sound. Although the task was deliberately very open,
selected events can none the less still have been influenced by the requirement to an-
notate consistently. Since several audible events were present at the same time or in
rapid succession, it is not possible to determine which sound was most prominent or
which was the basis for searching a visual correlate.
I therefore decided to study multimodal sonification of ancillary gestures with eye-
tracking, in order to better understand where subjects look when they hear at the
same time a sonic representation of the movement. Eye-tracking does not inform us
what subjects are listening to. However, by showing directly where subjects try to find
visual correlates to the sonification, eye-tracking can give indirect hints about where
the attention is directed. By conducting an experiment without a specific task, subjects
can also freely explore the audiovisual stimuli and their eye movement is not influenced
by a specific goal that occupies perceptual or cognitive resources.
Since the only data that we gathered from the subjects are eye-movement data, the
sonification-only condition was omitted, because it would not have led to any mean-
ingful data acquisition due to the lack of a visual component. The second audiovisual
prototype differed in many ways from the first and hence both are not directly compa-
rable. While the sound design in the aforementioned sonification resulted in noticeable
spectral centroids with some spectral flux, we adapted the sonification design in order to
use two different audible features (pitch and timbre) as labels for the joints. These new
explorations for the sound design were motivated by the search for richer sounds with
more mapping targets. The choice of vowel-like spectral contours – realized through the
vowel synthesis class which is described in detail in Section 2.4 – was motivated through
the ideas of the gestural-sonorous object described by Godøy (2006) and discussed in
the introduction to this chapter. In the mapping of vowel-based sounds to the markers
we were also interested in testing if the pitch polarity with respect to high and low in
the visualization would have an influence on the visual perception of the display.
A further aspect that we changed in the data preparation was that we sonified
the angular velocity and not the absolute velocity of the markers as we did in the
previous display prototype. The reason for this choice was that we had learned from
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the comparison between the absolute marker velocity and the PCA-based sonification
that it is important to have comparable information in the visual and the audible
display in order to merge the percepts. The absolute marker velocity is a superposition
of the velocity of all joints to the end effector, a hand or leg for instance. Therefore,
the absolute velocity of a hand that holds still can be big if there is a lot of movement
in the joint of the shoulder or the elbow. Although one can argue that it is in fact the
movement of the end effector that we perceive, the sonification of the angular velocity
provided an alternative to highlight independent contributions to the movement. This
was particularly interesting in combination with the enhanced visualization in which
the angular velocity was additionally displayed with the animated glyph.
The stimuli of the previous sonification prototype were selected from different per-
formers along one musical motives. This led to movements of very different expressivity.
In the second prototype two different movement segments from two clarinetists were
selected from sections of the movement data with varied movement patterns. This
resulted in four different movement sequences.
3.3.1 Mapping and Sound Design
As mentioned above and in the introduction to this chapter, the sonification was based
on vowel sounds taking advantage of the synthesis class introduced in Section 2.4. In
Table 3.4 the audible labels consisting of sound with a distinct spectral envelope and
pitch are listed together with the joints of the stick-figure to which they were mapped.
Two different mappings with respect to the audible labels were conceived. The first
mapping s1 followed the natural association of low pitches with markers at the bottom
of the stick-figure and high pitches at the top. Low pitches went along with low registers
which also increased to the top, from bass at the ankle and knees to soprano at the neck
and the front. The second mapping s2 reversed the association of pitch and register
with high being at the bottom and low at the top. The interval of the pitches were four
semitones spanning two octaves from MIDI note 40 to 64. This range of two octaves
was chosen in order to keep the fundamental frequencies fairly low and the partial
frequencies narrowly spaced in order to well support the spectral contour.
The vowel sounds were synthesized as subtractive synthesis using the BPFStack unit
described in Section 2.4. Figure 3.7 shows the SC3 synthesis definition. The filters were
applied to a source that crossfades between two signals: the first is the pitched sound
of a sawtooth signal, and the second is the same sawtooth multiplied by pink noise.
The second source had a less pronounced to vanishing pitch. This transition between
pitched and unpitched sounds was the first mapping target. The second mapping target
was the brightening of the vowel sounds using a method that kept the sum of the gain
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joint angle mapping s1 mapping s2
MIDI Hz vowel register MIDI Hz vowel register
front 64 329.628 [e:] soprano 40 82.407 [i:] bass
neck 60 261.626 [a:] soprano 44 103.826 [e:] bass
back 52 261.626 [a:] alto 52 103.826 [e:] counter
shoulder 56 207.652 [u:] alto 48 130.813 [a:] tenor
elbow 52 164.814 [o:] tenor 52 164.814 [o:] tenor
hip 48 130.813 [a:] tenor 56 207.652 [u:] alto
knee 44 103.826 [e:] bass 60 261.626 [a:] soprano
ankle 40 82.407 [i:] bass 64 329.628 [e:] soprano
Table 3.4: Mapping joint angles of the clarinetist to audible markers.
of all formats constant in order to approximate constant loudness when changing this
parameter (compare the paragraph on brightening in Section 2.4.1). The brightness
change is implemented by adding the addControls method to the Vowel instance, which
provides the necessary control busses for the formant parameter manipulation of the
synthesis units. The third mapping target was simply the gain of the overall signal.
Figure 3.7: SC3 synthesis definition for the vowel-based ancillary gesture sonification
In a one-to-many mapping approach, the joint velocity was mapped to all three
mapping targets. Over the velocities of all joints, the global 90, 95, and 99 percentiles
were computed. The absolute velocity |v| was linearly mapped to the 90 percentile
for the transition between the voiced and unvoiced source. With increasing speed of
the movement the sound was brightened by mapping |v| up to the 95 percentile to the
parameter of the brightening method, that lifts the higher formants in the spectrum.
Finally, |v| was mapped up to the 99 percentile to the gain from −30 to 0 dB.
This one-to-many mapping was inspired from the first example in 2.4.4. The idea
is to articulate joint angle speed without a threshold below which the sound needs to
be artificially muted. This would be the case if |v| were only mapped to the gain of a
pitched sound. Because even if pitched sounds are of low volume they tend to be heard
as chords if other pitched sounds are present. If there are too many pitched sounds
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at the same time an unpleasant saw-tooth like sound is perceived. It is therefore
necessary to find possibilities to allow the sound to move to the background and to
minimize interference with other audible labels that might be present. Particularly the
first mapping changed noticeably the presence of the sound by altering its locatability
in the pitch-field. By introducing the crossfade with the unpitched source, low volume
sounds gave room for other elements that were simultaneously present in the auditory
display. Comparing it with the descriptive terms of the sound object, this corresponds
to a transition from a complex mass to a tonic mass, for a definition of both see Chion
(2009, page 472 and 496). Since both extremes were shaped with the same spectral
contour the transition was perceptually smooth. With increasing speed, the brightness
additionally augmented the presence and articulation of the joint angle velocities.
3.3.1.1 Preparing the Stimuli
Using the sonification described above, different stimuli were prepared based on 4 clar-
inetist movements each of 20 seconds in length. For the movement sequences, moments
in the clarinetist’s performance were selected which exhibited noticeable articulations.
no sound sonification 1 sonification 2
lines L Ls1 Ls2
cubes C Cs1 Cs2
Table 3.5: Rendering modes of the clarinetist movements. The abbreviations are ex-
plained in the text, bold and italics indicate the grouping of the rendering modes in the
experiment.
Each movement was rendered in 6 different modes, which are compiled in Table 3.5.
The first capital letters stand for the visualization: L is the movement of the stick-figure
as line drawing with no sound. C stands for the stick-figure with glyphs in the form
of cubes highlighting the joint angle movements. The further elements s1 and s2 stand
for the sonification according to the mappings in Table 3.4.
Compared with Figure 3.2, from both visualizations with and without glyphs the
left depiction of the clarinetist in profile was used with white cubes as glyphes, since for
a meaningful eye-tracking experiment only one visual instance of a clarinetist can be
displayed. For the experiment, we split the stimuli into two groups, in order to avoid
exposing the subjects to different mapping polarities of the audible labels within one
session. The two groups A and B consisted of (L, Ls1, Cs1 ) and ( C, Cs2, Ls2 ). Each
group contained one visualization-only stimuli and two audiovisual stimuli. The order
of the two sessions A and B was balanced. Similar to the experiment in Section 3.2 the
stimuli were randomized and interleaved such that the same movement sequence was
never presented in succession.
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3.3.2 User Study
Figure 3.8: Gaze distribution density for movement 1.
In order to get a qualita-
tive user response about
the designed interface we
conducted an experiment
with 8 subjects based on
the recommendations of
Nielsen (2000) (5 male
and 3 female, with an
age range from 24 to 49).
Each subject was asked
to participate in sessions
A and B. Each session
consisted of the 3 stim-
uli modes for 4 move-
ments. Each stimuli were
presented with 4 repeti-
tions with randomized or-
der, overall resulting in
48 stimuli presentations.
After 24 stimuli, subjects
were asked to take a break
of 5 minutes. A drift cor-
rection was performed be-
tween all stimuli presenta-
tions. The visualization was presented on a 52 x 32 cm LCD screen. The subjects
sat in front of the screen at a distance of approximately 120 cm. The sonifications
of the audiovisual stimuli were rendered through AKG K271 headphones. Both eyes
were tracked at a rate of 500 Hz. The data analysis was based on the dominant eye.
The experimental procedure was implemented in the software V-designer 2005, which
controlled the eye-tracking PC with the system Eyelink2 from SR-Research.
3.3.3 Evaluation of the Eye-tracking Data
The plots of the results are only partially shown in this section, the rest together
with a detailed discussion is compiled in the appendix of this thesis in 8.2. Since 8
subjects do not suffice for valid statistics, standard deviations are shown in the plots
for approximate orientation.
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MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4
Figure 3.9: Number of Fixations ± standard deviation on top. Percentiles of the duration
of fixations at the bottom. Movement sequences MS1 to MS4 are ordered from left to right.
For a description see 3.3.3
Figure 3.8 shows a heat map of the gaze density for all 6 stimuli modes. The
axes of the heat map correspond to extension of the movement within the display, 768
pixels high and 300 pixels wide. The top row shows the gaze at the stick-figure. The
bottom row shows the gaze at the stick-figure augmented with the cubes. The left
column depicts the mode without sonification. In the middle there is s1 and on the
right s2. Figure 3.8 shows that subjects were mostly looking at the upper body for a
detailed description of this plot and all other movement sequences see Section 8.2 in
the appendix of this thesis.
For all 4 movements, the global average for the number of fixations per trial is
shown in Figure 3.9 at the top. This plot is essentially the same for the number of
saccades. From the fixation data, outliers were removed according to the following
criteria: Fixations had to fall within the section of the display of 768 pixels height and
300 pixels width that contained the movement of the stick-figure. Given that there
were about 5 back and fourth movements (each direction approx. 2 seconds), fixations
lasting longer than 3 seconds were discarded as moments when subjects did not pay
attention to the display. The middle in Figure 3.9 shows for all 4 movements the
10, 25, 50, 75 and 90 percentile for the duration of all fixations. The movements are
ordered from left to right and are separated by vertical solid lines. Within the same
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movement, the stick-figure stimuli are separated from those with cubes through dashed
vertical lines. In all three plots no deviation or trend across the different stimuli can
be observed.
MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4
Figure 3.10: Amount of time with vertically differing gaze distribution for selected stimuli
pairs. Movement sequences MS1 to MS4 are ordered from left to right.
In order to find out if the vertical mapping polarity, s1 and s2, caused different
vertical gaze distributions for certain moments during the stimuli presentation, the
vertical gaze distribution was compared based on the fixations for time frames of an 8
msec intervall of selected stimuli pairs by the KS test. Figure 3.10 shows the amount of
time for which the p-value of the KS test dropped below 5%. This figure is organized
along the movement sequences from left 1 to right 4, separated through vertical lines.
The colors encode sets of compared stimuli as shown in the legend, the bars in the
plot correspond to the order in the legend from left to right. Although the comparison
of the conditions leads to different results for the different movement sequences, a
strong increase can be observed for each movement in at least one of the comparisons
of stimuli with constant or no sonifications (dark bars on the right) (L/C, Ls1 /Cs1,
Ls2/Cs2). For movement 4, adding sonifications s1 and s2 had a noticeable influence
for visualizations with cubes (C) in that it leads to double the time with different
vertical gaze distribution (approx. 10%) compared to the stick-figure only visualization
(L) (approx. 5%). This suggests that sonifications have a stronger effect if we can
identify a clear cause in the display, which conforms with the written reports of most
subjects that the cubes and the sounds were appreciated as mutual matches. However,
comparing the same bars in movement sequence 1 in Figure 3.10, we find the opposite,
i.e. a stronger influence for (L) compared to (C) for the sonification s2.
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Figure 3.11: Selected timeframe of the interactive display for dynamic data inspection.
3.3.3.1 Vertical and Horizontal Gaze Distribution along the Time Axis
For a better assessment of the eye-movement over time the horizontal and vertical
fixations over the audiovisual display are depicted in Figure 8.5 in the appendix to
this thesis. The horizontal eye movement aligns with the back and forth movement of
the clarinetist and shows in the plot as the up and down wave. The joint angle s of
the stick-figure were mostly organized vertically corresponding to the audible labels.
Some small differences can be seen with respect to the vertical gaze distribution. It is
however difficult to interpret how these differences can be attributed to the movements.
Therefore we developed means to interactively inspect and qualitatively evaluate the
subjects’ gaze for selected time frames.
3.3.3.2 Interactive Inspection along the Axis
In order to better understand the gaze distribution at a given point in time, I rendered
for time intervals of 16 milli seconds the positions of the eye-tracking trajectories of all
subjects for all the 6 different stimuli as depicted in Figure 3.11.
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Below the movement visualizations including the fixations as larger circles and the
eye-trajectories as small dots, the timeline of the stimuli (20 seconds) is depicted show-
ing the p-values of the KS test for each time frame. Using the KS test, I compared
the vertical gaze distribution between two different stimuli based on the fixations, as
an indicator for deviating visual attention for a given time frame, similar to the com-
parison in Figure 3.10. Values below a confidence threshold of p = 5.0% are plotted,
the p = 2.5% threshold is indicated as a dashed horizontal line. The plots for each
timeframe were concatenated to a movie of the length of the stimuli. The sonifications
s1 and s2 were added to two copies of the data inspection movie. This made it possible
to simultaneously listen and observe the movement together with the eye-tracking data.
The KS plots give a convenient overview over the timeline and make it easy to
navigate to timeframes where the gaze distribution is likely to differ in the vertical di-
mension, despite the small number of subjects. Around those time frames the movie can
then be played back with 60 frames per seconds and the fixations over the Clarinetists’
movement can be qualitatively assessed. As already found in Figure 3.10 the fixations
differ in more timeframes, when comparing stimuli that differ in the visual condition
(C) and (L). The results of this qualitative evaluation are reported in the appendix of
this thesis together with a discussion of the gaze density plots in Section 8.2.
3.3.3.3 Post Experimental Questionnaire
After the eye-tracking experiment subjects filled in a questionnaire, in which they were
asked to rate how engaging they found the different stimuli. Figure 3.12 compiles the
answers as bar charts with standard deviation and parallel coordinates for each subject.
The division indicated through the vertical solid line separates the two balanced groups
A and B, after which the subjects were asked to rate. This means that the rating cannot
be compared across all stimuli but only within the sessions A or B. All stimuli with
sound are higher rated than the visualization only. Only the condition C was rated
noticeably low. This is most likely because the cubes added to the display explicit
information about the joint angle changes, the relevance of which was not obvious to
the subjects without the sonification.
For each stimuli mode, subjects were asked to describe briefly what they observed.
Two subjects mentioned explicitly the mapping polarity, one correctly identifying upper
body movements with higher sounds for s1, another reporting wrongly the opposite for
a s1 mapping.
As visible in the parallel coordinates in Figure 3.12, one subject disliked the sound
and rated all display conditions as very low. Another subject also reported that sounds
related to the head where unpleasant in the s2 sonification.
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Figure 3.12: Subject rating how engaging they found the audio-visual display with par-
allel coordinates. The labels on the x-axis indicate the stimuli.
Most answers to this open question referred to the details of the visualization and the
relation to the sound heard. Five subjects reported that the highlighting cubes caught
their attention, while two subjects found the cubes irritating. For the visualization only
stimulus C, four subjects mentioned the cubes and one reported them as supporting the
movement. For L, four subjects found the movements to be uncontrolled or difficult to
follow. For this condition subjects were mostly referring to the movement per se rather
than visual details. For Cs1, one subject mentioned that movements of the legs came
like a surprise.
When looking at all audiovisual conditions, 6 subjects reported at least once that
the sound was helpful or a good fit with the visualization. Interestingly one subject
tried to remember the cubes from other stimuli and tried to transfer this experience to
connect it with the sound. For a Ls2 stimulus one subject reported that it was better
than without sound but still not a good fit. For the same stimulus another subject
reported that there is little in common between the visual and the sound.
After this set of questions, subjects were asked to briefly describe whether the
sounds had reminded them of something familiar. In this section subjects listed various
sonic associations some of them referring to cinematic settings (like film effects or
light saber) some associations were natural sound sources like bees some were referring
to machines. None of them referred to vocal sounds. However, many instrumental
associations were made, such as saxophone, accordion, tuning fork, singing bowl and
vibrato. One reported that movement and intensity changes are reminiscent to electro
motors. Two subjects made a negative judgement (annoying) about the sounds one a
positive (relaxing) and one mixed.
Next, subjects were asked to describe the sound attributes and how they relate to
the visual representation. Three subjects reported on the relation between pitch and
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different positions on the body. One of them reported the correct mapping for s1 and
s2. One subject associated pitch with the movement direction, one with the movement
intensity. One subject reported s1 to have no connection and s2 to have a good
connection with the visualization. Two subjects reported the sound to be pleasant, one
judged high pitches as unpleasant and low pitches more pleasant.
For timbre, two subjects made a positive judgment for s2 describing it as good.
Three subjects mentioned a relation between timbre and the part of the body that was
moving. For one subject timber was not coupled to the visualization. The subject that
described polarity mapping correctly, characterized the timbre development in a way
that was reminiscent to the brightness mapping used. A second subject described the
timbre mapping correctly for s1.
Four subjects described the volume as related to the parts or the sum of the parts
of the body that move. The volume was judged by one subject as having no connection
with the movement.
In the last section of the questionnaire, subjects were asked to express their pref-
erence between the following stimuli pairs (L, C), (Ls1, Ls2) and (Cs1, Cs2). This
pairing was chosen to potentially learn more about the different mappings. For prefer-
ence selection subjects could play back again the stimuli.
For the (L, C) pair, 6 subjects preferred the stick-figure with cubes, stating that it
attracts attention or that it fits the movement. Two subjects preferred the stick-figure
only and reported that they found the cubes distracting.
For the audiovisual stimuli pairs, subjects were asked to indicate which stimuli in
the pairs had a better connection between sound and image. Two subjects reported that
the cubes C emphasized details and that the stick-figure L helps to perceive the overall
movement. One subject referred to the cubes as speakers in the visualization stimulus
C, and found those helpful to concentrate on the movement. When comparing (Ls1,
Ls2), four subjects preferred s1 and two preferred s2, two subjects did not indicate
a clear preference. When comparing (Cs1, Cs2), two subjects preferred s1 and three
preferred s2, three did not indicate a clear preference. Subjects were also asked to
describe how the compared stimuli differ. Only one subject described that in the
preferred condition the sounds related to the higher parts of the movement were lower.
Interestingly this subject, who also described the mapping polarity and the timbre
development correctly, did not play an instrument.
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3.3.4 Discussion
As shown in Figure 3.9 the various audiovisual or visual only display forms had no
influence on the number of fixations or their length averaging over the total time of
the stimuli. The heat map plots in Figure 3.8 show that the direction of the gaze
focuses mostly on the upper body, where most visual details were present. The upper
body has also shown the pronounced back and forth movement, which could be clearly
identified as the horizontal eye-movements in the plots of the fixations in Figure 8.5
in the appendix. This back and forth movement was visually prominent in the display
but not explicitly sonified through the angular velocities.
The vertical eye movement in Figure 8.5 has shown a more complex and less directly
interpretable pattern. Based on the comparisons of the vertical fixations and their dis-
tributions for each time frame in Figure 3.10, adding sonifications s1 and s2 had a small
impact on the fixation distribution for the 4th movement sequence (C/Cs1, C/Cs2)
compared to (L/Ls1, L/Ls2) where the sounds had a more explicitly visible correlate.
This would suggest that in order to influence the gaze, sound needs identifiable visual
causes. This difference could however not be identified in the data inspection movie,
as discussed in the appendix.
An opposite case was found for the first movement sequence, where sonification s2
had a stronger influence in L/Ls2 comparing it with C/Cs2. This corresponds to the
findings in Figure 8.4 as discussed in the appendix, and shows that the highlighting
cubes could equally well overshadow the influence of the sonification.
The biggest impact could be observed when comparing stick-figure stimuli with
those enhanced with cubes by keeping the audio constant (L/C, Ls1/Cs1, Ls2/Cs2 ).
This shows that the cubes provide a strong visual attractor. Although only 2 subjects
reported them explicitly as irritating, cubes in the visualization only stimulus were
generally perceived as less useful (compare C in Figure 3.12). This is, however, in
contradiction with the direct comparison (L, C), where 6 subjects preferred the cubes
over the stick-figure. This contradiction might reflect the overall mixed results and is
maybe explained through difference between the appreciation of salient visual details
and their interference with the perception of the overall movement.
The global gaze distributions in Figure 8.4 in the appendix indicate that the polarity
of the sonification influences the gaze for selected stimuli, when averaging over time.
Some explicit moments could be identified through interactive data inspection for two
cases, where the attention was shifted downwards for the mapping s2 with higher
pitches at the feet. For clearer results, the amount of 8 subjects was too small. The fact
that there were multiple sensory inputs competing for attention also made it difficult
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to identify a clearer influence of the movement sonifications and their polarity in the
audiovisual display.
The answers to the questions related to the qualitative description of the sound
properties show that polarity is observed by some but only one reported the correct
orientation. This is most likely because in an audiovisual display, sounds serve first and
foremost as events that are correlated to visual causes, and less for their qualities and
based on which their vertical mapping was organized. This supposed lack of auditory
focus would be an example for the narcotization of sound by a moving image and
might also explain why there was no clear preference (four Ls1, two Ls2, two no
preference, two Cs1, three Cs2, three no preference) for one or the other mapping
when comparing them directly. Nonetheless, given that three subjects mentioned pitch
and three mentioned timbre as related to the parts of the body that were moving the
combination of both gives recognizable sonic labels, that allowed the subjects to connect
the sounds with the audiovisual display.
The confusion of the pitch mapping polarity might also be due to the mutual in-
fluence between pitch and timbre, which was further influenced by brightening the
sound. Also changes in brightness seemed to address the embodied perception of sound
and were attributed to upwards movements. The intensity changes were attributed by
most subjects to the movement intensity. The description of the perceived changes in
intensity and timbre suggests that an audible articulation of the movement similar to
gestural-sonorous-objects was achieved. The negative judgement of the sound by two
subjects is most likely due to moments when many pitched sounds were played at the
same time which lead in two occasions to the unpleasant sawtooth like sounds. This
means that it would be desirable from a sonic perspective to find ways to reduce the
data so that the information of the movement can be mapped to a smaller number of
streams the separation of which would then be less pitch dependent. As a consequence
the spectral parameters became perceptually more independent to properly encode
further features of the movement. This sonification-motivated data reduction in turn
would mean for the visualization to move away from more explicit visual causes.
3.4 Summary and Outlook
This chapter presented two prototypes for audiovisual displays of ancillary gestures of
clarinetists with varied approaches towards sound synthesis and the data preparation in
order to explore options to create an audiovisual display which combines both sensory
modalities in a meaningful way. The possibilities to sonify movement sequences in
combination with a visual display are manifold and require the intervention in the
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data and in the sound synthesis domain. This was the reason for the exploration of
different options in the design space. Since both display prototypes were different with
respect to the sonification of data features and sound synthesis choices, they cannot be
directly compared. However some more general conclusions about audiovisual displays
of ancillary gesture movements can be drawn. The experiences made with respect to
the data preparation, the evaluation of the combined audio-visual display and the sound
synthesis approaches are discussed in the sequel.
The data preparation step tried to address the following question: how can the
dimensionality of the movement data be reduced such that the movement sonification
remains interpretable together with its visual representation. Three different data
preparation steps were explored. In the first prototype, either the marker velocity or
movement features based on the principal components were used. The sonification
of the second display prototype was based on the velocity of the joint angle s. The
marker velocity corresponds in certain cases directly to the intensity of the visually
perceivable movement and its causes, for instance when the knee is bent. In other
cases the marker velocity translates the superposition of the activity of various joints
or even the whole body. This was the reason, why the weight transfer movement was
removed in the first display prototype, since it was overshadowing more minute aspects
of the gestures. The principal components of the movement, that was applied in the
first prototype had two somewhat related shortcomings, which was on the one hand
the balance between global body-movements and movement details, and second the
difficult visual identifiability of movements along principal components that were along
coordinated movement dimensions with smaller variance. Further, PCA had a tendency
to highlight the idiosyncratic aspects of the movement for each instrumentalist, so that
sonifications across instrumentalists could hardly be compared. The joint angle velocity
was complementary to the marker velocity, in that it would indicate movements of joints
in the wrists and feet independently of the movement of the arm or leg respectively. In
the case of the joint angle at the knee, angle changes and the velocity of the marker at
the knee had a similar visual effect.
For the design of future display prototypes, I conclude for the data reduction that it
might be worthwhile to segment the markers or joint angles on the body hierarchically.
Based on this segmentation, the dominant principal components of the trunk and head
can be sonified, followed by the dominant components of subsets like those of arms
or legs. During the development of the first prototype I experimented with related
approaches but abandoned them eventually due to the lack of reasonable scalings of
the data subsets so that the PCA for left and right limbs can be computed independently
but scale with respect to a common magnitude of coordinated movement dimensions.
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Experimentation with data reduction, will need to find solutions how the representation
of the overall movement can be balanced with movement details.
The visual display was developed together with the sonifications so that the mean-
ing, i.e. the attribution of the audible articulations to moving parts of the body, could
be understood through a visual representation. The first display prototype was qualita-
tively evaluated by a free annotation task, in which subjects were asked to consistently
identify events of their interest in repeated presentation of the clarinetists movement.
The results were that sonifications have a twofold influence in combinations with the
visual display. First, they have the potential to direct the attention to otherwise barely
noticed events. Second, sonifications can support the temporal organization of the
stimuli and helped to raise the awareness of moving limbs relative to other concurrent
movements, which we found most explicitly in the movement sequence 3 with well ar-
ticulated features. In the same movement, the repeated annotation of events became
more consistent, as shown in Figure 3.51. Further, subjects reported that they preferred
audiovisual displays where the visual component provided easy to identify causes, such
as the cubes highlighting the movement (compare Figure 3.6). Audio-visual displays
where the sonification was based on a PCA was least preferred, this can be interpreted
as being due to the less apparent visual causes and corresponds to the notion of uniden-
tified sound objects introduced by Flu¨ckiger (2001, page 126). In the second prototype,
two sonifications exploring different mapping polarities were qualitatively evaluated by
eye-tracking in order to find out if the mapping polarity of the sonification influences
how subjects visually perceive the display. With respect to the number of eye fixa-
tions, no global effect could be found when adding sonification to the visual display.
However, in the gaze density plots averaging over time in Figure 3.10 some influences
of the mapping polarity could be found as discussed in detail in Appendix 8.2 and
Section 3.3.4.
The experience from the feedback of the subjects with respect to audiovisual dis-
plays can be summarized as that they like to be able to identify causes in the display.
These causes, if too explicit, can however be perceived as distracting from the overall
movement. For future audiovisual display prototypes of movement sonifications it might
be worth considering to temporally separate both sensory modalities in the display. As
a possible eye-tracking experiment, it would be interesting to study if a repeatedly
alternating presentation of a sonified and visualized short movement sequence, alters
the way how we look at the movement. This might be beneficial for the act of listening
by allowing for more reflective modes and for the act of looking at the movement by
removing the reflexive need to identify the visual correlate as a cause for the perceived
1This is reminiscent of the findings by Guttman et al. (2005) that audible rhythms overrule vision.
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sound. Such an experiment might shed light on whether the temporal organization of
several gestural-sonorous objects can be transferred from listening to a visual movement
display. In such a temporal separation different auditory mappings could be explored
for their potential to direct the focus towards different aspects of the movement.
Two different sound synthesis approaches were developed for the display proto-
types. The first movement sonification was based on audible labels with noise passed
through resonance filters and a small degree of spectral flux. For the second movement
sonification, audible labels consisting of a vowel-like spectral contours using the Vowel
class from Section 2.4 were used. The gain of both sonifications was controlled through
changes in the data features either by marker velocities, principal components or the
joint angle velocities. When comparing both approaches I experienced the following
tradeoff: The sufficiently narrowly tuned resonant filter created only a small spectral
footprint which helped to make the labels distinguishable, but also provided only few
other mapping targets of little saliency. The vowel-based sonification on the other hand,
provided pitch (as label and as transition between a complex and a tonic mass), spectral
contour and brightness as mapping targets but created a much thicker sound with a
large spectral footprint. This tradeoff points at the importance of the data preparation
step and how it is linked with parameter-mapping and possible future avenues.
If the dimensionality of the movement data can be reduced through principal com-
ponent analysis in a hierarchical manner as described above, the body movement can
be represented in few subsets, each of which could be mapped to a distinct vowel-like
spectral contour. Then, mapping targets such as the transition of pitched to unpitched
and vowel brightness can be used for the 2nd and 3rd principal components of the
same data subset. By additionally exploiting the stereo panorama, 3 auditory streams
of different spectral contours might suffice to represent the principal components of
the legs, the arms and the trunk plus head of the performer. With only three dif-
ferent clearly identifiable pitches and spectral registers, movement sonifications could
potentially also be understood without visualizations, by just knowing how they relate
to the parts of the body. With only three spectral contours the separability of these
auditory streams will also be less pitch dependent so that these mapping targets can be
used for other data features. For an emphasis of the gestural-sonorous object, mapping
to brightness could for instance more appropriately be mapped to movements towards
postures that can be associated with brighter sounds. Another interesting avenue would
be to find appropriate mapping targets for the second derivative in the sonification as
investigated in Chapter 4, so that images of effort can be partly captured through the
kinematic data set. For future work this might lead to temporally evolving sonically
rich gestural-sonorous objects for different parts of the body beyond highlighting and
sonifying specific movement aspects.
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4Mapping and Interaction in
Auditory Graphs
Auditory graphs are the auditory equivalent of visual data representations such as plots,
graphs and charts. Auditory graphs play an important role as an assistive technology
for visually impaired or blind users. For a general overview of this field, please consult
Edwards (2011).
The two applications presented in this chapter are sonification prototypes for math-
ematical functions as a teaching aid. Mathematics teaching material for the blind and
partially-sighted is generally tactile, using Braille notation or reliefs. When it comes
to function analysis, this form of notation has some limitations. Appropriate teach-
ing material is limited because of its involved method of production. Due to the fact
that the blind and partially sighted often possess heightened auditory capacities, there
have been efforts to develop auditory displays and more specifically auditory graphs
for teaching mathematics. Almost all auditory graph implementations are examples of
PMSon. The only exceptions are scatterplots as data-sonograms which belong to MBS
(see Section 2.4.4.2).
During the development of the first prototype, Sonic Function, we collaborated
with Trixi Drossard, who has a background as math teacher for the partially sighted
and the blind. She evaluated the prototype together with blind pupils in a teaching
context. The results were published in Grond et al. (2010). The pedagogical observa-
tions and qualitative aspects from this study are published in Droßard et al. (2012).
The second prototype Singing Function, was published by Grond and Hermann (2012b)
and expanded on the sound design possibilities by using vowel based synthesis. The
content of the following chapter is based on these publications. This chapter gives first
an overview of the literature of the field, followed by a description of the new approach
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with implementation and evaluation details. The chapter ends with a conclusion based
on the experience made with Sonic Function and Singing Function and an outlook for
future work integrating the discussion of listening intentions.
4.1 Literature Review on Auditory Graphs
This literature review is based on two summaries, which have been published by the
author in Grond and Hermann (2012b) and Grond and Berger (2011). Mansur et al.
(1985) presented the first system for the creation of computer-generated sounds for
the representation of two-dimensional plots. The objective of this system was to pro-
vide the blind and visually impaired with a means of understanding line graphs in a
manner similar to sighted users by mapping ordinate values to pitch and varying it
continuously along the x-axis. In a human factors experiment, the authors compared
their prototype system with tactile-graph methods. According to Mansur et al. (1985),
mathematical concepts such as symmetry, monotonicity, and the slopes of lines could
be well determined.
Bonebright (2005) suggested an agenda for auditory graphs after conducting lon-
gitudinal research. The main items of the agenda were effectiveness, role of memory
and attention and longitudinal studies of learning. For Sonic Function, as well as for
Singing Function, we consider the role of memory to be very important. We believe
that this factor depends highly on the sound design and whether sounds can evoke
familiar listening experiences.
Stockman et al. (2005) give an overview of the field of auditory graphs and also
propose the formation of a research agenda. Of particular interest for Singing Function
are comparisons, understanding and recall of sonified charts. Further, in Stockman
et al. (2005) the multiple views paradigm is introduced which inspired our work in
Singing Function. This paradigm calls for intuitive means of representing the same
information using different levels of detail. Interactivity as a way to explore auditory
graphs was also addressed as an important point of the proposed research agenda.
Harrar and Stockman (2007) address the need to study the effects of changing
presentation parameters on the users ability to gain an overview or to identify spe-
cific graph characteristics. Among other aspects, they discuss the influence of playback
speed in which the auditory graph is presented. Speed and continuity were presentation
parameters over which users had control in the interactive settings of both prototypes
presented in this chapter. For the constant playback in the vowel based Singing Func-
tion we oriented our choice on which speed can be articulated with ease.
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Hetzler and Tardiff (2006) presented a study contrasting discrete and continuous
auditory graphs. This study gives evidence that both representation modes serve differ-
ent purposes. During the sound design process in Sonic Function Grond et al. (2010)
we noticed that discrete presentation compared to a continuous one helps to gauge in-
tervals. However, a discrete mode of presentation is conceptually in contradiction with
the notion of a steady function and an x-axis populated with dense real numbers. This
contradiction motivated us to look for sonifications whose understanding do not exclu-
sively rely on the interpretation of intervals of function values along small increments
of the x-axis.
The most complete overview of the state of the art is given by Flowers (2005). From
a PMSon perspective, this account is particularly interesting as it reports not only suc-
cessful mapping strategies but also those which failed. As already reviewed in Grond
and Berger (2011), the mapping strategies which were successful are: pitch coding of
numeric value, manipulating loudness changes in pitch mapped stream as contextual
cues and signal critical events, choosing distinct timbres to minimize stream confusions
and unwanted grouping, and sequential comparisons of sonified data. Approaches that
failed were either due to the complex nature of loudness perception which cannot be
used to represent an important continuous variable, or due to grouping if the simul-
taneous presentation of some continuous variables were of similar timbres, or if too
many simultaneous continuous variables were presented at the same time using pitch
mapping. Flowers also suggests that we need to know more about the effects of stream
timbre and patterning on perceptual grouping, and the representation of multiple vari-
ables in a single auditory stream. This very complete account by Flowers lists many
issues that we addressed by Sonic Function and even more with the improved version
Singing Function.
Nees and Walker (2007) proposed a first conceptual model of auditory graph com-
prehension. The authors present an extensive review of the research field, the necessity
of which they motivate by pointing out that: “Auditory graph design and implemen-
tation often has been subject to criticisms of arbitrary or a-theoretical decision-making
processes in both research and application.” We agree, as indeed many design decisions
in auditory graphs are mostly based on intuition. For the conceptual model Nees and
Walker (2007) discuss the relevant literature on basic auditory perception, which ac-
cording to them supports a number of common design practices. The general design
process diagram for PMSon presented in this thesis in Figure 2.3 provides a supporting
structure for future decision making. Nees and Walker (2007) mention that occasionally
spectral characteristics such as brightness have been used in auditory graphs: however
they restrict their discussion to the still most popular and dominant approach of map-
ping function values to frequency/pitch. Auditory tick-marks and the indication of
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quadrant transition are also discussed in Nees and Walker (2007) as auditory context
in an auditory graph.
4.1.1 Existing Applications
Although not all questions in the field of auditory graphs are resolved, some proto-
types exist already. The most complete is the java program MathTrax by Shelton et al.
(2006)1. MathTrax is an application with a user interface tailored to typical require-
ments for the blind and partially sighted: It works together with screen readers and
features shortcuts and hot-keys for efficient navigation. MathTrax also provides descrip-
tive information about the mathematical functions to be analyzed. Several functions
can be sonified at the same time, which can also be multiple derivatives of one function.
Despite the clearly impressive features of MathTrax, the sound design relies exclusively
on the dominant principle of pitch/frequency mapping. This poses a problem, if the
user wants to listen to several functions at the same time. In this case each sound
stream exhibits a differently varying pitch requiring highly analytic listening skills to
decode the information, a problematic design choice as identified by Flowers (2005).
4.1.2 New Developments
The results from the field of auditory graphs provide a good basis for function soni-
fications of one variable f(x). We believe however that there are still possibilities for
further improvements. Rather than delivering additional information about the same
function in separate auditory streams, the usefulness of auditory graphs can be ex-
tended by integrating information about the shape of f(x) in one auditory stream.
Further, auditory rich information can be more interesting to listen to and can pro-
vide perceptually distinguishable dimensions when the embodied aspects of listening
intentions are addressed.
If we want to create an auditory display that provides “means of understanding line
graphs in a manner similar to sighted users”, compare Mansur et al. (1985), we need to
analyze first what contributes to the understanding of visual plots. How can principles
of visual gestalt perception be tied to mathematical properties of the curve? The idea
to use analytically established properties of an object in order to describe its shape
can be traced back to Birkhoff (1933), where he defines the aesthetic measure of an
object to be the ratio of order and complexity. Birkhoff applies his idea to prototypical
objects of aesthetic interest like vases and describes the associated order through the
analytical properties of the enveloping function that defines its shape. Shapes of a
1The browser based application MathTrax : http://prime.jsc.nasa.gov/mathtrax/
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mathematical function, which facilitate our holistic understanding of it, are perceptual
units and do not fall apart into constituent analytical elements like the function and
its derivatives. Therefore, our goal for Sonic Function and Singing Function was to
design a single auditory stream of articulated auditory variations according to function
shapes. The aesthetic measure of Birkhoff describes static objects, the medium of sound
however is time based. This connects the challenge to translate function shapes into
sonic shapes in an interesting way with the notion of the sound object as discussed in
Section 2.2.7.2. Hence, we developed articulated variations using textural and timbre
based characteristics as sonic dimensions in order to translate the notion of function
shapes into a sonic form. We hoped that this would allow to perceive and identify graph
characteristics more independently of the time based progression along the x-axis.
As a new methodological contribution to the field beyond existing mapping strate-
gies focusing on pitch, we introduced in Grond et al. (2010) a multi-parameter sonifi-
cation of mathematical functions. In detail, we utilize the Taylor expansion of function
f at location x in order to create unique sonic representations for f(x) making the per-
ception of the shape more independent from intervals as increments of x. We suggest
to take advantage of the first m terms of the Taylor series (f(x), f ′(x), . . . , f (n)(x)) at
location x as a fingerprint for the local characteristics of the function and map it to
corresponding sonic features of a single sound stream.
For the concrete mapping of function values f(x) and its derivatives to sonic prop-
erties, the main association of f(x) to pitch can be maintained, as it seems natural and
was reported being successful in Flowers (2005). Additionally we propose to reflect
slope as pulse rate, and curvature f ′′(x) as attack time of events if we consider for
instance a discrete mapping.
In the first evaluation of Sonic Function, we restricted the multi-parameter-mapping
approach to fit the subject group of pupils. Since the concept of higher derivatives are
difficult to grasp and not part of the curriculum for pupils of the age of our test subjects,
we included only the first derivative. In the second application, Singing Function, we
implemented the described approach for all three derivatives by taking advantage of
the vowel synthesis building block that was described in Section 2.4.
As stated in Hermann and Hunt (2005) interaction introduces new and exciting
possibilities for a better understanding of sonification. For auditory graphs, this usually
means to freely navigate along the x-axis. Interaction in auditory graphs mostly serves
an exploratory purpose. Interaction also offers means to point into the graph in order to
communicate perceived features in it. In the empirical study of Sonic Function, pupils
used this interaction possibility in order to select specific points of interest such as
turning points, saddle points or local optima. In the empirical study of Singing Function
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we looked at the discrimination rate within a family of functions for interactive and
non interactive sonifications.
Apart from the main concept of multi-parameter-mapping into one auditory stream,
in Grond et al. (2010) we also contributed to the field by developing an auditory bound-
ing box – an auditory context element within the conceptual model of auditory graph
comprehension from Nees and Walker (2007).
4.1.3 Evaluating Auditory Graphs
The interdisciplinary aspects that need to be taken into account when developing au-
ditory graphs imposes the challenge that there is no single methodology for their eval-
uation. Mansur et al. (1985) for instance, focus on the identification of mathematical
properties like symmetry slope and monotonicity. On the other side, Bonebright (2005)
asks sighted subjects to match the sound of the auditory graph with the visual repre-
sentation of it.
Auditory graphs of mathematical functions often contain a mixture of explicit and
implicit auditory display elements. In MathTrax for instance, the transition from pos-
itive to negative function values is indicated by white noise that is played in parallel
with the sonification of the negative function values. Inspired through visual plot
boundaries, we introduced in Grond et al. (2010) an acoustic bounding box, which
is an equally explicit element. However, being rendered within the stereo panorama
along the x-axis, it is at the same time implicit indicating the interaction progress. A
short sound event similar in its function, are the auditory tick-marks along the x-axis
indicating y-axis crossing. The evaluation of the explicit elements is mostly related
to whether they can be perceived simultaneously with the auditory graph and if their
meaning is understood. This was part of the qualitative evaluation of Sonic Function.
It is important that auditory graphs are tested in a realistic scenario with the target
audience. This is why our blind colleague Trixi Droßard tested Sonic Function with
blind and visually impaired math students. In this evaluation we were mostly interested
if they could identify the explicit elements in the graph but also if they developed an
understanding for shapes as they are found in extrema.
Many auditory graphs are difficult to reproduce exactly based on their description.
As a result evaluations and experiments with auditory graphs hardly ever compare new
developments with old ones. We hence decided to evaluate the multi-parameter-based
sonification of Singing Function together with a pitch mapping version of it. This
allowed to compare multi-parameter-mapping with this popular approach.
The evaluation of Sonic Function had shown us that the understanding of con-
cepts like extrema and singularities influence the interpretation of the auditory graph.
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Therefore we set up for Singing Function a psychophysical experiment focusing on the
question if multi-parameter-mapping adds perceptual contrast by comparing members
of a function family with similar shape with respect to f(x) but different derivatives.
Since the multi-parameter-mapping in Singing Function included the second deriva-
tive – a mathematical concept that the students had not covered yet – the order in
which the development took its course was somehow reversed. From an ethnographic
top-down design approach however, it was useful to see that the simpler version Sonic
Function was appreciated in practice and hence we tested in Singing Function the au-
ditory contrast with sighted users but without a visualization of the graph. We believe
both studies provide a good basis for future longitudinal evaluation steps with respect
to usability and pedagogical questions.
4.2 Sonic Function
Based on the publication Grond et al. (2010), I describe in this section Sonic Function,
giving details about its implementation, mapping and sound design. Sonic Function
is implemented in python and Tcl/Tk in order to provide a minimal user interface.
Open Sound Control (OSC) provides the protocol to send the parameters to the SC3
sound server scsynth. The keyboard serves as an input device, since it is a very familiar
interface for the visually impaired. The user can interact with the program through
the following keys:
The up and down arrow keys adjust the volume of the sonification. Although
volume control is trivial, it is important to adjust it independently for Sonic Function,
since screen readers, such as Jaws for Windows often run in parallel and hence volume
levels need to be matched. The left and right arrow keys allow the user to navigate
along the x-axis. If the keys are pressed constantly, the function is browsed in a
continuous movement from left to right and right to left respectively. While navigating
the function on the x-axis the sonification is presented on the corresponding position
within the headphone stereo panorama. The consecutive keys on the bottom row
of the characters x, c and v set the step size on the x-axis to 1/30, 1/10 and 1/6
respectively. This allows the user to switch between a quick overview over the function
and a more detailed inspection. The keys h, t, n and a for (German: Hochpunkt,
Tiefpunkt, Nullstelle, Ordinatenabschnitt) set markers for maxima, minima, f(x) = 0
and x = 0 respectively. The interaction for placing markers is included since we want
to evaluate the sonified function, by recording and analyzing user interaction. These
markers together with the movement on the x-axis are registered in a protocol file.
The number keys 1 to 6 correspond to 6 different test functions. During the evaluation,
these keys are operated by Trixi Drossard in order to test the understanding of features
across different functions.
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4.2.1 Mapping and Sound Design
The sound design has two goals. One is to provide appropriate feedback for the inter-
action through a discrete sonification of f(x). The second goal is to create a continuos
sonification which represents the dense real values on the x-axis. The auditory graph
can be roughly divided into two parts, the first mostly dealing with implicit sonic in-
formation about the function, its shape and the interaction feedback. The second part
deals with the more explicit aspects of the auditory graph, i.e. the indication of positive
and negative function values as well as the auditory bounding box.
4.2.1.1 Interaction Feedback and Function Shape
For each step, the user makes along the x-axis, the discrete sonification is rendered
in the respective position on the stereo panorama. SC3 code for the SynthDef of the
discrete sonification is given in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The SC3 synthesis definition for the discrete sonification.
The discrete sonification produces a sound reminiscent of a synthetic instrument.
The basis of this subtractive synthesis approach is the Ugen Klank.ar, which is an
assembly of overtones realized as Ringz.ar filters, which are implemented based on
Steiglitz (1994). These partials can be identified in Figure 4.3 annotated as A. The
base frequency can be set by the argument note and the overtones have all decaying
gain corresponding to the array of amplitudes in amp. The lowest MIDI note to which
function values f(x) is mapped is 30 and the highest 77. This corresponds to a frequency
range covering approx. 46.25 to 698.46 Hz, covering about 4 octaves. This considerably
low range was chosen in order to have enough overhead in the spectrum for the 9
overtones, so that each of the sounds has a similarly perceivable pitch and richness. The
excitation of the Klank.ar filter is an attack/decay envelope with a noise component
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in the attack phase. The resulting sound is shaped through an envelope which also has
an attack/decay characteristic.
The sound is played after a small delay. This allows the continuous sonification to
ramp to the target frequency. The discrete sonification of f(x) is played back within the
stereo panorama corresponding to the actual position on the x axis within the bound-
ing box. The gain of the signal is adjusted through basic psychoacoustic amplitude
compensation AmpComp.kr according to the base frequency.
The continuous sonification resembles the discrete sonification with respect to spec-
tral characteristics. Differently to the discrete sonification, it is implemented as additive
synthesis using the unit generator Klang.ar. The corresponding SC3 SynthDef is de-
picted in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: The SC3 synthesis definition for the continuous sonification.
In addition to the f(x) pitch mapping, the continuous sonification is also the car-
rier of the information about the derivative. f(x)/dx is mapped to a low frequency
amplitude modulation. The modulation of the amplitude approaches 0 if the deriva-
tive approached 0. If the slope of the function was high a noticeable modulation of
the amplitude was setting in. This amplitude modulation corresponds to the detail
SinOsc.ar(modf,0,moda,1) in Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.3, this amplitude modulation
can be found in the split of the lower frequencies, in regions with a high slope, which
is annotated as B.
4.2.1.2 Auditory Context Information
There are further audible elements in Sonic Function which are part of the auditory
context: the differentiation between positive and negative f(x), the acoustic bounding
box and auditory tick-marks.
The difference between positive and negative f(x) is indicated through the bright-
ness of the sound through a lowpass filter, LPF.ar. The cutoff frequency is set to two
different values - 5 or 2.5 times the base frequency in order to synthesize sounds of
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Figure 4.3: Spectrogram of the combined stereo channels for the continuous sonification
of the auditory graph for function of equation 4.5. f(x) is navigated from left to right
along the x-axis. For a description of the visible mapping features see text.
two different brightness modes. The brighter sound indicates positive function values.
In Figure 4.3, the attenuated higher partials can be found at the regions around the
minima, annotated as C.
The acoustic bounding box indicates whenever the interaction on the x-axis either
reaches the negative x limit on the far left or the positive x-limit on the far right. These
limits are indicated through noise played back on the corresponding stereo channels.
The acoustic bounding box further indicates if the f(x) exceeds negative or positive
limits. For the upper and the lower limit of the bounding box, noise is sent through
a band pass filter BPF.ar with a low (200 Hz) and a high (5000 Hz) center frequency,
respectively. The noise source is played back on the actual x position within the stereo
panorama. For all the functions the bounding box is set from −10 to +10 in x and −5
to +5 for f(x). In Figure 4.3, the auditory bounding box limits on the left and right
can be seen as white noise, annotated on the right as D.
The acoustic bounding box appeared to be instructive at singularities. When navi-
gating the function f(x) = 1/x from left to right for instance, the auditory graph first
exhibits a descending frequency. When the graph hits the lower limit, the bounding box
is played back. At the singularity, the center-frequency of the bounding box changes
to high. Finally, the function is audible again at high frequencies, descending towards
the right.
Tick-marks on the x-axis are indicated as audible clicks synthesized through short
envelopes over an additive synthesis of 4 overtones with a base frequency of 1.000 Hz.
The high frequency range is used in order to distinguish the tick-marks from the lower
frequency range of the discrete and continuous sonification. The tick-marks are played
within the stereo panorama according to their position on the x-axis. The tick-marks
at the centre of the bounding box x = 0 have an elevated base frequency of 1.600 Hz.
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4.2.2 User Study
In order to test Sonic Function with our targeted user group in a teaching situation our
collaborator Droßard conducted a user study with 14 students from the Carl-Strehl-
Schule in Marburg, Germany. Fourteen students participated in the study (7 female, 7
male) blind and partially sighted with an age range from 17-19. From the participants
seven were stated to be blind, four to be partially sighted, and three high-grade partially
sighted. For further demographic details of the participants see Grond et al. (2010).
4.2.2.1 Qualitative Evaluation of Test Functions
Figure 4.4: Photo from the Sonic Function
user study from Grond et al. (2010): the test
subject sits in the foreground on the right fol-
lowing the instructions by coauthor Droßard in
the background on the left.
The evaluation was conducted with
each student individually in a quiet
room. The sound was rendered through
regular headphones. Droßard in-
structed the students how to use the
program Sonic Function. The students
were encouraged to ask everything they
needed to know in order to make mean-
ing of the sounds and the interaction
possibilities of Sonic Function. The in-
structor made sure that all sonic fea-
tures were understood, which were rel-
evant for the tasks.
The participants reported verbally
what kind of features they encountered
when browsing a selected function. For the evaluation and transcription of the verbal
feedback, compare (Droßard, 2010, page 111). When they encountered values for x = 0
or f(x) = 0, minima, or maxima and reported their findings to the conductor, Droßard
set a marker through the keys on the keyboard thereby creating an entry in the log file.
Further, the students were asked to describe with words the shape of the function that
they had heard. In Figure 4.5 the trajectory of the interaction along the x-axis for the
function from Equation 4.5 are depicted for three participants.
After the session each participant was asked for feedback about Sonic Function.
Further, they were asked to describe what kind of learning type they are (visual, audi-
tory or haptic). According to their description, ten students were visual learners and
four auditory learners. In this context, visual learners generally prefer haptic represen-
tation for instructions.
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The participants were presented with the functions from Equation 4.1 - Equa-
tion 4.6. The choice was made by Droßard with a focus primarily on pedagogical
aspects of function analysis and the respective knowledge of the age group of the par-
ticipants. The functions were presented to all participants in the same order. This
unbalanced choice, with respect to the stimuli presentation, was mostly due to peda-
gogical reasons.
f1(x) = 3/4 (x+ 1)2 − 2 (4.1)
f2(x) = 2x+ 3 (4.2)
f3(x) = x2 + 1 (4.3)
f4(x) = 0.5/x (4.4)
f5(x) = 1.5 · sin((0.2x+ 3)2) (4.5)
f6(x) = 1/sin(x) (4.6)
The main purpose to include Equation 4.1 is to introduce the test-subjects to all the
audible features of Sonic Function. All x and f(x) values of the parabola cover all
quadrants within the bounding box. The participant can hence hear the tick-mark for
x = 0, the different timbre for negative and positive function values f(x) = 0. At
the minimum at x = −1, the low frequency oscillation vanishes, due to the derivative
df1(−1)/dx = 0. The purpose of Equation 4.2 is to verify if the point for x = 0 is
understood by the test subjects as well as the audible brightness transition of f(x) = 0
at x = −3. The identification of the minimum and the position with x = 0 is the
task in the third function, the symmetric parabola from Equation 4.3. Equation 4.4
helps to evaluate whether test-subjects are able to make sense of an audibly represented
singularity. Equation 4.5 is used because it is an interesting test case of how the extrema
identification depends on the curvature i.e. the acoustic contrast around df(x)/dx = 0,
when navigating along x. Equation 4.6 is included to find out how minima and maxima
- located at pi/2 ·m with m ∈ |− 5,−3,−1, 1, 3, 5| - are perceived between singularities.
The test case functions together with the recorded markers for f(x) = 0 and x = 0
are depicted in Figure 4.6 on the left, the markers for minima and maxima in the same
figure on the right.
4.2.2.2 Discussion of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6
In Figure 4.5, we find the interaction patterns of different qualities for 3 participants.
All three participants navigate the function at almost constant speed back and forth
at least once. The interaction plot from the top shows the data of a participant who
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Figure 4.5: Example of typical explorations of f5(x) from Grond et al. (2010) and Droßard
et al. (2012). The function values f5(x) are encoded in grey. The participant started in
the middle and explored the function to both limits of the bounding box. Then f(x) = 0,
further extrema and finally, x = 0 were marked.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the test functions with the f(x) = 0 and x = 0 markers on the left.
On the right are the same functions with the markers for f(x)/dx = 0. Both plots are
taken from Grond et al. (2010)
picks up clearly on the audible cues and finds the requested features almost always at
the moment when they occurred. We find back and forth navigating for confirming
the audible feature mostly for extrema with low curvature. The interaction plot in
the middle shows more insecurity when detecting the extrema. The explicit audible
cues are however still easy to identify as is also the case for the interaction plot at the
bottom. When comparing it with the other two, we find in this last plot the most
insecurity with lots of back and forth navigation in order to identify the extrema.
In Figure 4.6, we find the markers of the participants for x = 0 and f(x) = 0. For
f2(x) most of the markers are placed around x = 0 and f(x) = 0. There are outliers
for x = 0 indicating that ordinary tick-marks on the x-axis seem to be mistaken for
tick-mark at x = 0. Similar problems can be found in f3(x). Here again, most of the
markers are placed correctly around x = 0, except for two outliers are found. In f4(x)
none of the concepts x = 0 or f(x) = 0 are explicitly present. This poses apparently
a conceptual challenge, some markers were placed, where f(x) approaches 0. Some
markers are placed where the function exhibits the strongest curvature. The plot for
f5(x) shows how the participants become familiar with the auditory graph and how
most succeed in identifying the tested positions. The function f6(x) is similar to f4(x),
as neither x = 0 nor f(x) = 0 are present and participants show no particular pattern
in the positioning of the markers.
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Markers for minima and maxima are compiled in Figure 4.6 on the right: The min-
imum in f3(x) is identified by all participants. In f4(x) extrema are wrongly identified
where the function approaches the x-axis. This seems to be confusing in a similar way
as is the testing for x = 0 and f(x) = 0. In f5(x) the broader distribution of the
markers at extrema with lower curvature are noteworthy. In f6(x) extrema were well
identified, however, the concept of minima and maxima was confused.
For a detailed listing of the more exploratory statistics of the markers, see Grond
et al. (2010).
4.2.2.3 Curvature and Perceptual Contrast
In contrast to the qualitative aspects, the function f5(x) is a particular case, because
here a hypothesis can be formulated and tested. We suspect that the exact location of
extrema depends on the perceptual contrast, i. e. the curvature at the extrema. This
is why we take a closer look on function f5(x) and compute
df5(x)
dx and
d2f5(x)
dx2
as given
in Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8.
df5(x)
dx
=
3
25
(15 + x) cos
((
3 +
x
5
)2)
(4.7)
d2f5(x)
dx2
=
−3
625
(
−25 cos
((
3 +
x
5
)2)
+ 2 (15 + x)2 sin
((
3 +
x
5
)2))
(4.8)
We obtain values for x within the interval from −10 to 10 by using numerical
methods1 to solve the equation df5(x)dx = 0. The values for x together with the
corresponding curvature are compiled in Table 4.1.
df5(x)/dx = 0 d2f5(xi)/dx2
x1 max −8.733 −0.377
x2 min −4.146 1.131
x3 max −0.988 −1.885
x4 min 1.580 2.639
x5 max 3.799 −3.393
x6 min 5.784 4.147
x7 max 7.594 −4.901
x8 min 9.270 5.655
Table 4.1: Extrema and curvature values for f5(x), taken from Grond et al. (2010)
1Such as damped Newton’s Method, as implemented in the software package Mathematica.
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correlation coefficient p-value
|curvature| versus σ −0.7381 0.0366
|curvature| versus σˆ −0.6905 0.0580
Table 4.2: Results from the Spearman rank correlation test from Grond et al. (2010)
In Table 4.1, the decreasing standard-deviation of the extrema along the x-axis
seems to correspond to the increasing absolute curvature of the extrema. Figure 4.7
from Grond et al. (2010) depicts a correlation plot of the absolute value of the curvature
against the standard-deviation σ. Further, the absolute value of the curvature is also
plotted against the standard deviation of (xki − xk0) denoted as and σˆ. The term xk0
denotes the exact position of the extremum.
Figure 4.7: Curvature versus the σ and σˆ from Grond et al. (2010).
Low curvature leads to a broader distribution of clicks around the func-
tion extrema.
Table 4.2 shows
the Spearman rank
correlation coef-
ficient together with
the two-sided p-
value. The null
hypothesis for the
test is that the
two data sets are
uncorrelated. Only
the correlation with
σ is below, when
accepting a thresh-
old for significance
of 5%. Given however the low amount of data (8 extrema), we think that it is reason-
able to assume that the precision with which extrema are spotted depends on curvature
and the resulting acoustic contrast.
4.2.3 Conclusions on Sonic Function
Sonic Function was presented to students in order to teach them about aspects from
function analysis like extrema and axes crossing. This preliminary feedback on multi-
parameter-mapping in auditory graphs in a real-world teaching situation is useful in
many ways. Looking at the results from the analysis of the markers set by the partici-
pants, we find that not all mathematical concepts were properly understood. Nonethe-
less, spontaneous feedback from the subjects was mostly positive: 9 out of 14 said they
would like to use Sonic Function in physics or math courses (see Droßard et al. (2012)).
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The account of the feedback from the subjects (Droßard, 2010, page 121) leads to the
following overall conclusion. If subjects could name and identify a sonic quality, such as
brightness, it was appreciated as informative. Otherwise it was perceived as something
that needs to be learned to become an informative aspect of the auditory graph.
Two different categories of auditory information were available in Sonic Function.
Students generally performed well in terms of precisely spotting explicit auditory in-
formation, such as tick marks and transitions between positive and negative function
values. Implicit auditory information as in extrema posed two challenges: In function
f6(x), we find that students confuse the definition of minima and maxima, although
they perform well with respect to this question in f5(x). This might be explained by
the fact that the pitch of the maxima was lower than the one for minima and that all
extrema where separated by singularities. Hence maxima and minima have partially
not been related to the sign of the curvature at the extrema but to the absolute function
value at df6/dx = 0.
As shown in the case of f5(x), the precision with which extrema can be localized
depends on the acoustic contrast (the curvature around the extremum). Interestingly,
none of the participants reported explicitly the increase of frequency while navigating
f5(x) along the x-axis. Since the functions were explored interactively, the navigation
along the x-axis was not necessarily constant. Hence, the frequency of oscillations
between the extrema could not be properly interpreted by the participants.
Sonic Function encourages us to proceed according to the new Taylor-series-based
multi-parameter-mapping concept. Due to the unpredictability of how the x-axis is
explored, a constant rate in the progression of the function along the x-axis cannot be
assumed, which makes it difficult to decode information such as curvature. We hope
that the integration of further derivatives in the same auditory stream enhances the
sonic fingerprint and helps to address this challenge. Further, integrating information
from the auditory context in the sonification, such as the transition from negative to
positive function values as timbre filter, is promising, if solutions can be found that
are easier to recognized. This makes space in the auditory context for other kinds of
information such as an auditory bounding box.
It is difficult to measure the usefulness of Sonic Function in a quantitative manner,
which is mostly due to the varied sight capabilities of our test subjects. Additionally,
the students were not previously familiar with the idea of auditory graphs. The ped-
agogical setting was interesting because it shows that auditory graphs are in principle
appreciated by the target user group. However, the limited a-priori knowledge about
function analysis made it difficult to assess if a certain concept is not understood or if
the auditory feature was not heard. We plan to make future evaluations with subjects
who are either already familiar with function analysis, or design the evaluation such
that it does not depend on the knowledge of specific mathematical concepts.
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4.3 Singing Function
In this section, I present Singing Function published in Grond and Hermann (2012b),
a further development of the multi-parameter-mapping approach that we took in Sonic
Function. Let us reconsider the visual interpretation of the graph from the introduction
of this chapter, which at first sight, seems to be nothing but a line connecting (x, f(x))
value pairs. At a closer look, these (x, f(x)) value pairs are the basis for the perception
of various gestalts, without which we would not be able to visually interpret a function
graph and distinguish it from others.
The findings from Mansur et al. (1985) show that auditory graphs allow us to recog-
nize symmetry, slope and monotonicity. These are obviously important characteristics
of a graph, however these audible features do not suffice to provide the same holistic
understanding like the perception of visual gestalts in graphs.
Important features of a function which need to be translated into auditory graphs
are the variations in slope and curvature, which are characteristic for turning and saddle
points. Another important characteristic that we can see is whether a function exhibits
high or low curvature at extrema, making it look more or less pointy. The fact that
the whole visual graph is static and persistent makes these features visually accessible
and hence they can be interpreted.
For auditory graphs however, the situation is different. Curvature for instance can
be understood only indirectly. When moving along the x-axis, the only audible feature
is how fast an extremum is reached and left behind. The listener encounters even more
difficulties, when an auditory graph is explored interactively. Whether a feature of the
graph becomes audible as a gestalt or not depends on navigation-speed as discussed in
Harrar and Stockman (2007).
For Sonic Function by Grond et al. (2010), we have already introduced the new
methodological contribution to the field, by going beyond the dominant pitch mapping-
based strategies and by introducing multi-parameter sonification. The main focus in
this new approach is to utilize the Taylor expansion of function f at location x in order
to develop stationary sonic representation that captures the local characteristics of the
function shape.
The mapping strategy in Sonic Function employed only f(x) and f ′(x). For Singing
Function, we also include f ′′(x) using a vowel-based synthesis approach taking advan-
tage of the rich and fairly well controllable perceptual space of vowel sounds.
As already discussed, vowel based sound synthesis has been explored for sonification
in various cases. The intuitive understanding of vowels is the benefit which has already
been pointed out by others, see Section 2.4. This is of particular importance in ped-
agogical contexts, because the vocal articulation of a graph can be captured without
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already knowing what it means. The possibility to discriminate vowels from each other
makes it easy to learn sonic fingerprints. From a sound synthesis perspective, vowels
give access to a continuous dimension in timbre space, which is to some degree orthog-
onal to pitch and loudness. Most important, discrimination does not only depend on
the perception of the vowel but also on the possibility of its reproduction, as discussed
in Section 2.4.
In Sonic Function, the auditory graph contained some explicit elements of auditory
information such as tick-marks. In Singing Function we focus less on those elements
and address the following questions as formulated in Grond and Hermann (2012b):
• Can we create an auditory graph which brings forth a sonic gestalt which helps
to distinguish features of mathematical functions beyond those of slope, mono-
tonicity and symmetry?
• How sensitive are these sonic gestalts with respect to the interactive exploration
of the auditory graph? Can these sonic gestalts help to identify function charac-
teristics, can they make them independent of a uniform scan along the x-axis?
• How can an evaluation for these sonic gestalts take the already popular pitch-
based mapping strategy strategy into account, and compare the two?
• Will subjects report to use their embodied knowledge to interpret a vocally ar-
ticulated sound?
4.3.1 Mapping and Sound Design
For the multi-parameter-mapping of the function value f(x) and its first two derivatives
f ′(x), f ′′(x) we pursued the scheme from Grond and Hermann (2012b). The hierarchical
combination of the mappings for (f), (f, f ′) and (f, f ′, f ′′), resulted in three different
sonification types (ST). This can be seen as an example of the multiple-views paradigm
from Stockman et al. (2005). Although we discussed the shapes as perceptual units,
each view can be thought as adding perceivable details to the graph:
• Function value f(x): The main association of f(x) to pitch was maintained
for two reasons: First it seems natural to associate low function values with
low pitch. Second, this mapping on its own without further derivatives gives a
classic pitch-based sonification which we can compare with the proposed Taylor
series expansion mapping. Additionally a pitch variation with a constant spectral
envelope keeps the sound comparable with respect to the sonic vowel qualities. For
the frequency range we selected one octave from 110 to 220 Hz. Two reasons let us
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to choose this low range: First this frequency range is typical for human speech.
Second, the low fundamental gives a narrowly spaced overtone series. This narrow
support of the spectral envelope helps to recognize the formant shapes.
• Slope f ′(x): For the slope, the absolute value of the first derivative was mapped
to the transition of vowel [a :] to [i :] both in the bass register, which was chosen
because of the rather deep fundamental frequencies. The transition between the
spectral envelopes was realized with the blend method described in Section 2.4.
The following consideration supported the choice: the first two formant center
frequencies go roughly in antiparallel directions when moving from the vowel
[a:] the two vowels [i:]. The vowel [e:] is approximately in between of both.
This relation between [a:] [e:] and [i:] can be seen in Figure 2.4 on the top
left, which makes the contrast along this vowel scale particularly perceptually
salient. As argued in Grond and Hermann (2012b), the change in the format
centre frequencies corresponds to the increasingly closed vocal tract during the
transition from [a:] to [i:]. The alternative transition [a:] [o:] [u:] which also goes
with an increasingly closed vocal tract, shows less variation in the formant center
frequencies and hence exhibits less perceptual contrast. We hoped that the high
perceptual contrast in the transition from [a:] to [i:] could potentially stimulate
the listeners involvement.
• Curvature f ′′(x): From the second derivative we took the absolute value and
mapped it to the brightness of the vowel sound. The brightening was realized
through the corresponding methods in the Vowel class (compare method bright-
enRel(b, ref) in Section 2.4.1 on page 43). As an auditory result, high curvature
sounded brighter and a bit louder than low curvature, which metaphorically re-
flects more energy that could be associated with the second derivative being
acceleration. Perceptually, the brightness value shifted the spectral centroid but
the pitch of f(x) was still recognizable.
As a result of this mapping, a recognizable auditory gestalt was building up, when
moving along the x-axis across turning points, saddle points or local optima. Since we
did not want to include explicit auditory information we chose to map the absolute value
for f ′(x) and f ′′(x). We will later discuss the sonic effects of the proposed mapping
with Figure 4.9.
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4.3.2 Evaluation
We used a function family depending on one parameter a for the evaluation of Singing-
Function. The functions of this family exhibit a similar shape in fa(x) (see Equa-
tion 4.9). In its derivatives f ′a(x) (Equation 4.10) and f ′′a (x) (Equation 4.11), however
different shapes develop depending on the variation of a.
fa(x) =
tanh(a sin(x))
tanh(a)
(4.9)
f ′a(x) =
a cos(x) b
tanh(a)
(4.10)
f ′′a (x) =
−(2a2 cos2(x) tanh(a sin(x))b+ a sin(x)b)
tanh(a)
(4.11)
b = sech2(a sin(x))
For small a, functions from this family are equivalent to f(x) = sin(x). As amplitude
increases through a, tanh() acts like a wave shaping function. For very big values
of a, fa(x) approaches a rectangle shape. 4 instances of fa(x) with the parameter
a = {0.1, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} were the basis of our experiment, which are depicted together
with their derivatives in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the curves from the functions in eqn. 1, 2 and 3. from Grond and
Hermann (2012b). The straight line represents fa(x), the thick grey dashed line f ′a(x), the
thin black dashed line f ′′a (x). A,B,C,D identify the parameters a = {0.1, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0}.
Figure 4.9 depicts the spectrograms of the corresponding sonifications showing the
functions with the biggest contrast a = {0.1, 2.0}. The mapping scheme for the soni-
fication types ST (f, f ′, f ′′) can be recognized in the spectrogram. The pitch mapping
ST (f) in the top row, features constant positions of the formants. The up and down
movement of the fundamental and the partials is equivalent to f(x) in Figure 4.8.
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In the middle Figure 4.9 depicts ST (f, f ′) with varying formants according to the
first derivative. The first formant drops with increasing slope; the higher formants rise
resulting in the earlier discussed transition from [a:] to [i:].
At the bottom of Figure 4.9 there is ST (f, f ′, f ′′). The increasing brightness ac-
cording to the change in curvature can be seen in the dark higher formants at the
beginning, the middle and the end of the spectrogram. Compare the positions with
brighter sounds on the x-axis with the high curvature in Figure 4.8.
a = 0.1 ST (f) a = 2.0
ST (f, f ′)
ST (f, f ′, f ′′)
Figure 4.9: Spectrograms from Grond and Hermann (2012b) of the spectral contour of
the sonified functions with the parameter a set to the biggest contrast for each sonification.
4.3.2.1 Experiment
In order to evaluate the perceptual contrast of the different ST, we asked subjects to
rate whether a given pair of sonifications from the same ST appeared to them as same
or different. Each combination of identical pairs pi=j 4 times and 2 times to both
different function pairs pi>j and pi<j was presented, giving 120 pairs to rate for the 3
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ST. After 60 ratings, subjects were given a break. The whole experiment lasted about
40 minutes. The bias in the frequency of occurrence between identical and different
pairs had a ratio of 2:3. However, subjects had a tendency to rate more pairs as the
same mostly for the simple pitch mapping ST(f). We conducted the experiment with
10 participants (4 female, 6 male, age range 27 to 40). The experiment consisted of
two parts (A and B) balanced across all subjects. In part A, subjects were rating
the playback of two sonifications, each 1.5 seconds and rating this pair as SAME or
DIFFERENT. In part B, subjects rated sonification pairs which were interactively
explored through two sliders in a GUI arranged side by side. When moving the slider,
subjects could hear the sonifications at the corresponding x in the stereo panorama.
Measures were implemented in the GUI, which prevented subjects from adopting simple
problem solving strategies, for example listening to the end positions of the slider or
other visually recognizable positions. We asked the subjects in a post test questionnaire
which strategies they used to distinguish the sounds. We also wanted to know which
mode (playback or interactive) they preferred. For further details of the experiment
see Grond and Hermann (2012b).
PLAYBACK INTERACTIVE
Figure 4.10: This plot from Grond and Hermann (2012b) shows the similarity of all pairs
as rated by the subjects. On the left are the result for the playback and on the right for
the interactive exploration. The order of the pairs across all charts is as follows: The first
four vertical bars represent the cases pi=j . The following bars are pi>j and pi<j pairs with
increasing contrast p12, p23, p34, p13, p24. The last pair p14 exhibits the biggest contrast.
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4.3.2.2 Results
Figure 4.10 summarizes the results from the experiment. The left side shows the play-
back of the sonification, the right side shows the interactive exploration. In the plots,
the vertical axis represents a scalar value for similarity (0-1). For a given sonification
pair, this value is the mean rating of all subjects.
The first four vertical bars represent the cases pi=j , i.e. the same stimuli in one pair
was compared by the subjects. The following bars are pi>j and pi<j pairs. Difference
increases with respect to parameter a from left to right. The null-hypothesis, which is
that the sound contains no information is represented by the horizontal line at 0.5. A
mean rating value of 0.5 is equivalent to random guessing. The 95% confidence interval
is the area between the two dashed horizontal lines. All average values in above and
below means that the null-hypothesis can be rejected.
One interesting result is that the identical pairs are never unanimously rated as
identical. All of them however are above the confidence interval of 5%. Only two
different pairs - both in the non-interactive mode in ST(f, f ′) p13 and in ST(f, f ′, f ′′) p14
- are unanimously rated as different.
A general trend can be found when comparing playback and interactive sonifica-
tions: The same sonification strategy is more often rated as identical in the interactive
mode. For ST(f) - the simple pitch mapping - all sonification pairs are rated as iden-
tical above the confidence interval of 5% showing, that ST(f) does not provide enough
perceptual contrast in the interactive mode. Even in the playback scenario ST(f) per-
formed poorly, however for the pair pi>j with the highest contrast ratings are equivalent
to random guessing.
Enough perceptual contrast for ST(f, f ′) can only be found for the 3 pairs with
the biggest difference - p13, p24, p14 - in the playback mode and only for p14 in the
interactive mode.
In ST(f, f ′, f ′′) the similarity for small differences -p12, p23, p34- is pushed down
further being below the upper border of the confidence interval but still random guess-
ing. The only exception for the playback mode is p12 rated as significantly different. In
both the playback and the interactive mode, only the big contrasts - p13, p24 and p14 -
are rated as significantly different.
sonification 1 sonification 2 sonification 3
time (sec) 15.33 19.48 17.15
% 79 100 88
Table 4.3: Total interaction time. Percentage is based on sonification 2
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We additionally logged the interaction data of the subjects. For the 3 different
ST(f,f’,f”), the results are shown in Figure 4.4 as plots of interaction time versus slider
position. This plot shows that more time was spent at the slider ends. The total time
spent for all ST(f,f’,f”) is shown in Table 4.3, the percentage in the second row is based
on the exploration time of sonification2.
4.3.2.3 User Feedback
The playback was preferred by 7 subjects. Two subjects preferred the interactive mode.
One subject was indifferent towards both modes.
Figure 4.11: Interaction time from Grond and Hermann (2012b)
for all 3 sonification modes. The times were collected in 100 bins
across the horizontal slider axis.
Subjects were re-
peatedly surprised about
how many pairs sounded
to be the same. The
feedback that we got
from the subjects with
respect to the listen-
ing strategy they used
to rate the stimuli
pairs was diverse. In
the interactive mode,
subjects said they tried
to listen to the audi-
tory graphs at differ-
ent speeds, sliding forwards and backwards. Other strategies they reported was listen-
ing to particular sections, most often near the slider extremes (see Figure 4.11), but also
the central region. Subjects said they tried to remember particular parts of the sounds.
Sliding across both sonifications with similar speed was mentioned to be difficult. In
the playback mode subjects said they tried to remember the sounds at the beginning
and the end. One subject reported trying to imagine the curve. One of two subjects,
who tried to imagine the sound as spoken utterances, said that she felt her lips silently
reproducing the sounds in order to be able to compare them. Many subjects closed
their eyes in order to concentrate better on sonic details. Subjects also reported that
they compared the rhythm and its distribution in the stereo panorama.
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4.3.3 Conclusions on Singing Function
The evaluation of Singing Function provides the following answers to the questions
raised on page 105. Multi-parameter-mapping adds perceptual contrast for functions
from the same function family but with different parameters. The contrast increases
with the number of derivatives that are included in the sonification. Although the
evaluation did not test whether the meaning of these articulated vowel sounds was un-
derstood with respect to function analysis, the added function-shape-specific perceptual
contrast can be considered a prerequisite to distinguish features of mathematical func-
tions.
The increased perceptual contrast was observed in the playback as well as in the
interactive presentation mode. However, in the playback mode it is still easier to
recognize differences despite the fact that the sonic gestalts provide more contrast.
Subjects reported that it is difficult to explore the x-axis with constant speed, a problem
that we identified in Sonic Function. Here, the multi-parameter-mapping strategy could
not lift the tight connection of the perceived sonic gestalt to its temporal evolution.
The hierarchical order of the sonification types ST(f,), ST(f, f ′), and ST(f, f ′, f ′′)
allowed comparing multi-parameter-mapping with the already popular pitch based
method. It also provides an example of a multiple-views paradigm as proposed by
Stockman et al. (2005).
The feedback of one subject suggests that the sound engaged at least for her the
embodied aspects of listening modes. This evocative potential of vowel sounds can
maybe be enhanced by telling users to listen for specific vowel transitions, or to try to
mimic the pitch contour by singing.
The differences in the total interaction time across the three STs might be due to
the following reasons: For ST(f, f ′), subjects interacted with the graph longest, because
differences were noticeable but were smaller compared to ST(f, f ′, f ′′). In the simple
pitch mapping approach ST(f), pairs of stimuli had so little contrast that subjects
arrived soon at the decision to rate the pairs as similar.
The time spent on the slider position as shown in Figure 4.11 suggests that subjects
find it difficult to situate sounds in an unstructured homogenous interface. This obser-
vation compares with the direct listening modes of Vickers, compare Section 2.2.5.
Structural elements with explicit auditory information such as acoustic tick-marks
might help from an auditory display perspective. In Singing Function, we excluded
them, because we focused on sonic gestalts and not on explicit elements.
For the given task of rating the difference of sonified function pairs, the playback
mode was preferred by the majority of subjects over the interactive exploration. In-
terestingly, subjects occasionally closed their eyes in the playback mode, which can be
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interpreted as an effort to focus closely on the sound. This shows that the question how
to advantageously integrate interactivity in exploratory auditory graphs is still a chal-
lenge. Beyond the interference with the temporal evolution, interaction also occupies
cognitive and perceptive resources, promoting a certain listening mode such as ergo au-
dition, and possibly reducing sounds to crude features that serve mostly the purpose of
providing feedback for the interaction rather than pointing towards the function data.
4.4 Summary and Outlook
Based on the discussion of current research in auditory graphs, this chapter introduced
a novel multi-parameter-mapping sonification concept for auditory graphs based on
the publications of Grond et al. (2010) and Grond and Hermann (2012b). This multi-
parameter-mapping approach takes advantage of the Taylor series expansion of the
function displayed in the auditory graph and maps the derivatives to audible features
of a single auditory stream. Multi-parameter-mapping offers not only a sonification
method for auditory graphs, it is a conceptual approach to create sonically richer au-
ditory information by encoding shape or context specific features into a stationary
timbre. For auditory graphs, stationary sonic representations were created in order to
make the perception of graph shapes more independent from interaction. Although
the stationary representations created a bigger function shape related contrast for the
sonifications, the interaction dependent temporal evolution when exploring it along the
x-axis still had a noticeable influence on distinguishing function shapes.
In the application Sonic Function, we applied this concept for the function value
f(x) and the first derivative f ′(x), where the function value was mapped to pitch
and the first derivative was mapped to a low frequency oscillation envelope of the
resulting sound. Sonic Function was evaluated in a pedagogical context. Although the
pupils were challenged with mathematical concepts, the overall design of the function
sonification was appreciated. In the qualitative evaluation, we found that the exact
identification of extrema still depended on the sonic contrast i.e. the curvature around
extrema, meaning that it did not become independent from exploration along the x-
axis.
In the application Singing Function, we applied the multi-parameter-mapping to the
function value and the first two derivatives, thereby creating 3 sonification types ST(f),
ST(f, f ′), ST(f, f ′, f ′′), each of them a distinct level of the multiple-view paradigm pro-
posed by Stockman et al. (2005). In this prototype we mapped the first two derivatives
to vowel transition and vowel brightness respectively. For the function value we kept
the established pitch mapping approach.
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Evaluating Singing Function, we found that the proposed concept adds more per-
ceptual contrast when comparing pairs of a sonified function family with similar graph
shapes. When the sonified function was interactively explored, it was still more difficult
to discriminate the sonified pairs. Through the novel concept however, the perceptual
contrast was increased when comparing it to pitch mapping only. We also found that
in the case of vowel based synthesis, approaching and passing along critical points
leads to complex yet familiar dynamic timbre patterns which can possibly be better
detected, classified and remembered. In combination with a further improved mapping
to loudness variation, these dynamic timbre patterns could be even more articulated
and provide the basis for genuine sound objects, which also engage the vocal motor
code allowing subjects to remember complex shapes. In fact the mapping to brightness
for high curvature noticeably influenced the loudness of the sonification and provided
such an articulatory stress.
The results demonstrate the limits of the orthodox and dominating ST(f). However,
the simple pitch mapping sonification has its place as the first instructive step, when
explaining to users the modular approach of multi-parameter-mapping, and how it
relates to function analysis. The multiple-views paradigm gives a framework within
which all three ST can be embedded in a hierarchically structured display. The user can
listen for each view for distinct sonic features: pitch, spectral contour and brightness.
The first two of them can potentially be reproduced by the listener.
Building on Singing Function as the basis of an auditory graph, there will be the
need to include information about the polarity of f ′(x) and f ′′(x), since subjects had
confused minima and maxima in f6(x) in Sonic Function. It might be best to repre-
sent this polar quality of the derivatives with a dichotomic sound parameter e.g. by
voiced or unvoiced vowels. Stability of pitch perception needs to be taken into ac-
count, which could be achieved by restricting the noise component of unvoiced vowels
to the higher formants only. Another possibility is the introduction of spectral flux,
which can be conveniently realized by moderately modulating the center frequency of
selected formants.
According to the findings of Hutchins and Peretz (2011), which is that it is easier
to match the pitch of one’s own voice rather than that of an artificial one, it is an
interesting option for future development to adjust the pitch and register to the range
of the user. This can be easily implemented through the vowel class presented in
Section 2.4.
By comparing Singing Function and Sonic Function the advantages of perceptually
fairly independent parameters of vowel-based synthesis become apparent. With low-
frequency amplitude modulation, the first derivative was mapped in Sonic Function to
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a strongly time dependent audible feature. This makes it more difficult to integrate in
a complementary discrete sonification. The spectral contour of vowels, however, remain
noticeable even in short sounds.
Further, the synthesis of vowel sounds allows keeping the pitch constant and to vary
only the vowel transition according to the first derivative. Similarly, only the second
derivative could be displayed by changing the brightness only. By defining a default
pitch and / or vowel for these settings, multi-parameter vowel-based synthesis offers a
hierarchically ordered as well as an independent multiple-view paradigm for auditory
graphs as demonstrated in the provided sound sample.
The perceived pitch depends to some degree on the spectral contour. Here com-
pensations can be easily realized by changing the formant bandwidths. In the case of
very open filters, timbre as spectral contour almost vanishes, and only pitch remains
audible: this means that the degree to which spectral contours shape the source sound
can be left to the user as an intuitively controllable parameter.
In the evaluation of the auditory contrast, we did not determine just noticeable
differences, because those depended on the mapping range for f ′(x) to vowel transition
and f ′′(x) to brightness. Since both – the absolute slope and curvature of functions
– can take on all positive real numbers, both mapping ranges can be conveniently
represented by one exponentially mapped parameter, over which the user will learn to
have intuitive control.
For future developments and with respect to input devices for the interaction and
listening modes, it is instructive to remember that sound with interaction is likely to
be heard as causal feedback for the interaction. Here simple input devices like the right
and left arrow key as used in Sonic Function might be better suited for exploration than
the slider interaction from Singing Function due to the following two reasons: keeping
the key pressed leads to a continuous speed progress along the x-axis, which is difficult
to achieve with the slider movement. Also the feedback of the sound as response to
pressing the key is likely to be exhausted quickly, and attention to the sound is possible.
The relative positioning of mouse interaction however involves proprioceptive resources
the relation of which to the absolute stereo positioning of the sound along the x-axis is
unclear.
When theses challenges are addressed, the potential to include additional informa-
tion about the function in the same auditory stream, which was achieved with the
multi-parameter-mapping approach combined with vowels-based synthesis can be fully
unlocked.
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5Mapping in Auditory
Augmentations
In this chapter, I present mapping strategies in two sonification applications from the
emerging trend of auditory augmentation introduced by Bovermann et al. (2010). In
auditory augmentation, interaction sounds are recorded and additional information is
imprinted onto these sounds through near-real-time signal processing, as already briefly
described in Section 2.4.4. An advantage of this approach is that the physicality of the
impact sound translates into the sonification. The sonic result has the potential to
be perceived as natural since it integrates with the already existing soundscape of
the environment. Since it is part of the naturally occurring interaction sounds, this
approach can engage ergo audition and is hence potentially less obtrusive for the user.
The original augmentation scenario by Bovermann et al. (2010) is an auditory dis-
play that mapped weather data to near real time filtered copies of the impact sounds
on a keyboard. In this thesis, I expand this approach to higher dimensional datasets
exemplified in two sonification applications. High dimensional datasets can be inte-
grated through the MBS method of the data-sonogram introduced by Hermann (2011).
This MBS method includes parameter-mapping aspects, as discussed in Section 2.4.4.2.
One monitoring application for optimization algorithms has been developed which is
also based on the augmentation of keyboard strokes. Further, an auditory display for 3
dimensional shapes has been developed for blind users. In this display, impact sounds
such as finger snapping, hand clapping or tongue clicking are augmented through real
time convolution of the interaction sounds.
In both cases, the amount of data does not allow limiting the augmentation of the
sound to a filtered near-real-time copy of the sound. The information in the sonification
has to be distributed over a short time span in order to create sufficient perceptual
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contrast for either distinguishing states in optimization runs or recognizing 3D shapes
through sonic representations.
The distribution of information over time in auditory augmentation faces the fol-
lowing implementation challenges, where two different cases can be identified: In the
monitoring application, the abundance of the search space means that there is no a
priori knowledge about the state of the system to be monitored. However, the amount
of data which has to be mapped to sound parameters can be dealt with in real time. For
the representation of 3D shapes, all information is available up front, but the amount of
data that needs to be mapped to sound features, and therefore the amount of synthesis
processes is immense. Therefore, these sonifications need to be rendered oﬄine.
The perceptual challenge in the monitoring case is that a high frequency of impact
sounds muddles the auditory display by having too many temporally extending aug-
mentations overlap in time. The sonification of 3D shapes posed perceptual challenges
in the sound design, since the amount of information about the 3D shapes has to be
mapped to spatial, temporal, and timbral sound parameters ensuring differentiable re-
sults. Additionally, listening skills and habits of the blind community had to be taken
into account in the design process.
The auditory augmentations developed in this chapter have a peculiar place within
established methods in auditory display. As far as an augmentation through near
real time sonic overlays is concerned, these sounds are reminiscent of auditory icons
if we take into account that the physical source properties of the interaction sounds
translate into the signal. They are on the other hand related to earcons, as there
is some arbitrariness with respect to how the data are mapped to mostly spectral
sound features. Bovermann et al. (2010) defined augmentation as near-real-time sound
treatment, which applies to some aspects of the monitoring situation. In this application
the decreasing filter bandwidth evokes a transition between listening modes that leads
from ergo audition of realistic interaction sounds towards Schaeffer’s listening mode
hearing (3) of identifiable spectral sonic values.
Mapping the data to time delays leads to augmentations which are not near-real-
time any more. The resulting sonifications create in many instances several sound
objects, which respond like an echo to the interaction sound. The physicality of the
interaction sound still translates into the sonification. Additionally, through the delay,
these scenarios can create suspense and preparedness. By decoupling action and per-
ception, this approach has the potential to create favorable conditions for musicianly
listening. Interestingly, this collection of sound objects can also adopt the role of sonic
motives and are hence related to the idea of earcons (also compare Section 2.2.2.3).
The monitoring of optimization runs has been a collaborative research project to-
gether with Oliver Kramer and Thomas Hermann in which I designed and developed
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the sonification application. It was first presented at the ICAD 2011 (International
Conference on Auditory Display) by Grond et al. (2011b), receiving the best paper
award. A further development of the application was later published by the authors
in Grond et al. (2012). The content of this chapter is based on both publications, the
structure of which is partly adopted, rephrased and extended in the following chapter.
The sonification of 3 dimensional shapes has been developed within the audible
sculpture project. This project has been initiated by Adriana Olmos, Jeremy Cooper-
stock and others and has received a strategic innovation fund award from the Centre for
Interdisciplinary Research in Music Media and Technology (CIRMMT) McGill Univer-
sity. Within this project, I developed the sonic interaction design as well as the mapping
strategies for the representation of the 3 dimensional shapes. The sound design was
developed together with Michael Ciarciello, who contributed valuable expertise as a
blind composer and instructor for the blind community.
By developing and evaluating display options for interactive sonification monitor-
ing, we have contributed to auditory augmentation of typing sounds by addressing some
shortcomings in existing displays, which have so far dealt with the representation of
small sets of values only. With the auditory displays proposed in this chapter, states
of high-dimensional processes become accessible for monitoring through auditory aug-
mentation. The auditory display developed in the audible sculpture project extends
methods from auditory image representation into 3D shapes. Both works are starting
points to connect the established MBS approach of data-sonograms with the emerging
field of auditory augmentation. Although we have focused on specific tasks in this
work, the sonification strategies employed here are of more general applicability for the
auditory augmentation of high-dimensional data.
In this chapter I will first discuss the background and implementation details of the
monitoring application together with its qualitative evaluation, followed by the audible
sculpture project and its evaluation.
5.1 Monitoring and Auditory Augmentation
Sonification is very suited to support monitoring in various application areas. Various
examples illustrate this field of potential applications: Sonification has been used for
the monitoring of stock markets by Janat and Childs (2004), for the monitoring of
network traffic by Rubin (1998), for the monitoring of electrocardiograms by Ballora
et al. (2004), and for the monitoring of EEG by Baier et al. (2007). In the recently
published sonification handbook the chapter about monitoring by Vickers (2011) dis-
cusses theoretical considerations as well as implementation examples. A discussion of
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listening modes for monitoring applications is given in the introduction of this thesis,
see Section 2.2.3.
The human auditory system is particularly apt for monitoring tasks, various mecha-
nisms studied in the field of auditory scene analysis (see Bregman (1994)) can be put to
use for this purpose. The phenomenon of backgrounding sets in when a sound becomes
steady and allows to focus on other sonic input such as other audible streams in sound
mixtures. If a sound is in the background and its characteristic sonic features change,
it can come back to our attention since the human auditory system readily notices
transients. Backgrounding parallels the idea of ergo audition, i.e. we turn our conscious
focus towards any sound only as much as necessary in order to gather information from
it. For interaction sounds this would be the minimal effort we need to make to close
the action and perception loop.
5.1.1 Monitoring, Sonification and Evolutionary Optimization
Evolutionary optimization seeking (ES), to which we apply sonification for monitoring
purposes, is in essence a stepwise process. ES can last from a few seconds to several
minutes or hours depending on the problem dimension and computing power. The dy-
namic evolution of the iterative steps, ranging from fast progression to slow movements
in the search space, makes it an ideal candidate for monitoring through an auditory
display.
5.1.1.1 Evolutionary Optimization Seeking
Since the sixties and seventies, ES has developed into powerful optimization heuristics
(as a standard textbook confer Beyer and P. (2002)). ES algorithms are population-
based, randomized search heuristics, which are inspired by the Darwinian principles of
evolution. These include: inheritance, mutation, and selection of the fittest as proposed
by Darwin (1859). Fogel (1966), and Schwefel (1995) were amongst the first to translate
these principles into algorithms known today as evolutionary computation. This field
has brought forth a diversified set of methods to efficiently solve optimization problems
in high-dimensional parameter spaces.
5.1.1.2 The Principles of ES
For a better understanding of the sonic metaphors which we used in the sound design,
we describe here in more detail the principles that govern iterations during the opti-
mization procedure. Finding an optimal solution corresponds to stepwise approaching
the global minimum of a cost function. This problem-dependent function is embedded
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in a potentially high-dimensional search space. In black-box optimization procedures
no derivatives are available to be used such as in a gradient descend method during the
search process. In these non-trivial cases, ES employ stochastic methods containing a
random element in order to explore the search space. The consecutive steps during an
iteration consist of:
1. Sampling: Create a population of random points that cover the search space.
2. Evaluation: Evaluate their fitness, i.e. their cost function.
3. Selection: Discard a defined percentage with the poorest fitness values.
4. Inheritance: Produce offspring with the distribution σ around the fittest.
These steps (1 to 4) are repeated until the population of points converges towards
the optimal solution. As an example of a converging optimization process, the devel-
opment of the cost function and the σ vector in a 30-dimensional parameter space is
shown in Figure 5.1.
5.1.1.3 Why Monitor ES?
Figure 5.1: Cost function plots for an optimization run on
top terminating after 359 iterations. This case is known to
have its global minimum at the origin, i.e. 0 in all components.
The development of the σ vector is shown at the bottom. Both
plots are taken from Grond et al. (2012)
The success of stochastic
methods is to some de-
gree dependent on param-
eter tuning, an important
issue for successful opti-
mization. A self-evident
example of a parameter
that has to adapt dur-
ing an optimization run
is the vector of the mu-
tation strengths σ. This
vector has to decrease as
the points of the popu-
lation approach the mini-
mum. Otherwise the distribution of the offspring of step 4 continues to covers too wide
of a range in the search space and never converges to the optimal solution. Although
automatic parameter-tuning methods have been developed by Bartz-Beielstein et al.
(2005) and Meyer-Nieberg and Beyer (2007), many practical problems remain hard to
solve. Ideally, the practitioner can be kept in the loop through monitoring and hence
intervene in real-time by controlling important parameters during the optimization
process.
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In order to turn the non-interactive algorithm through user interventions into a
closed-loop interaction, more feedback during the run about actual details of the search
process is needed. From an HCI perspective, current real-time displays are restricted to
quite poor visual only interfaces consisting mostly of a flow of output numbers. Since
many parameters, e.g. the cost function and the vector of sigmas, change rapidly at
the same time, this challenge of designing an appropriate HCI can be well addressed
by sonification.
In a first step, we applied sonification to ES in Grond et al. (2011b), where we
experimented with signal parameters such as delays in order to exploit time structure as
a perceptual dimension representing the convergence of the optimization. In a second
step we refined the use of signal delays and conducted an evaluation of 3 different
auditory display settings. In the sequel I will describe the sonification design which
was finally published in Grond et al. (2012).
5.1.1.4 Auditory Augmentation in Monitoring
For a monitoring display, the particular challenge with respect to the sound design is
to maximize the conveyed information and at the same time reduce obtrusiveness as
much as possible. For an overview of monitoring-related tasks and listening modes
see Section 2.2.3. From the three types of tasks which have been discussed by Vickers
(2011) with respect to monitoring, I recapitulate here the first two from Grond et al.
(2012), which allow to situate auditory augmentation in the context of ES monitoring:
• Direct auditory display (PULL characteristic): the information to be monitored
is the main focus of attention and does not allow for parallel activities.
• Peripheral auditory display (PUSH characteristic): attention is focused on a pri-
mary task whilst required information relating to another task or goal is presented
on a peripheral display.
Auditory augmentation as presented by Bovermann et al. (2010) allows to think of
an auditory monitoring display as dynamically situating itself within the two PUSH
and PULL characteristics. Whilst querying the optimization process through triggering
a sound can be described as having a PULL characteristic, sonic information that is
tightly integrated into an everyday activity can be informative but is not distracting
and hence has a PUSH characteristic.
For the development of the auditory augmentation for ES, we were inspired by the
application Reim from Bovermann et al. (2010) which augments keyboard interaction
sounds with filtered copies. The configuration of the filters depends on external data.
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The interaction scenario from Reim is particularly useful for this case since ES are
usually performed on the computer workplace which naturally includes the interaction
with input devices such as the keyboard.
Hence the soundscape at work is subtly enhanced (PUSH characteristic) rather than
adding disturbing additional sounds to it. However, the state of the ES can always be
queried (PULL characteristic) by interacting with the keyboard casing. As a result,
the two monitoring categories listed above, which seem to mutually exclude each other
at first sight, can be combined through auditory augmentation. It becomes the user’s
choice to engage with either display purpose depending on the available attention.
5.1.2 Sound Design, Mapping, Audible Effects
The objective for the sound design is to find a mapping that indicates the progress of
the optimization, i.e. the state in the parameter space and the convergence. Since it
is a matter of training if variations in the sound can be distinguished and sufficiently
well attributed to the search space, we decided to keep a mapping that we found
acceptable and pleasant after some sound design experiments, and focus on how the
display could serve the two PUSH and PULL characteristics. The underlying principles
of the mapping design are described in Grond et al. (2012). Its objectives are:
• The sonification should include hints about the mutation strengths for each di-
mension of the actual solution.
• The progress of the optimization should be noticeable on all scales, i.e. the strong
variations at the beginning and the small adjustments during convergence towards
the end of the optimization.
• The sonification should help to discern different areas within the parameter space,
such that convergence to different local minima should be audibly distinguishable.
The iterative steps during an optimization run suggest some choices as mapping
metaphors for the sound design. One range of values which must be mapped is the space
of the cost function. This space has no a-priori range limit. For testing our sonification
prototype we used Schwefel’s or Griewank’s multimodal function, see Schwefel (1995).
For this function, the parameters in the solution space of interest are positive real
numbers of different magnitudes. Another important feature from ES is the mutation
strength i.e. the vector of σ which determines the distribution of the offspring. Unlike
the cost function, the vector of σ has a lower limit for all elements, which is 0. The
mapping from data features to sound synthesis parameters is compiled in Table 5.1.
The delay mapping of up to 0.5 seconds was chosen to keep the sound objects with the
longest possible duration plus the decay of the resonant filter around one second.
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data feature synthesis parameter
log(σ[0.005, 0.5]) → stereopan [left, right]
log(σ[0.0005, 0.5]) → delay [0.0, 0.5]
log(σ[0.0001, 0.5]) → filterwidth [0.5, 0.001]
yi[−2, 2] → freqi · n [0.25, 4]
Table 5.1: Mapping scheme of data features to sound parameters taken from Grond et al.
(2012): value ranges are specified in square brackets.
5.1.2.1 Mapping the Cost Function and Mutation Strength
The elements of the cost function vector, each representing one dimension of the search
space, were mapped to a two-pole resonant filter which is implemented in SC3 as the
unit generator Ringz, compare Steiglitz (1994). The centre frequencies freqn of the
filters were equally distributed on a logarithmic scale between 100 and 2000 Hz. As
shown in Table 5.1, the movement of the population of the fittest individuals along all
these dimensions was mapped through a multiplier n for each frequency.
In a high-dimensional search space it is not reasonable to assume that each single
dimension can be individually heard. Rather, the augmented sound being the sum of
all filtered copies should give an impression of the overall position within the search
space. However, transient movements in the search space were audible along individual
dimensions yi, due to the multiplier n for each frequency. The second vector to be
mapped to sound is the mutation strength. This vector of σ components converges
fast at the beginning in an ideal optimization run, and decays exponentially towards
0 when the global optimum is reached. It usually takes some time for the population
to approach and settle at the optimum. This is when the change of the cost function
values is minimal, a moment when the algorithm risks getting stuck in local minima
due to small σ values.
Since the mutation strength is a good indicator for the optimization progress we
decided to emphasize its presence in the auditory display through a one-to-many map-
ping strategy (including filter bandwidth, delay, and stereo panning.) These parameters
were equally chosen in order to exploit perceptual features of human listening and to
support their interpretation through the metaphoric aspect of the mapping. As dis-
cussed in Grond et al. (2012), one motivation of the mapping was to reduce masking
effects when many different sounds are present. This is why we chose the delay and the
distribution over the stereo panorama. As a metaphorical dimension of the mapping,
the filter bandwidths reflect the vector of σ components determining the variance of
Gaussian mutation. Here strong variations in the mutation result in a broad band-
width. The three selected sound parameters were controlled with exponential mapping
functions of different decays during optimization runs so that each effect would set in
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during different phases. The spectrogram in Figure 5.4 shows both stereo channels and
the effects of the mapping annotated and described in Section 5.1.2.4.
The mapping resulted in unique, spatially distributed Ringz filters during the course
of the optimization process. Since an optimization run typically starts with strong
mutation strengths, the sum of all filters let most of the spectral components pass
through, hence the augmentation was almost undistinguishable from the original typing
sound. At first the stereo panning gradually faded out during a run followed by the
delay time. This gives the impression of an echo-like reflection in a big space, which
continuously shrinks to the acoustic impression of a small room. The third effect
to fade out is the filter bandwidth. As the bandwidth became smaller a tiny but
noticeable ringing of the filters at their centre frequency occurred, in the last phase
during convergence.
Figure 5.2: This diagram from Grond et al. (2012) depicts the link between interaction
sounds with the keyboard and the auditory display through parameter-mapping of data
from the ES. At the bottom the role of onset detection is schematically depicted.
5.1.2.2 Software and Hardware components
The sonification is implemented in SC3. The interaction sounds - typing onto the
keyboard - are picked up by an AKG C411 PP condenser contact microphone, which
was attached to an external USB keyboard in order to avoid unwanted sonic influences
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from the laptop such as fan and hard-disk noise. The augmented sounds were displayed
over Genelec 6010A active speakers. For further details see Grond et al. (2012).
5.1.2.3 Sonification Modes
The design of the mapping is based on preliminary sound design experiments and is
kept fixed in the sequel, because we are mostly interested in the unobtrusiveness of
the display. In order to minimize this factor we design three different display options
all of them based on the parameter-mapping described above. The main difference
between these options is the use of the delay mapping. One of the three mapping
options includes machine listening on the contact sounds in order to control the delay.
Figure 5.2 depicts a diagram of the auditory augmentation plus the machine listening
element.
The augmentation with delay represents the mapping compiled in Table 5.1. In
order to be able to distinguish the different dimensions of the optimization problem,
the delay is introduced to distribute the sonic information in time. This mapping
approach which organizes geometric data relations as temporal order in the sound
domain is conceptually related to data sonograms of MBS. The disadvantage of this
approach is the overlap of earlier augmentation sounds during fast typing. Additionally,
the changing delay parameter creates occasionally unpleasant glissandi.
The augmentation without delay keeps the same mapping but all delay parameters
are set to 0. Hence the progress of the optimization can be heard as a variation in the
spectral contour. Individual dimensions of the search space could hardly be noticed
due to masking effects. This setting, however, allowed to keep the augmentation non-
disturbing when typing fast and there were no artifacts from the changing delay.
The third setting is augmentation with delay suppression, which is essentially a
combination of the two from above. When fast typing sets in, the augmentation
changes from with delay to the second variant without delay. We use machine listen-
ing techniques to detect typing activity, because we want the augmentation to be an
autonomous program operating on the signal level only. Typing is monitored through
onset detection, which is described in Stowell and Plumbley (2007) and implemented in
SC3. An intelligent signal switch is created which is described in Grond et al. (2012).
The state of this switch is at first in the variant with delay and gives enough time to
augment the typing sound. After that, it fades into the augmentation without delay and
remains in this state as long as typing continues. The interruption of typing changes
the state of the switch back to the augmentation with delay.
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Figure 5.3: This spectrogram shows a down-mix of both stereo channels of the augmen-
tation of two keystrokes, first with delay, then without delay. The filter bandwidth shows
that the state of the optimization on the left features large sigmas. Stronger convergence
is found in the optimization on the right.
5.1.2.4 Auditory Effects of the Mapping
In Figure 5.4 two annotated spectrograms of the stereo channels are shown featuring
two optimization runs. The dashed vertical line indicates the border between the two
runs. A annotates in the left channel high range frequency bands present in both runs.
These bands are present but weaker in right channel. One high frequency band persists
in the first run until the end. This indicates that the optimum that was reached in this
run is far away from the origin with respect to this component.
Gaps in the right channel are annotated by B; they happen when the whole signal is
mapped to the left channel for small σ values. A momentarily converging optimization
manifests itself as noticeable and salient fluctuation in the stereo panorama. Occasion-
ally, the algorithm leaves found minima and the augmented sound occupies again the
whole stereo panorama.
C shows the end of an optimization, which has almost converged. The sound does
not disappear completely from the right channel because the σ values are still not small
enough. Nonetheless the run ended because it reached the hard limit of computed
generations. In the first optimization run, though very small σ values were reached
annotated by B, the optimization algorithm found only a local minimum.
5.1.3 Evaluation
We conducted a small user study to determine which of the display variants is preferred
with respect to obtrusiveness of the display and information content. By using the
prototype as mentioned above in Section 5.1.2.2 we conducted a study in a closed and
quiet room. 14 subjects took part ranging from 27 to 38 years of age, 9 were male,
5 female. They had an academic background in informatics or psychology (PhD and
postdoctoral researchers) with daily keyboard typing practice. In brief, the subjects
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Figure 5.4: Spectrograms of two recorded optimizations runs from Grond et al. (2012).
The effects of the mapping are annotated as A, B, C and are discussed in Section 5.1.2.4.
The vertically dashed line separates the first optimization run (49 seconds) from the second
(62 seconds).
were asked to explore the auditory augmentation of optimization runs. For further
details of the study, please consult Grond et al. (2012).
Q1 Is the augmentation with delay informative?
Q2 Is the augmentation with delay obtrusive?
Q3 Is the augmentation without delay informative?
Q4 Is the augmentation without delay obtrusive?
Q5 Is the augmentation with delay more informative than without delay?
Q6 Is the augmentation with delay more obtrusive than without delay
Table 5.2: Questions about informativity and obtrusiveness of the auditory display taken
from Grond et al. (2012).
After the exploration part, the subjects were asked to fill in a questionnaire with
6 questions and one ranking task. The questions are compiled in Table 5.2 The last
point of the questionnaire was to rank the 3 variants as either 1, 2, or 3 corresponding
to least preferred, middle, and most preferred.
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5.1.3.1 Results
The answers to the questions from Table 5.2 are compiled in Figure 5.5 depicting the
average, the standard deviation and parallel coordinates for all subjects.
Comparing the answers about the informativity of the display options with (Q1) and
without (Q3) delay, there is a tendency to find the display with delay more informative
than the display without (the p-value for the t-test gives 0.0022). However, with respect
to obtrusiveness of the display options with (Q2) and without (Q4) delay, the answers
are in average indifferent (the p-value is 0.34). For the comparative question Q5,
subjects preferred again with delay with respect to how informative it is, but judged
less clearly the difference in obtrusiveness Q6 (the p-value is 0.068).
Figure 5.5 compiles the answers to the ranking task. We find that the mixed
mode, (machine listening enhanced combination of the two variants) was significantly
preferred over the delay variant (the p-value is 1.409 · 10−7). There is a wide spread in
the ratings for the variant without delay. The p-value for the preference of the version
without delay over the one with delay is 0.12. The p-value for the preference of the
mixed mode over the version without delay is 0.035.
Figure 5.5: Box-plots of the ranking for the three display settings and answers to questions
Q1 to Q6 both with parallel coordinates. Individual answer profiles can be distinguished
by the small offset and subject-dependent line style.
5.1.4 Discussion
Based on the plots of Figure 5.5, we arrived at the following conclusions: We find a
slight preference for the version with delay, with respect to questions (Q1, Q3, and
Q5) about how informative the display is. This supports our design goal which is to
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distribute auditory information in time in order to avoid masking of simultaneous sound
layers within on augmentation.
With respect to the obtrusiveness of the display (Q2, Q4, and Q6), subjects were
quite indifferent, which might indicate that the time of exposure to the interface was not
long enough. This reason is further supported through the remarks by some subjects,
who mentioned that obtrusiveness needs more exposure time for a better assessment.
The synthesis of all the answers to the questions Q1– Q6 did not indicate a signifi-
cant preference for any of the modes. However, many subjects preferred the mode with
delay the least, and some the one without delay the most. This could indicate that
the delay makes the augmentation obtrusive despite the indecision from the answers to
questions (Q1– Q6).
Interestingly, the mixed variant was preferred in the ranking task. It is possible
that the option to switch between monitoring a background process to intentionally
querying the state of the optimization contributed to the preference to this display
option. The distinctly different auditory characteristics of the augmented sound seem
to conform with the different listening intentions of both activities. It was interesting
to find that one subject wanted to have more control when actively querying the state
of the convergence. This subject did not want to wait until the onset triggered de-
cay relaxed and preferred to have instead a key combination to switch into the delay
augmentation for intentionally querying the optimization progress. For future devel-
opments, addressing this request might help to better match preparedness, action and
the listening intention.
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5.2 Audible Sculptures
The second practical application in this chapter is an auditory display for 3D shapes.
It was designed for the blind and partially sighted. Following observations during a
field study with blind participants within the ISAS project, we were motivated to make
sculptures more accessible for our target audience by rendering them as audible shapes
and forms1.
As a concrete example, our goal was to convey the geometrical features of sculptures
in Parc Mont-Royal, Montreal, Canada, through sonifications, so that blind individuals
could gain a mental representation of their form through sound. Findings from Kim
and Zatorre (2010) show that reliefs can be successfully identified based on sonifications
of them, and suggest that a sonic mental representation of two-dimensional reliefs is
possible. Despite the artistic field of application to sculptures, the methodological and
systematic approach with respect to the data to sound mapping, contributes a method
for the sonification of 3D shapes and forms in particular and to the development of
auditory display for blind users in general.
The interaction paradigm which we adopted is inspired by echolocation, often used
by blind individuals to facilitate orientation in space. For a detailed perspective on
echolocation we refer to the review article by Kish (2003). When using this technique,
echolocators either pay attention to the reflections of environmental sounds or snap
their fingers or click their tongue and listen specifically to the reflections of these short
impulses from nearby objects. Echolocation is hence a listening situation or habit that
tries to extract information through acting in a given environment.
In the audible sculptures project, echolocation is used as an interaction paradigm
to trigger sounds and engage with the sonification of the sculpture. The short impulses
of snapping fingers are rendered like an echo by convolving them with the sonification
of approximately 1 second in duration. This echo is specific for each listening angle
around the sculpture, varying smoothly with small changes.
This echo-like response is composed by designing a systematic sonification of geo-
metric features, which varies according to the perspective of the listener with respect
to the sculpture. This sonification of geometric features is not based on the exact
acoustic reflection of the sculpture, but rather mixes elements from the data-sonogram
and parameter-mapping sonification of 2D images. The resulting sounds are hence like
sonic fingerprints similar to earcons for specific perspectives on the sculpture.
1I participated in the ISAS (In Situ Audio Services) project during its beginning in 2010, the results
are published in El-Shimy et al. (2012), the field study was conducted by Adriana Olmos.
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The sonic characteristic of the impulse sounds (sharp or dull finger clicks) can be
heard in the convolved sound, which we hoped to increase the listeners’ level of en-
gagement through embodied listening modes of action sound couplings. The variability
in the creation of impact sounds like finger snapping created an interesting tension
between repetition and variation: no click produced by the listener can ever be re-
peated exactly, and this is always reflected in the slightly different sonic qualities of the
resulting convolved sound.
Through the interaction paradigm that we use, the project is also situated in the
field of auditory augmentation. In the project that was previously described in this
chapter, the amount of data that had to be mapped to real-time sound synthesis con-
sisted of approximately 60 floating point values that could easily be used as parameters
for real time sound synthesis. When sonifying arbitrary free-form shapes, the amount
of data on which the sonification is based consited of roughly 1200 triangles for a given
perspective. Hence the number of unit generators that have to be employed for sound
synthesis is substantially bigger. Here, a real-time sonification is not feasible anymore.
This is why I decided to render the sonifications oﬄine. The sonifications last for about
1 second, and are rendered for 36 equidistant angles around the sculpture by keeping
a fixed distance. These sounds were then used to augment interaction sounds through
convolution.
Realizing the sonification as an oﬄine-rendered convolution kernel is advantageous
as the convolution algorithm scales linearly with respect to the kernel length. Hence
the computational costs for the auditory augmentation are independent with respect
to the sound processes involved when creating the sonification.
Convolution as a basis for data-sonograms was already discussed in Section 2.4.4.2,
in which vowels based on formant synthesis were used to represent different data la-
bels. In the sequel we follow this convolution-based approach but will explore different
synthesis options, in order to create short and distinguishable sonic fingerprints.
5.2.1 3D Data Preparation
The sculptures are modeled with 3D mesh data. Regions of the model that are ap-
proximated as being flat are represented as triangles. The modeling of the sculptures
was carried out by Adriana Olmos using Autodesk Maya 2013. The size of the objects
modeled to fit proportionally a cube of 10 cm3. Then the standard mesh smooth and
triangulation functions from Maya were used in order to obtain approximately a total
of 2400 mesh triangles in the object. The smooth function was applied in order to
represent sharp edges with surface normals pointing towards the listener. Figure 5.6
depicts a 3D mesh model next to a photo of the corresponding sculpture. For each
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surface triangle we compute the following features, which are the basis for the mapping
of data features to sound parameters:
Triangle area: The area of an individual triangle is normalized with respect to
the sum of all triangles representing the surface of the sculpture.
Normal vector: The normal vector with respect to the plane defined by the
triangle is computed such that it points outside of the sculpture. For each selected
orientation of the sculpture towards the listener, the angle between this normal vector
and the listening direction is computed and provides the value that is mapped.
Distance to the listener: For a selected orientation of the sculpture the distances
of all triangles facing the listener are computed.
Center of the triangle: The center of the triangle is computed as the average
of all three corner points defining the triangle. The z component of the centre is used
to represent the height of the selected triangle. The horizontal position of a surface
triangle with respect to the listener position is equally based on its center.
Figure 5.6: A 3D mesh modeling a sculpture on the left, and a photograph of the original
sculpture from Parc Mount-Royal on the right.
The 3D data are resized so that their biggest extensions fit into a sphere with a
radius of one unit. The center of this sphere is located at the origin (0, 0, 0) of a
Cartesian coordinate system. The listener is positioned at a height of z = 0, which
corresponds to the middle of the vertical extension of the sculpture. Each sculpture is
modeled with approximately 2400 triangles. For the sonification of a specific position
towards the sculpture only those triangles are taken into account which have surface
normals between pointing directly towards the listener and enclosing an angle of pi/2.
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5.2.2 Sound Synthesis, Mapping, Participatory Design
Since we want to use echolocation as interaction paradigm, the idea is to represent
each surface triangle as a short sound event which does not model but alludes to a
reflected impulse sound. This approach is similar to the data-sonogram, which is not
strictly modeling the acoustic circumstances, but adopts for the data mapping acoustic
inspired principles. This method essentially offers a translation of spatial structures
from the data domain into temporal structures in the sound domain.
The short sound event that represents the reflection had an impulse-like envelope,
long enough so that it could carry audible characteristics that could be located in the
frequency range. Experimental sound design leads us to create a short impulse through
an amplitude envelope and multiply it with noise. A code example of the synthesis
definition for SC3 is given in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Synthesis definition for the sonification of one surface triangle. See text for
further explanations.
ClipNoise.ar is implemented in SC3 through a signal random generator with values
of either -1 or 1, producing the maximum energy for the least peak to peak amplitude.
RandSeed.ir is used in order to ensure that the short noise bursts contain the same
energy. This impulse is further filtered through a stack of 4 Formlet.ar filters. Similar
to the Ringz filter used in the monitoring application it is a resonant filter with an
impulse response of a sine wave shaped with an envelope, allowing to control attack
and decay time. The reason to use four filters instead of one is to better tune the
resulting sound with respect to the balance between broadband attack versus a distinct
pitch. The resulting sound can be panned in the stereo panorama and additionally
reverb can be added as a possible distance cue through FreeVerb.ar. Since the impulse
response characteristic of the filter is the one of a sine wave, a psychoacoustic amplitude
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compensation is implemented through AmpCompA.ir as shown in Figure 5.7. Through
the unit generator DedectSilence.ar synthesis is stopped if the signal falls below a
defined threshold.
The code part [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1].pow(1-attack) has the following function:
If the attack argument is set to 0 the four filters have all different attack and decay
times of exponential order. The factor 0.9 ensures that the attack is always shorter
than the decay, which also avoids complications with the DetectSilence.ar Ugen.
This results in a broadband impulse with a noticeable pitch component, according to
({|i| 4-i }!4).normalizeSum i.e. the corresponding array of gains. As the attack
parameter is reaching 1 the expression 1- attack reached 0 and the sum of all 4 filters
give a narrow-band and soft audible grain.
This synthesis definition is then used in non-realtime synthesis using the Score
object in order to render a sonification for a selected perspective of the listener towards
the sculpture. In the interactive application, this sonification is then convolved through
PartConv.ar in real time by using one partitioned convolution engine for each of the
stereo channels.
5.2.2.1 Two Mappings, Two Parameter Sets
I developed two mappings, both being complementary with respect to the organization
of time and space in the data versus the sound domain. These two different approaches
are inspired through existing methods as well as our experience from the ISAS project
(see El-Shimy et al. (2012)) in which we used similar paradigms to organize time and
space.
5.2.2.2 Organizing Space and Time
The first approach is based on a method for auditory image representations, introduced
by Meijer (1992). This method is the basis for many sonifications of images; recent
applications in experiments with blind participants can be found in Striem-Amit et al.
(2012). In this method, images are scanned from left to right and the intensity of
the grey values for each pixel is mapped to its corresponding position in the stereo
panorama. The vertical position of the pixel is mapped to frequency. This method was
also used by Kim and Zatorre (2010), in order to test, whether subjects can develop a
mental model of 2-dimensional reliefs based on an auditory representation.
The second approach is based on the data-sonogram, which is an MBS technique
introduced by Hermann (2011). In a data-sonogram a virtual shockwave is launched
in the region of interest in data space. The simulated response to this impulse by
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the data points maps the spatial data structure through an invariant principle to a
temporal structure. Data-sonograms usually employ frequency or spectral mapping to
distinguish data points with different category labels, see Section 2.4.4.2.
Both methods were conceived for data of different dimensionality. Image data
points, for instance, have no depth compared to the surface mesh data of the sculpture
or more generally high dimensional data point clouds. Scanning along one axis and
mapping it onto the stereo panorama as in Meijer (1992), versus ordering data points
according to distances in a spherical space as in Hermann (2011) have different effects
in the sound domain. The method by Meijer (1992) renders positions along the scan-
ning axis in succession. This means that time separates sounds which are separated
in space with respect to their position in the stereo panorama. In the data-sonogram
method by Hermann (2011), time separates sounds with respect to their distance to the
center of the sphere. The center of this sphere corresponds to the listener’s position,
and the time order corresponds to depth information. I will use the abbreviations SW
(shock wave) rendering for the data-sonogram-inspired approach and PS (panorama
scan) rendering for the approach inspired by the auditory image representation.
As a consequence, the drawback of the PS method is that sounds need depth cues.
Contrarily, in the SW method items of equal distance are likely to mask each other
and their position is hence difficult to distinguish. However, in this special application
the two methods are conceptually not so different but rather similar. This is because
the virtual listener position is chosen to be far away, which resulted in two effects:
First, the wave front of the impulse is very flat when reaching the data and hence is
equivalent to a plane scanning the depth axis. Second, more surface normals deviated
less from pointing towards the listener. For the SW method, the shortest delay in
time 0 corresponds to the biggest extension of the sculpture in the xy plane towards
the listener.
5.2.2.3 Mapping Data Features to Sound Parameters
The mapping scheme which affected sound parameters beyond the temporal organiza-
tion of the data-to-sound mapping is depicted in Figure 5.8.
For the sonification of the sculptures, the horizontal mapping to the stereo panorama
for the PS rendering is adopted from Meijer (1992). For both renderings, PS and
SW, the vertical positions of the triangles are mapped to the center frequencies of the
filters. Sound design trials indicated that it is aesthetically pleasant to use a wide
frequency range spanning from 800 to 8000 Hz. This range makes it necessary to use
the psychoacoustic amplitude compensation as mentioned above. Additionally, instead
of mapping directly to frequency f the mel m scale is used, for which the formula
f = 700(10m/2595 − 1) suggested by O’Shaughnessy (1987) is applied.
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Figure 5.8: Mapping data features to signal pa-
rameters
The next 3 features from the
data domain distance to listener,
surface normal, triangle size are
mapped in a many-to-many map-
ping paradigm to three properties
from the signal domain, namely
gain, reverb, attack. This mapping
was found after a long phase of ex-
perimentation aiming to create a
strong variation and hence percep-
tual contrast in the sonification for
the 36 different positions around
the sculpture. During the design process, the most challenging aspect was to bal-
ance the amount of the attack so that the sonification appealed to the connotative
listening mode of the action-sound-object, in practical terms this means to negotiate
between narrow band versus wide band sound grains, which need to give a sufficient
attack sound and at the same time must not mask all concurrent sound grains.
The distance to the listener is mapped to gain according to the distance attenuation
function described in Peters et al. (2012). As a consequence, surface triangles that are
far away are proportionally attenuated. Further, distance is mapped to the mixing
parameter of the reverb signal of a small room, in order to use the de-correlation of the
sound signal as an additional distance cue. The distance to the listener is also mapped
to the attack. As a result, surface triangles that are far away from the listener have
a smoother attack and hence the signal is less broadband and the ringing of the filter
becomes more noticeable. However since the gain is reduced at the same time, the
overall presence of the sound appears weaker compared to proximate surface triangles.
The surface normal is also mapped to gain and attack in an analogous way to
distance. Triangles that are facing the listener have a gain of 0 dB which decreases
linearly to −100 dB as they turn away from the listener to an angle of pi/2. The linear
mapping function is chosen, because it ensures that elements of the surface that are
not directly facing the listener are attenuated but still noticeable.
The size of a surface triangle is also mapped to gain, as mentioned above the whole
surface is normalized to 1. We have also experimented with a root-mean-square normal-
ization as it was introduced for VBAP systems by Pulki (1997). In this normalization
however, small surface triangles were barely noticeable.
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Figure 5.9: Spectrograms and mesh representation of the sculptures. At the top both
depict a sculpture from Mount Royal, corresponding to replica B from Figure 5.11. At the
bottom they depict a sculpture from Henry Moore corresponding to Figure D. See Section
5.2.2.4 for a detailed description.
5.2.2.4 Participatory Sound Design
The use of echolocation as an interaction paradigm and the design of the audible sculp-
tures for the blind was an interesting challenge from the sound design point of view.
The interpretation of sound in echolocation is related to listening skill. This means that
the time scale on which salient sound events occur is typically short for the accustomed
ear. This does not mean that untrained users don’t hear these events, but rather that
inexperienced listeners don’t know at what time scale attention needs to be focused.
Through self-observation during the sound design, the length of the sonification was
continuously getting shorter and shorter the longer I worked on this project.
This is why we chose to closely involve a skilled member of our target audience
during the sound design process. Through this ethnographic and participatory design
approach we wanted to ensure that our target audience finds familiar sonic structures,
which would allow them to appreciate the shape of the sculpture and potentially develop
a mental representation of it. During the design process, we consulted Michael Ciarciello
who is a blind composer, mobility trainer and computer instructor at the Mab-Mackay
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Figure 5.10: Spectrograms and mesh representation of the rotated cube in two different
orientations, corresponding to replica C from Figure 5.11.. See Section 5.2.2.4 for a detailed
description.
Rehabilitation Centre in Montreal. Through the collaboration with Michael the follow-
ing two parameter sets (variant A and B) were identified as interesting candidates for
a qualitative evaluation.
The ring time of the short impulses is set to two rather short values. For the shortest
value the impulses do not have a pronounced pitch, however a distinct height on the
frequency scale can be perceived. For variant A 0.05 seconds and for variant B 0.2
seconds are chosen for the ring time.
The mix factor for the dry-to-wet ratio of the reverb signal for variant A is linearly
mapped between 0.0 and 0.2 from 0 distance and the most distant point of the sculpture
respectively. The room size for the FreeVerb.ar is set to 0.2. High-frequency damping
is disabled in order to have perceptually comparable effects across vertical surface
elements. In variant B no reverb is used, due to the longer ring time.
5.2.2.5 Auditory features in the display
In Figure 5.9 and 5.10, the sonifications of selected orientations of the sculptures for
the parameter variant A are depicted as spectrograms, with both stereo channels com-
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bined. On the right, there is a mesh representation of the sculpture in its corresponding
orientation. The two examples in Figure 5.9 show the different effects of the rendering
modes, which are described in Section 5.2.2.2.
For the sculpture from Mount Royal (corresponding to replica B from Figure 5.11),
the selected perspective gives two profoundly different sonifications. With respect to
the distance to the listener, the SW rendering convincingly reproduces the organization
of the sculpture, while the PS rendering captures the step at the bottom as well as the
diagonal aspects of the top part of the sculpture.
For the sculpture by Henry Moore (corresponding to replica D) both sonifications
are similarly structured in time. This is mainly due to the topological property of the
sculpture, its symmetry, the orientation towards the listener, and the fact that the
sculpture is scanned from left to right. Nonetheless, specificities of the surface, which
break the symmetry, are noticeable and cause different sonifications in both renderings.
The cube (corresponding to replica C), which was standing on one corner, was a
particularly interesting case. Due to its symmetry the SW rendering gave sonic results
that made it difficult to relate it to the shape. The PS rendering however depicted the
shape very literally in the spectrogram.
In all spectrograms, some properties of the mapping can be recognized. The cor-
respondence between frequency and vertical position of a surface triangle is the most
obvious. Surface triangles that are close and have a surface normal pointing towards
the listener have a sharp attack and show a broadband signature across frequencies.
Similarly, surface triangles which are not oriented towards the listener have a lower
intensity and a smoother attack.
This equivalence between the spectrogram and the shape it represents is reminiscent
to some spectrograms show in Meijer (1992). However, intensity in the spectrogram is
related in our case to depth information and for variant A additional depth cues such
as a reverb is added to the signal. This reverb is however difficult to identify in the
spectrogram as it is can be confused with the filter ring-time.
5.2.2.6 The Interactive Application for Exploration
For the exploration of the sculptures together with the auditory augmentation, we
developed an application prototype that allowed us to explore models of the sculptures
by touch and listen to the sonic responses of short impulses in front of a microphone.
A screen shot of the application in use is shown on top in Figure 5.11. The window
of the video captured by the isight camera from a MacBook Pro is placed in the middle.
The whole setup is captured through a screen-capture program.
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Figure 5.11: On top: Screenshot of the application for the exploration of the audible
sculptures. At the bottom: Replicas of the four different sculptures. A and B are models
from Mount Royal.
Replicas of the sculptures are shown at the bottom in Figure 5.11. These models,
which are produced through rapid prototyping, are mounted on a Power Griffin Mate
rotating knob, which gives readings for the position into which the sculpture is turned.
This information is used to load the corresponding sonification into the buffers for the
convolution. The real time convolution is computed on a MacBook Pro, connected
to an RME fireface audio card with a DPA 4011-TL microphone used to record the
impulse sounds. The convolved signals are rendered through closed headphones to the
subjects. The GUI of the application shows a visual representation on the 3D mesh
data which corresponds to the orientation of the replica on the Power Griffin Mate
rotating knob. Buttons allow switching between variant A and B as well as the SW
and PS rendering modes. The GUI provides means to bypass the convolution so that
we could have an undisturbed conversation with the subjects.
5.2.3 Qualitative Evaluation
In order to get feedback in addition to the expertise from Michael Ciarciello we con-
ducted a qualitative evaluation. Four visually impaired subjects participated (3 male,
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one female, with 47, 40, 58, 56 years of age, two congenitally and two non-congenitally
blind.) The qualitative evaluation consisted in an open exploration of the sculpture
model A together with its sonifications through clicking in front of a microphone. We
recorded the exploration session with video. The introduction to the setup and the ex-
ploration took about 30 minutes. We also asked the subjects to perform a small task.
The whole evaluation session took about 2 hours and 30 minutes, including repeated
breaks. After the exploration session with the sculpture replica A, we gave the subjects
a task which they completed for the three different sculptures replicas B, C, D.
5.2.3.1 Exploration Protocol
For the qualitative evaluation we designed the following protocol. First, we gave the
participants a brief introduction to the project. We used the narrative of walking
around a sculpture in order to create a mindset appropriate for the task. We informed
them that they would listen to the geometric properties and shapes of sculptures. We
further explained that the interaction paradigm is inspired by echolocation and that
the sonic response is inspired by reflecting sounds. We also mentioned that the sonic
feedback to the click might deviate from their own listening experience.
The exploration session was split into two parts A and B. In A the participants
explored the rendering mode SW and in B the rendering mode PN. The parts A and
B were balanced across the 4 subjects. In each part, we presented to the participants
the two sonification parameter variants that we had described in Section 5.2.2.4. At
the end of the exploration session, we asked the subjects to tell us which parameter
variant they liked for the given rendering mode. The variant which they liked best (A
or B), was then used for the task described below.
For the exploration, we had implemented a setting that we called virtual walk. In
this setting, we asked the subject not to touch the sculpture but just to listen. Before
the virtual walk started, we turned the model into the starting position so that the
subjects knew which orientation the first sound belonged to. We also demonstrated
in which sense the sculpture would change its orientation. Then we played the 36
sonifications for a 10-degree angle increment in succession by convolving them each
with a prerecorded click. The purpose of the virtual walk was to make sure that each
participant heard every position around the sculpture at least once.
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5.2.3.2 Orientation Identification Task
After the exploration, which was done with sculpture A, we asked the subjects to
execute a task which would allow us to better asses if a mental model of the sculpture
could be developed based on the sonification only. The design of this task was inspired
through the work by Kim and Zatorre (2010).
This task was conducted with sculptures B, C and D. The subjects were given about
15 minutes to freely explore these replicas, then we gave them a virtual walk around
them. During the task, the subjects were asked again not to touch the sculpture but
to trigger the sonification of a selected position through clicks. They could trigger the
sonification as often as they wanted, knowing that they would be asked to identify the
orientation that corresponds with the sound heard. Next, the sound was switched off
and the replica was turned into a different position. Then we asked the subject to
turn the replica back into the position which they thought to correspond to the sound.
For each sculpture, 3 different positions were tested through this task. We selected
positions that did not have an obvious sonic signature but rather deviated from easily
recognizable sounds. Like this we hoped to better test the mental model rather than
memory.
5.2.3.3 Results
The results of the task are compiled in Table 5.3. The columns P1 - P4 show the
result for each participant. The column position shows the orientations that have to be
matched. The parameter setting indicates the choice that was made with respect to the
sound design options A and B. Bold entries are orientations that match the position
± 20 degree. For the cube, the threefold (120◦) symmetry is taken into account and
orientations that match the position ± 15 degrees are bold. Dark grey entries indicate
orientations which exhibited a similar profile. We chose the big margins of ± 20 and
15 degree respectively because it was not sure how the participant perceived their own
orientation towards the replica. Hence they could only approximately match the heard
sound with a selected orientation of the sculpture.
Due to the small sample of subjects and the qualitative nature of the evaluation by
freely exploring the sculptures, we present the results case by case and do not provide
in depth statistics across subjects. For the SW rendering two subjects chose A and two
chose B, however participant P2 considered A but finally decided for B, shown as BA.
This gives a very small preference for A in the SW mode. For the PS rendering all
subjects chose variant B, i.e. the longer ring time of the parameter set.
11 out of 36 positions were recognized in the SW rendering, and 8 out of 36 positions
were recognized in the PS rendering. This poor ratio would suggest that no mental
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position P1 P2 P3 P4
rendering mode SW
parameter setting B BA A A
0 121 132 314 124
cube 180 121 80 263 282
130 100 120 120 314
260 260 251 37.8 291
MTL 190 207 37.8 69 302
50 57 326 243.9 219
90 270 117 26.1 144
Moore 330 302 17 77.3 302
280 128 280 263 211
rendering mode PS
parameter setting B B B B
0 231 215 116 203
cube 180 203 77 77 88
130 148 295 96 33
260 124 314 89 357
MTL 190 148 330 330 295
50 57 77 254 65
90 295 3 314 88
Moore 330 199 65 57.3 329
280 61 330 238 274
Table 5.3: Tabular results of all participants from the orientation identification task. See
5.2.3.3 for a detailed description.
model was built. The orientations indicated in dark grey are easy to confuse with the
tested one due to symmetry.
Two participants however, P1 for the sculpture MTL in the SW rendering mode
and P4 for the Moore sculpture in the PS rendering mode, matched all 3 tested orien-
tations. Participant P2 matched two positions of the cube in the SW rendering mode.
Remarkably P4 deviated from the target orientation with a maximum of only 6 degrees,
P1 with a maximum of 17 degrees. The probability of guessing the right orientation as
being one of 9 segments in the 360 degree circle around the sculpture is about 11% in
one task. The conditional not-independent probability of repeatedly guessing correctly
three different orientation in succession equals approximately 0.2%.
5.2.4 Discussion
The results from the qualitative evaluation lead to the following conclusions. Since three
orientations of two different sculptures were sufficiently well-matched by two different
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participants, it is reasonable to assume that a mental model of 3D shapes can be built
based on the sonification methods developed in this project. It is not entirely clear if
the matching orientations were found on memorizing the order of the sounds from the
virtual walk. Distinguishing 32 sounds, which vary fairly smoothly with the angular
increment, seemed however a difficult task to remember without repetition.
Further trials need to be conducted in which we improve our setup with respect
to the orientation the user assumes towards the sculpture. Another possibility is to
provide additional means for the subjects to relate the orientation of the sculpture
with respect to an absolute reference point.
In the SW rendering there was a slight tendency for the sound design variant A.
This might be due to the fact that in this rendering, sound events often occur at the
same time and it is hence more pleasant to have sounds with a shorter ring time.
In the PS rendering, the sound design variant B with the longer filter ring time was
preferred because of its more sequential distributions of sound in time and across the
stereo panorama. No matter which variant was chosen, participants did not complain
about the sounds despite the long duration of the exploratory sessions, which lasted
approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes.
Subjects liked the PS rendering but performed slightly worse in it. The fact that this
rendering mode is unusual from a perceptual perspective compared to the echolocation-
inspired SW rendering made the subjects curious but equally made it challenging for
the task.
It was for us particularly interesting to observe that all subjects explored the whole
replica first and later often just touched the rotating knob to turn it. All participants
only occasionally verified the orientation by touching the whole replica again. This
implies that all subjects build very quickly a strong mental model of the shape and
tried to match imagined orientation of the mental model with the perceived sound.
5.3 Summary and Outlook
I discussed in this chapter two parameter-mapping sonifications for auditory augmenta-
tion applications. Both applications extended the already existing work of Bovermann
et al. (2010) by exploring possibilities of how in auditory augmentation information
can be distributed in time. The organization of geometric data features as temporal
structures was inspired in both cases through the MBS method of data sonograms.
In the monitoring application, the mapping of data features to time delays was
controlled by user interaction in order to get a better control over the obtrusiveness
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of the display. This was possible because the mapping to signal delays was imple-
mented as real-time sound synthesis. For the audible sculptures, the sonification was
rendered oﬄine due to the large dataset and the augmentation was realized as real time
convolution.
Complementary to the mapping in time, both applications also exploit the mapping
of data features to positions in the stereo panorama. In the monitoring application, both
the spatial and the temporal mapping was a one-to-many mapping. Both parameters
represented the optimization progress with respect to the development of the mutation
strength. In the audible sculpture application the temporal structure was coupled in
a similar way to the stereo panorama in the PS rendering mode. I suspect that the
subjects appreciated this rendering mode in the audible sculptures, because of this
redundancy in the mapping.
In the SW rendering, the depth information of the 3D shapes corresponded more
directly to the echolocation experience, and the temporal and spatial evolution of the
sound was coupled through the geometry of the 3D shape. Although more natural in
this sense, it was interestingly less preferred by the participants, which suggests some
perceptual advantages for one-to-many mappings. However it must be noted that par-
ticipants performed slightly better in the SW mode. The sonic articulation in the SW
mapping was also more uniform, as louder sounds always came first and were followed
by distance-attenuated sounds. It will be interesting to explore in future evaluations
if the distance to the sculpture can be better estimated in the SW rendering mode
compared to the PS, where distance cues were mostly represented through loudness.
The center frequency of the filters was another important sound feature exploited
in both parameter-mapping approaches. In the monitoring application, the center
frequencies served mostly as dynamic labels and were part of a one-to-one mapping
representing the current position in the high-dimensional search space. Their function
was to indicate change in the search space by altering their position in the spectrum,
thereby creating a salient audible transient feature. This mapping was used in combi-
nation with the distribution in the stereo panorama and by distributing them through
time delays, in order to decrease the effects of masking within one auditory augmenta-
tion compared to the version without delay, where all augmented copies of the impact
sounds were rendered at once.
The center frequencies in the sculpture sonification were used as a continuous vari-
able to represent the vertical position of the surface triangles. During the design process
it was interesting to discover that only high frequency ranges gave a uniform sonic im-
pression for the vertical information. For low frequency ranges the temporal resolution
was simply not sufficient. Despite the high location in the spectral range that was
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finally adopted, the spectrogram in Figure 5.9 still shows the difference in temporal
resolution. The high spectral location made it necessary to use the Mel scale for a
perceptually uniform mapping.
In both approaches, I attempted to create sounds that appealed to the action-sound-
object of the connotative listening modes presented by Tuuri et al.. This was realized
by transferring the physicality of the interaction sound to the sonification, either by
realtime filtering and signal delay lines or through pre-rendering of the sonification,
which was based on impact sounds and convolving it in real time with the interaction
sounds. The distribution of data features in time added an echo-like effect to the
action-sound-object of the connotative listening intention thereby also engaging the
causal field from the denotative intention. The noticeable delays separated action and
perception and thus suspended to some degree the closed feedback situation.
Mapping of elements of the σ vector to filter bandwidths in the optimization mon-
itoring application was firstly motivated by the metaphor of the Gaussian distributed
mutation. The sonic effect for the augmentation was that for open filters the augmented
sound was almost identical with the interaction sound. As a result the augmentation
was not really present in the beginning and listening modes proper to interaction such
as ergo audition found a matching sonic substrate. As filters closed, the interaction
sounds were augmented with more artificial sound overlays and one could experience
how the listening intention shifted to pick up distinct frequencies. Similarly in the
audible sculpture project, the filter bandwidth constituted the major difference for the
parameter settings A and B . In 6 out of 8 cases the participants opted for the longer
ring time B. Setting A also had a small reverb component to it as additional depth cue
which might have also influenced the choice in favor of B. The ring time in the option
B was apparently small enough and did not create too much temporal overlap.
For future auditory augmentation applications, it is interesting to note that more
complex spectral contours such as in vowel sounds did not give satisfying results. The
formants of one vowel occupy too many regions in the spectrum. The simultaneous use
of many complex spectral contours made them mask each other. Hence there were not
enough sound parameters to represent all the dimensions of the search space. Vowel
transition, which led to distinct articulations for single auditory streams in Section 4.3
and which also worked well as audible labels in the data sonogram in Section 2.4.4.2
could not be used as a continuos mapping variable for the vertical position of the surface
triangles. This was mostly because the spectral position of the determining formants
is low compared to the finally adopted frequency mapping range. This leads to the
conclusion that the more complex the data become, the smaller the spectral footprint
for each sonified data point needs to be for a perceptually transparent sonification. This
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means that mapping dimensions such as complex spectral contours as timbre or pitch
as tonic mass get lost and only the height in the spectral range, gain and to some degree
the attack remains as a sonic feature to which data can be mapped. It also makes the
sonification shift towards higher spectral regions, so that the overall sonic gestalt can be
articulated in a short amount of time. Datasets with many data points seem to enforce
a mapping that is reminiscent of the Lombard effect (see Lombard (1911)), where in
a crowded and noisy environment interlocutors involuntarily raise their voice and shift
their register up in the frequency domain in order to make themselves understood.
Despite the smaller amount of mapping targets, the resulting sound of the soni-
fication can still exhibit complex timbre developments but those are less a mapping
target and rather an emergent property influenced by the mapping and the data struc-
ture. This highlights the role of listening within the PMSon design process: whilst low
level mapping targets can be identified and perceptual rules such as psychoacoustic
amplitude compensation and the Mel scale can be incorporated, the overall spectral
evolution of the sonification needs to be assessed through reflective listening which
provides feedback on how to tune the mapping of the available low level parameters.
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6From Case studies to
Listening-Mode Based Guidelines
for Exploratory, Multimodal and
Interactive Sonifications
The integration of sonification in interactive and multimodal displays as featured in
the application prototypes of the last three chapters about sonifying ancillary gestures,
auditory graphs and auditory augmentations, confronts the display designer with an
ever growing number of elements to consider and integrate during the design process.
As outlined in the introduction of this thesis, the necessity to provide guidelines for
integrating interactivity and multimodality was identified by Hunt and Hermann (2011,
page 295) and Frauenberger (2009, page 167).
In this chapter, I propose integrated design guidelines for sonification in applica-
tions with multimodal and interactive elements. These guidelines are based on (A) the
literature discussed in the first part of this thesis, (B) the experience made during the
design processes as well as (C) the evaluations of the practical applications. The design
guidelines provide a structure for listening-mode-centered reasoning about the relation-
ship between sound, interactivity and complementing modalities between descriptive
and normative purposes of sonification. The focus of these guidelines is to look at how
the potential of audible phenomena to become signifiers, i.e. to refer to the data sub-
strate, is influenced through interactivity and multimodality. Rather than rules, these
guidelines take a diagrammatic form in Figure 6.1 which provides an overview over the
central issues in the design process.
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6.1 Listening Modes and Display Purposes
In the guidelines, the following aspects will be discussed from the perspective of listening
modes:
• The auditory display system, which comprises interactive and multimodal aspects
(compare Hermann (2008)). Design considerations about the auditory display
system need to include the aspects of repetition, interaction and complementing
modalities and apply independently of the sonification method.
• Sound design will be discussed with a focus on PMSon where many sound re-
lated questions are left for the designer of the display to decide, as discussed in
Section 2.3.
• The role of embodied listening modes will also be considered by integrating the
experience of the vowel-based sound synthesis in the practical work of this thesis
and the new taxonomy of listening modes introduced by Tuuri as discussed in
Section 2.2.5.
When conceptualizing an auditory display system, I propose to identify first how
the normative or descriptive purpose of the display (compare Section 2.2.7.2 ) can
connect with listening intentions of the user. In the monitoring example in Section 5.1
for instance, the closed loop monitoring of the optimization process is an example of
a normative display purpose, with the defined goal to communicate the optimization
progress. The active querying of the state of the optimization in turn is an example
of a descriptive display purpose, where the user more consciously turns towards the
display and tries to interpret optimization states.
The term descriptive was inspired by an article of Grimaldi and Engel (2007) in
which the authors argue for the relevance of descriptive science, which create tax-
onomies and systems based on the identification of forms and shapes proper to the
phenomena under study. This is in essence the idea of the sound object for which
Schaeffer developed a taxonomy, based on the typology and the morphology of sounds.
The descriptive purpose also parallels the oscillation between description and identifi-
cation in the sound object through reduced listening (compare Figure 2.2). Commonly
highlighted advantages of sonification can be identified with the descriptive pole, which
is to transmit information on a sub-symbolic level, or the notion of sound as conveying
data holistically and having the potential to communicate or represent complex data
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structures1. Particularly the latter is interesting because reduced listening is an effort
to circumvent complexity reducing mechanisms in our perceptual and cognitive appa-
ratus. The descriptive pole can be associated with sonifications supporting exploration
tasks, where sound serves a descriptive purpose for complex data relations. In the prac-
tical applications of this thesis, the focus in almost all cases was to built a descriptive
display with varying complexity of the data, where the least complex was the auditory
graph in Chapter 4 and the most complex the sonification of 3D shapes in Section 5.2.
On the other side, we find the normative display purpose where the sound is meant
to inform the user about well defined events or actions. Here auditory display shows
advantages for being eyes free, having a high temporal resolution, and not always
requiring a directed focus and orientation. On this pole, the auditory display system
has an emphasis on feedback, control and conditioning of actions in an HCI context
and sound serves a normative purpose because the focus is less on the sound itself but
rather on whether sound helps to achieve a predefined or desired goal. The explicit
elements of auditory graphs in Section 4.2 and the background mode in the monitoring
application in Section 5.1 are examples that come close to the normative purpose.
For the associations of listening modes with display purposes the taxonomy pro-
posed by Tuuri and Eerola (2012) is best suited, as it is hierarchically ordered. Here
the most normative purpose would be an auditory alarm, which needs to cater at first
to reflexive listening modes. Alarms also illustrate the multiplicity of purposes, since
they need to convey information beyond the initial reflexive reaction. A descriptive
purpose as in exploratory data analysis, corresponds to reflective listening modes and
here more specifically to reduced listening.
The diagram in Figure 6.1 is vertically organized according to the two poles, de-
scriptive on the left and normative on the right. This diagram was conceived to support
the reflection on repetition, multimodality and interactivity and their roles for the two
different display purposes. In an auditory display system with a descriptive purpose,
the holistic aspect of sonification, which is to potentially communicate information to
the user in a subsymbolic way, is related to the practice of reduced listening. Since
this listening mode involves higher cognitive capacities, as discussed in Section 2.2.5,
it is a listening mode that supports reflection on sonic structures as a prerequisite to
relate them to data structures. Here we also find a possible connection of the notion
of aesthetics and the semiotics of sound in a sonification context, where aesthetics ex-
tends beyond the mere design for pleasantness. In reduced listening, the sound does
1Here, the notion of complexity does not follow any particular definition but loosely tries to take into
account the amount of data points, their relations and whether these data are discrete or continuous,
also compare the DSM by deCampo (2007).
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Figure 6.1: Design scheme for multimodal interactive sonifications with key aspects dis-
cussed in the sections of this chapter.
not take on at first a referential but rather an aesthetic function1. Sound does not
stand as a sign for something else but is first and foremost perceived for itself. In this
sense, design understood as facilitating the perception of the sound object adopts an
aesthetic dimension. This is not in contradiction with its consistent link to the data
substrate, but rather a prerequisite after which less biased references to the data can
be discovered.
While the detailed terminology describing the sound object has to my knowledge not
been integrated in specific listening skills other than for electroacoustic composition,
it can still be assumed that reduced listening practices are important parts of listening
skill acquisitions and execution, considering that it can be understood in its weaker form
as circulating through all four listening modes, see Section 2.2.1.1, or an activation of
various modes, see Section 2.2.6.
Since listening intentions are an observer (listener) category, they cannot be di-
rectly influenced like sound synthesis parameters. During design cycles, and during the
conceptualization of an auditory display system, questions need to be raised about the
role of complementary modalities with respect to specific listening intentions as they
1The aesthetic function is a linguistic term which I borrow here from Mukarˇovsky´ (1989, page 62),
his notion of the aesthetische Einstellung, share similarities with the reduced listening intention.
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determine how the listener uses the sound. Tasks can also have changing demands while
being executed, such as the monitoring tasks (compare Section 2.2.3 and in Section 5.1)
and hence provoke or demand a change in the listening intention.
In this sense, the evoked potential, understood as the reaction to salient sound
properties, needs to be put to use for normative aspects. For exploratory tasks, the
invoked potential needs to be raised, which is to create auditory display systems that
allow to engage premeditated listening intentions. In the diagram in Figure 6.1, the
following major factors are identified and described in the sequel.
6.2 Repetition
Due to the fleeting nature of sounds as signs that evolve in time, they cannot be next
to each other in the same sense as two static visual signs can coexist next to each
other. If sounds are played at the same time, they can merge, split, highlight certain
aspects of their differences, mask others, or even cancel each other. While even two co-
occuring visual signs influence each other, their persistent nature allows reinvestigating
and reevaluating in which aspects they differ or whether they are the same. For sound,
reinvestigating and reevaluating depends inevitably on repetition. Or as Chion (1994,
page 30) puts it for reduced listening : “the descriptive inventory of a sound cannot be
compiled in a single hearing. One has to listen many times over, and because of this
the sound must be fixed, recorded.”
As stated in Grond and Hermann (2012a), repetition is also an aesthetic choice
favoring engagement with sound because it creates more than just one unique event
which, due to its singularity, can only fascinate but cannot be understood. Paradoxi-
cally, repetition can induce both sameness and difference in sound. Sounds can differ
in repetition as different listening modes can set in, reducing sound to events, ob-
jects, indices or features. In this process direct listening intentions can also become
exhausted and as a consequence the formation of a more persistent sound object can
emerge (compare Section 2.2.1.1). Hence in the design cycle one needs to pay attention
to which option is more likely to be engaged through the context – other modalities or
interaction, (compare Section 6.3) – in which the sound appears.
It is interesting to recall that the sound object was discovered partly through the
repetitive experience of the closed groove (compare Chion (1983, page 13) and Sec-
tion 2.2.1.1). For auditory display systems it is equally important to analyze how
technology can help to unlock the effects of repetition. Repetition can be either rooted
in the data structure; it can be realized through repeated playback or through inter-
action. For the latter, the degree of sameness depends on how the action of the user
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translates into sound and if the data-driven aspect of the sound remains recognizable,
a distinction, which will be discussed under Section 6.3.
In Section 3.2, repetition was part of the task of repeatedly and consistently iden-
tifying events in the display. Since the display was audiovisual for most stimuli, the
listening mode can be assumed to be causal. It would be interesting to evaluate if even
in this case the listening intentions can be exhausted, and whether repetition would
change the focus within the multimodal display from the visual to the auditory modal-
ity or vice versa. Although the length of the stimuli is likely to have exceeded the length
of a sound object, that can be retained in memory, the support of the intentional unit
as the gestural-sonorous object might allow for longer sonic sequences to be retainable
in memory. It is noteworthy that in the sound-only condition as well as in the multi-
modal condition the selection of the identified events appeared to be more consistent,
see Figure 3.5. This suggests that auditory perception is a powerful modality to store
and recall time structures in repeated presentation of extended movement sequences,
which are themselves not repetitive.
The effects of repetition have been encountered in the evaluation of Singing Function
in Section 4.3. Here, sounds which were exactly the same and heard in succession were
occasionally judged as being different. Interaction through a slider made it even more
difficult to reproduce the listening experience. This had interesting effects for sounds
that were the same, where the addition of interaction did not influence the rating
of the listener. However for sounds that were in fact different, interaction made the
listeners judge them as being the same. For future developments this insight might
call for a discrete rather than a continuous display for the interactive mode of auditory
graphs, as it was used in Sonic Function in Chapter 4. The hypothesis is that it is
easier to compare relations in a set of well-formed but only partly ordered sound objects
rather than comparing the similarity of complex sonic evolutions. Repetition in Singing
Function occurs also on another level, namely that characteristic elements of the graph
such as extrema show a similar sonic gestalt with respect to three sonic qualities: pitch
contour, timbral development and change in brightness.
In the monitoring application in Chapter 5, one user gave interesting feedback,
wishing for more explicit control over the display, which would essentially allow for
the repeated augmentation in a selected mode. This feedback can be interpreted that
auditory displays for exploration should always offer the possibility to easily repeat the
sonic experience.
Although I did not test how the the sound signal after convolving it with different
finger-clicks in Section 5.2 was perceived, the variation seemed not to disturb the user
experience. The encounter of small differences rather encouraged repeated interaction,
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which potentially pushed the listening intention towards reduced listening trying to
identify the sonic type – the sound object – that matches all the sonic tokens, being
specific instances through interaction.
With respect to repetition, I suggest paying attention to the following points in an
auditory display system with a descriptive purpose:
• Data: Identify the potential for repetition through repetitive structure in the
data. Evaluate how sonification can lead to recognizable sound objects, which at
the same time provide noticeable audible contrast for variations in the data.
• Interaction: Identify the potential for repetition through repeated interaction.
Does the interaction device allow repeating the sonic experience?1 Carefully
evaluate how the singular instance of a sonic interaction relates to all possible
sonic interactions with the data set or subset and whether stable and comparable
sound objects have the potential to emerge.
• Playback: The simplest way to repeat is to re-trigger the playback of the sonifi-
cation. This can offer interesting possibilities together with recorded interaction
data. This kind of repetition through playback can offer a more reflective ap-
proach towards the sound and its cause for skill learning situations beyond mere
conditioning.
• Reproduction: Repetition can also be achieved through imitation by the lis-
tener. This applies explicitly for vowel-based sonifications, but also implicitly
for all sounds that evoke forms and gestalts that relate to the gestural-sonorous
object. In the latter case, the sound cannot necessarily be reproduced but the
images of effort and chunking can be re-invoked by the listener.2
The first, second and the last point are partly based on the experience from the
practical applications in this thesis. The third point is a conclusion based on the notion
of musicianly listening for the context of skill learning.
1Also compare Hermann (2008), who raises the question of repeatability in interaction.
2Strictly speaking, this does not lead to sound objects, for which the sound needs to be fixed. For
the concept of vocal sketching compare Ekman and Rinott (2010).
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6.3 Interaction
The importance of interaction in sonification has been summarized by Hunt and Her-
mann (2011) with an emphasis on the physicality of the system and the flow that is
experienced by the user in closed loop applications.
As discussed in Section 2.2.4, Schaeffer conceived the idea of the sound object and
listening modes tightly integrated with thoughts on sound making. I would like to
propose here a complementary, listening centered approach towards interactive sonifi-
cation, which is inspired by the notions of ergo audition and musicianly listening. I
suggest organizing interactive sonification according to the following three categories
of sonic interaction: sonic exploitation, sonic exploration and sonic expression. For
interactive sonification as a data display, the first two are the most relevant, all three
categories are schematically compiled in Figure 6.2.
Sonic exploitation is the use of specific characteristics of sound in order to support
a task with a specific goal. This category corresponds to natural listening modes,
where sound is used to provide information about objects and causes. In the normative
sonification task, sound is exploited to provide feedback and is reduced to features
that support maintaining the feedback loop. In sonic exploitation the listener strikes a
balance by reducing sound to features that are (a) informative for the action and (b)
extractable from the sound with the smallest possible effort. Although the closed-loop
situation as real-time application strikes a balance between perceiving and acting in
so far as the interaction data are fed back to sensory input modalities, an emphasis
is put on perceiving in order to act. In the most explicit case of an auditory closed
loop, the distinction of data and interaction vanishes. The monitoring example based
on auditory augmentation from Section 5.1 is in this sense halfway between exploration
and exploitation.
Sonic exploration corresponds to the idea of musicianly listening, see Chion (1983,
page 39). This listening mode can be best described as playful sonic interaction with
everyday objects. Here the emphasis is put on acting (conscious and not reflexive) in
order to perceive and consequently to reflect on what was perceived. Sonic exploration
is like musicianly listening tied to an attitude of preparedness to closely attend to
potential sound features before producing the sound. The focus of the listener turns
away from a specific task towards the plethora of audible features of a sound. At
first, these features do not represent anything in particular but are discovered in the
process of asking what is at all perceivable. Only in a subsequent step, sonic features
are tied back to the physical aspects of interaction and the nature of the sounding
object. For musical instruments this corresponds to the exploration of the potential
of the instrument for musical expression; here the sonic features need to be tied back
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Figure 6.2: Modes of sonic interactions, for a description see text in Section 6.3
to the interaction in order to be able to reproduce the sound in a controlled way. In
an auditory display system the sonic features need to be understood and perceived as
indices to data properties.
Sonic expression is in my opinion a musical category, which is relevant for new
instrument design (compare Section 2.3.1.3 for a PMSon-related discussion). Sonic ex-
pression comes after the process of sonic exploration if interaction and sound synthesis
correlate in a way that is not only consistent but also musically interesting. Expres-
sivity in interaction has an intentional and idiosyncratic element to it and shadows the
consistent connection to data, by shifting the focus onto the sound producing gesture
away from the sound producing causes, which provide in the case of sonification the link
between the sound and the data. Outside the context of interactive sonification, sonic
expression can very well play an important role in auditory display. By representing
intentions, sonic expression is well suited to communicate internal states in the context
of HCI, as has been explored in detail for vowel-based sounds by Tuuri (2011).
In Figure 6.2, sonic expression and sonic exploitation are both at the bottom of
the triangle. In both cases interaction dominates data since the resulting sounds either
communicate an intention or represent external objects and causes related to the in-
teraction. For both cases, the option to record the interaction data for playback and
repetition is worth considering (as discussed in Section 6.2) in order to move towards
the descriptive corner of the triangle on the top. Despite the earlier statement that
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sonic expression is more of a musical category, I chose this triangular organization in
the diagram to highlight that there is no simple distinction that can be made between
musical sounds and auditory display. An interactive sonification with a normative pur-
pose seems particularly incompatible with musical goals, but at the same time in both,
in sonic expression and in sonic exploitation, sound takes on the role of a medium and
closes loops, contrary to sonic exploration, where sound stands at first for itself.
In comparison with closed-loop auditory display systems, where the interaction
provide the data that are turned into sound, in sonic exploration the listener tries to
distinguish interaction and data properties (also compare Section 2.2.4). This is impor-
tant for sonification because only the instrument’s timbre is carrying the information
about the object, which corresponds for the field of sonification to data properties.
The player’s timbre belongs to sonic expression. If it cannot be perceived as separate
from the instrument, exploratory interactive sonification makes the data disappear and
leaves the user with sound-making, pure and simple.
This distinction between the player’s timbre and the one of the instrument can
be found in the auditory augmentation in Chapter 5. The possibility to distinguish
both easily is most likely due to the small but always noticeable delay between the
interaction sound and its convolution with the sonification. This echo-like separation
of the interaction and the sonification sound also emphasizes the purpose of action to
facilitate perception. This separation of unimodal events will later also be discussed as
an option for complementing modalities.
Interaction was also an integral part in the sonification of Chapter 4, where it
supported the exploration of auditory graphs. As it has been discussed in the previous
Section 6.2 on repetition, this kind of sustained interaction made it difficult to compare
sounds that succeeded each other. The sonic effect of the interaction was very prominent
and the subjects tried to find anchors such as navigating towards both extremes of
the sliders, (see Figure 4.11), in order to get more control of the interface, and in
consequence over the sonic output. The increased confusion of different sounds as
being identical suggests that this interaction mode did not support greater attention to
the sound and understanding of its global evolution. Sonic interaction contained here
an aspect of sonic expression and hence did not induce a transparent auditory display,
with respect to the underlying data.
Beyond the task of comparing auditory graphs, where interaction performed worse
than playback, it is still useful to navigate towards points of interest in the display for
understanding the concept of extrema or turning points in auditory graphs. However,
the question remains open how sustained interaction can be connected with sonic ex-
ploration such that it allows for an audible distinction between interaction and data
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properties. The combined mode of a continuous and a discrete sonification in Sonic
Function in Section 4.2, which on the one hand respects the dense set of values on the
x-axis, and on the other hand accentuates sound objects and makes them comparable
during the interaction, offers future avenues for designing auditory graphs.
With respect to interaction, I suggest focusing on the following three points in an
auditory display system with a descriptive purpose, the last two points need to be
considered together with the reflections on repetition:
• Sonic exploration: Analyze how interaction supports sonic exploration, i.e. a
turn towards all audible features of the sonification, rather than just representing
the interaction itself. This point is very general and provokes thoughts about
which audible aspects connect with the interaction as its cause, and if they pos-
sibly detract from an attitude of preparedness towards listening. Which aspect
of the sound refers to which aspect of interaction (interaction quality, interaction
progress, sound localization and proprioception, etc.), to which between the re-
flexive and reflective listening modes do they most likely appeal? The design goal
is acting in order to perceive.
• Player’s and Instrument’s Timbre: Borrowing this distinction from Schaef-
fer, this point pays attention to the distinction between the audible effects of the
interaction versus the sound originating from the data. If applicable, a temporal
separation between interaction and sonification can be considered in order to sep-
arate interaction and data-related sonic aspects. Under this point sonic or other
modalities can be considered to introduce the distinction between both, always
evaluating whether it enables reflective rather than reflexive listening intentions.
• Order of temporal evolution: This point focuses on how sound objects can
be created so that they are retained in memory and compared. Answers to this
point need to address the question of how interaction intervenes with information
that is contingent with the temporal order of sounds in the sonification. If the
interaction is sustained1, like moving along a slider, a discrete sonification is
worth considering. If the interaction is discrete like triggers, temporally extending
sonifications can be considered.
The first point is derived from theoretical reflections on listening and sound making
particularly the notion of musicianly listening. The second and the third point are
based on the experience made in the practical applications of this thesis.
1This example conforms with the notion of navigation in the closed loop diagram by Hermann
(2008, page 6).
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6.4 Complementary Modalities
Today, sonifications are often conceived within multimodal displays. For design guide-
lines, I propose that complementary modalities, in which an auditory information dis-
play is embedded, are assessed in terms of how they influence listening modes, and
if the evoked listening modes foster the integration of the complementary information
provided. In audiovisual displays for instance, the indexical listening mode has been
discussed as causal listening in Section 3.1.3. In this mode audible events are perceived
as emanating from visual events happening simultaneously in the visual field. This in-
tention to attribute the sound to visual correlates can be strong (compare the notion of
synchresis in Section 3.1.3), and as a result the perceived sound can be bent and altered
to fit a fused percept (compare the ventriloquism and McGurk effect in Section 3.1.3).
From a sonification and auditory display perspective – having in its early definition
an emphasis on non-speech sounds – it is interesting to note that the strong fusion and
crossmodal influence of audiovisual percepts have been described in speech. Attributing
the sound of the voice to a visual cause, which leads to searching for the lips from
which the voice originates, presumably serves the purpose to anchor the focus and
extract redundant and complementary information which supports the intelligibility of
a voice by adding complementing articulatory information. In this sense the audiovisual
phenomenon of speech-producing lips is complementary beyond the causal listening
intention, which only attributes sound to a source and is presumably exhausted once
the source is found. However for speech, it needs to be kept in mind that the percept
is strongly shaped through language and is not only a sonic category.
With respect to sonification in a multimodal data display, it is interesting to ask if
crossmodal percepts can be created which fuse similarly strong like voice and lip move-
ments in speech. Such displays would constitute a complementarity beyond the causal
listening intention, which only makes one modality refer to the other. The gestural-
sonorous object seems to be a similar case. The prototypes presented in Chapter 3
developed approaches to sonify them in an audiovisual display. It remains however
open how much the presence of several concurrent auditory streams and visual causes
allowed to go beyond the causal listening intention.
This predominant causal listening mode in the audiovisual complex does however
not mean that visual or other modalities completely impede reduced listening1. Here
insights from perceptual psychology on crossmodal influences can add details to the
causal listening mode. As reviewed in Section 3.1.3, moving images and sound cause a
stronger grouping of the percept than still images. Based on this finding it is reasonable
1Chion (1994, page 32) even argues that the acousmatic condition might promote causal listening
by prompting the listener to ask: ”What is that?” (In the sense of what causes this sound).
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for multimodal sonification design to consider if complementary modalities provide
time-based or persistent sensory input. If sound is complemented by a time-based
sensory input it is more likely, that the listening intention is causal and hence that
the user needs to make a very conscious effort to attend to the sound and its details.
Beyond the strict dichotomy between time-based and persistent, the intensity of the
change in the other modality as well as the synchronicity can also be considered.
For the exploratory sonification of ancillary gestures in Section 3, two options can
be considered to create a display that supports reduced listening : First, it might be
worth considering to replace the dynamic visual with a movement score. Second, for
relatively short time intervals, it is interesting to consider to play the dynamic visual
and the sonification in succession. This separation of sensory modes is similar to the
unimodal separation of interaction and sonification sounds in the echo-like convolution
in Section 5.2. Further, it would be interesting to see (although difficult to test) if
alternating modalities analogue to the unimodal sonic separation in Section 6.3 can
provoke the emergence of the gestural-sonorous object as proposed by Godøy (2006).
The feedback from one subject, who reported to have imagined the visual details of
cubes in the audiovisual display without them suggests that such a transfer is feasible.
For the design of descriptive auditory display systems, it is hence important to
provide means to select unimodal stimuli if all sensory modalities are time-based. In a
combined audiovisual display with the normative purpose to segment the data, sound
provides effective guidance and can help to structure the stimulus in time as shown in
Section 3.2.
During the qualitative evaluation of the audible sculptures in Section 5.2, we ob-
served that the interaction with the small sculpture replica was different from our ex-
pectation. Rather than repeatedly confirming their heard impressions through touch,
the subjects compared the sound with the mental model of the sculpture which they
had built at the very beginning when holding the sculpture for the first time. All
participants, were closely engaged in listening to the repeatedly triggered sound. This
observation suggests that the complementary haptic modality offered by the persistent
object of the sculpture replica enabled a reduced listening intention. The sculptural ob-
ject seemed to have literally provided access to the sound object, or at least to aspects
of it which were relevant for an echolocation-like listening situation.
Reflecting on complementing modalities in design cycles essentially reverses the
idea of affordances when sonifications are used in exploratory tasks (compare with the
functional listening mode of Tuuri and Eerola (2012) in Section 2.2.5). As proposed by
Gaver (1991) sound can provide hidden affordances, offering the user options on how
to use an object. The sound of a moving door handle might hint at the door’s weight
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for instance. In an exploratory task, it is important to assess how the complementary
modalities provide the user with affordances on how to make use of the sound, i.e. with
which listening intention one should perceive it and if a reflective intention such as
reduced listening can be invoked.
With respect to complementary, I suggest focusing on the following points in an
auditory display system with a descriptive purpose:
• Direction of affordances: This point focuses on the general role of sound in
the multimodal display. Does the sound provide affordances on how to use the
other modalities or do the other modalities influence which listening intention
we exploit? For exploratory data analysis we need to ask if the way how other
modalities are used promote listening modes that support a descriptive purpose.
• Complementarity of modalities: This point focuses on the question of whether
the used modalities really complement each other by providing additional infor-
mation, if they lead to a fused percept, or if they only provoke causal listening
by making the sound refer to events or selected aspects in other modalities. Do
amodal (embodied) percepts exist such as the gestural-sonorous object that match
the nature of the data to be sonified and can they be addressed through the sen-
sory modalities involved?
• Time-based versus persistent: If the complementing modalities are time-
based and evoke the causal listening intention it is worth to consider if it is
possible to provide them as a persistent display. This can for example be a visual
score instead of an animated visual display.
• Separating modalities: In the audiovisual case for instance, it is worth con-
sidering to separate the sonification from the visual presentation of the data by
alternating the presentation of both. This might help to transfer the percept of
one modality to the other without the immediate use of causal listening inten-
tions, due to synchronicity. Separation can be also considered for interaction by
introducing a delay between the interaction and the sonification, this refers to
the point playback, from the consideration about repetition, and the distinction
between the player’s and the instrument’s timbre from the considerations about
interaction.
The first two points are derived from theoretical reflections on listening modes
related literature. The last two points are based on the experience made in the practical
applications of this thesis.
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6.5 Embodied Modalities
Embodied modalities constitute a hybrid design aspect: they belong to the auditory
display system by incorporating aspects beyond sound. In this sense they are invoked
by the listener. From a sonification design perspective we need to consider how they
can be evoked through sound.
Vocal sounds appeal naturally to the embodied dimension of perception as they
always refer to our own sound production capacity (as discussed in more detail in
Chapter 2.4). We are therefore also ’listening’ with our apparatus for speech production
and not only with our ears. In this particular case the sound object is not so much
a matter of a listening intention and memory but is stabilized in parallel through the
vocal motor code related to human production capacities. The design goal would hence
be the potential utterability of the sonification.
For the gestural-sonorous object, (discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.2), the
design goal includes the potential gestural expression of the sound. Both design goals,
utterability and or performance as a gesture are however difficult to meet if the data
material is complex, as discussed in Section 2.4.4. In these cases however, vowel sounds
maintain their advantage to be salient and provide at the same time various distin-
guishable sounds from the same category. The vocal motor code evoked through vowel
sounds might also help to support the formation of a percept similar to the gestural-
sonorous object as articulated movements.
In the vowel-based auditory graph in Section 4.3, the connection between the ex-
plorational gesture on the slider and the pitch mapping created a certain contradiction,
since the left and right movement on the slider, which was mimicking progression on
the x-axis, created an up and down movement in the pitch field. This contradicts the
embodied experience of the larynx that moves down for low sounds and up for high
sounds, which corresponds to the up and down hand movements in the singing solfe`ge
(do-re-mi). Here the embodied aspect has also something to do with an imagined
vertical position of the pitch and is not only related to the vocal timbre.
Vowel sounds are nonetheless interesting with respect to specific listening intentions,
for instance listening for pitch or timbre. Because of our ability to sing vowels these two
dimensions can be identifiable and to some degree separable listening intentions. Pitch
can be associated with the production aspects involving the vocal fold, and timbre
with those of the vocal tract including tongue and palate. This partial independence
of these perceptual dimensions was used in Singing Function in Section 4.3 and helped
to add audible contrast within a function family with small parameter variations. In
the sonification of ancillary gestures in Section 3.3, pitch and timbre of vowel sounds
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was used in combination in order to create a sonification with perceptual contrasting
sonic labels.
In the data sonogram in Section 2.4.4 vowel sounds worked well as sonic labels,
similar as in Section 3.3. Inspired by this experience, I tried to apply vowel synthesis
during the design process of the audible sculptures. The amount of data however did not
lead to any utterable sounds of reasonable length. This was the reason to experiment
with other sound synthesis options, and will be discussed further in Section 6.6. As
much as vowel sounds are appealing, the low frequency range in which they exhibit
a distinguishable timbre limits their applicability for sonifications where many sounds
need to be rendered in a short amount of time. It seems worthwhile to look into other
vocally produced sounds such as consonants. They offer less flexibility to encode data
since not all of them are pitched sounds, but some inhabit higher frequency ranges.
The embodied aspects of listening modes are not only restricted to the sonic material
of vowel sounds. They can also be found in the action-sound-object of the connotative
aspects of listening intentions (see Section 2.2.5), as it was exploited in the chapter
about auditory augmentation in Section 5. Here the sounds need to appeal to a plausible
interaction with objects such as an echo that is bouncing off from a surface. This is
why a great amount of time was spend in the design process to find ways to make use
of the attack of the sound as a mapping target, which led to the involved many-to-one
mapping topology.
For an auditory display system it is advantageous to evoke embodied listening
modes, as they allow one to naturally engage with the sound of the sonification. The
applicability of the spectral contours of vowel sounds as sonic material to represent com-
plex data has however shown some limitations, which will be discussed in Section 6.6.
Also the action-sound-object first and foremost makes the interaction meaningful but
does not necessarily help to relate to the complex temporal evolution of the sound,
which is what carries information about the shape of the sculptures in Section 5.2.
This demonstrates that the meaning-making potential of embodied listening modes is
a point of entry for engagement but cannot serve fully the descriptive purpose of ex-
ploratory data analysis for which reflective listening intentions need to be invoked in
parallel.
With respect to embodied modalities in design guidelines I suggest focusing on the
following points in an auditory display system with a descriptive purpose. The last two
points coincide if listening mode hearing (3) is subsumed in reflective listening modes:
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• Utterability, expressibility: Create sonifications on time scales that corre-
spond to those of the embodied correlates of vocal utterances and gestures in
order to put these correlates to use for the formation of the sound object or the
gestural-sonorous object. This design goal corresponds to the goal of reproduc-
tion as an element of repetition. Based on the findings from Hutchins (compare
Section 2.4), vowel-based sonifications would allow for sonic user modeling, by
imitating the user’s voice by approximating the user’s register.
• Entry point towards more reflective listening modes: Embodied modali-
ties need to be understood as points of entry to engage with the sound. Listening
intentions of the action-sound-object need sounds that suggest an appropriate
interaction as the cause of the sound. If the listener needs to engage with sonic
features beyond those referring to the sound causing action, more reflective lis-
tening intentions need to be invoked. In the case of interactive sonification this
can be for instance musicianly listening.
• Meaning-making potential and bias: Embodied listening modes offer a po-
tential to perceive sonifications as meaningful prior to ’decoding’ them but can
also create a perceptual bias. In vowel-based sonifications for instance, it can be
necessary to engage listening mode hearing (3), in order to identify variations of
specific sonic values such as pitch or spectral changes. Otherwise vowel-based
sonifications remain “a voice and nothing more” (compare Dolar (2006, page 3)).
The first two points are based on the experience made in the the vowel and gesture
related applications. For the last point compare Grond and Hermann (2012a).
6.6 Parameter-Mapping and Sound Design
The connection between parameter-mapping and listening modes cannot be a direct
one, since parameters are a category of the signal and the listening modes depend on
the intentions of the user. Nonetheless certain relations between listening intentions,
data properties and how they can be mapped to synthesis parameters can be traced. As
far as the three mapping targets physical (pure tones), psychophysical (pitch, as tonic
mass) or perceptually coherent complexes (timbre, as spectral contour) – see PMSon
in Section 2.3 – are concerned, their accessibility as direct mapping targets depends
on the amount of data and their complexity which has to be represented through
sound. Interestingly, all these mapping targets relate to perceivable values that belong
to listening mode hearing (3). As noticed in Section 2.2.6, the abstract subjective
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listening mode hearing (3) seems to be subsumed in the reflective modes proposed by
Tuuri and Eerola (2012), which includes reduced listening. In multimodal displays,
these mapping targets can be related to other listening intentions. In Figure 6.1, the
arrow fusing productive listening modes means in audiovisual displays as in Section 3.3
for instance: hearing (3) labeled auditory streams as causes (listening (1)). In this case
mapping polarities need to fit all involved sensory modalities, possibly taking advantage
of embodied amodal structures.
During the mapping design process across all practical applications, I made the
following observations: for data that can be represented by a single pitched auditory
stream with a low fundamental frequency, spectral envelopes such as formants are well
supported through the narrowly spaced partials and hence result in a recognizable tim-
bre, which remains fairly stable with moderate variations of the fundamental frequency.
Also the pitch remains reasonably stable with the variation of the spectral envelope.
An example of this mapping possibility is given in Singing Function in Section 4.3.
The low fundamental frequency, however, makes the sonification ”slow” since more
display-time is needed for pitch to emerge as a salient audible feature. Also the narrowly
spaced partials create a large spectral footprint, thereby potentially masking concur-
rent sounds if more than one auditory stream is needed. The higher the fundamental
frequency gets the less the distantly spaced partials are able to support the spectral en-
velope and the mutual influence of timbre and pitch increases. As a consequence pitch
and spectral contour become less suitable as independent mapping targets for contin-
uously varying data features. For multi-stream sonifications like those for ancillary
gestures as in Section 3.3, or the data sonogram in Section 2.4.4.2, spectral envelopes
together with pitch can still serve as sonic labels.
For the amount of data that had to be mapped in the audible sculpture applications
involving auditory augmentation in Chapter 5, synthesis schemes with short attack
sounds and a small spectral footprint had to be developed, which was discussed in
Section 5.3. These attacks were still controlled in their spectral characteristics but the
timbre of the sound representing a single data point did not have a complex spectral
contour anymore. Nonetheless, the overall sonification exhibited a complex timbral
development – particularly those of the 3D shapes in the audible sculptures. This
however was an emergent sonic property rooted in the data structure, but not a direct
mapping target.
Based on this observation, I conclude as a general rule that with increasing data
complexity direct mapping targets vanish, starting with timbre as spectral contour,
followed by the pitch of complex tones, leaving at last frequencies. The latter, however,
can still be perceptually corrected through amplitude compensation for equal loudness
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and the Mel scale for perceived height in the spectrum, as it was applied in Section 5.2.
From a listening mode point of view, this means that embodied listening intentions
that relate to spectral sound properties such as in vowel sounds have a certain limit in
terms of the complexity of the data that they can represent.
The timbral development of sonifications of many data points like those of the
audible sculptures in Section 5.2 increasingly results in sounds to which it becomes
difficult to relate through embodied listening intentions alone, beyond the connotative
intention of the action-sound-object that was exploited through interaction sounds.
This means that with increasing data complexity, sonifications demand to invoke more
reflective listening modes.
This observation concerning data complexity and mapping targets also illustrates
the relationship between ASA and listening modes. While the first provides bottom-up
principles how auditory gestalts can emerge, the latter suggests how we can potentially
make sense of these auditory gestalts in connection with the purpose for which they
were made in auditory display, which is to represent abstract data.
For a hierarchically-organized auditory display, which incrementally maps more
data details as additional sonic features as in Singing Function in Section 4.3, it is
desirable that each hierarchy corresponds to an identifiable aspect within listening mode
hearing (3) such as pitch or timbre for instance. Using embodied listening intentions
evoked for instance through vowels can help to identify and to some degree separate
these aspects through the possibility to reproduce them even after the sonification was
heard.
Mapping audible information in space needs to take into consideration that locating
sounds mostly addresses the reflexive listening modes by turning where the sound comes
from. This might be one reason why the scanning mode from left to right in the audible
sculptures in Section 5.2 was slightly preferred, because the spatial progression of the
sound was predictable and hence the listeners could focus onto the sound itself. This
suggests to conceive one-to-many mappings that couple reflexive and other listening
modes so that the first gets exhausted after the connection has been established by
the listener. A similar coupling between the location in the stereo panorama and
optimization progress indicated through the filter bandwidth and delay was used in the
monitoring application in Section 5.1.
The idea of the sound object and reduced listening is particularly useful when the
sound designer experiments with different mapping topologies. In this thesis several
mapping topologies have been applied, exploiting various audible dimensions. For one-
to-one mappings, the listening intention of the designer comes from the expectation to
identify signal parameters as distinct features in the perceived sound. In increasingly
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complex mappings it is often difficult to identify if the mapping topology noticeably
contributes to the sonic result. In these situations in the iterative design process one
often has the desire to get a “fresh pair of ears”, compare Chion (1983, page 47).
Since this wish will stay unfulfilled, it seems worthwhile for the sonification designer to
practice reduced listening and possibly adopt terms from the taxonomy of the sound
object in order to get a critical perspective on what we perceive during the design
process.
• Hearing (3) and other listening modes: Identify which sonic values from
listening mode hearing (3) correspond to sound synthesis parameters. Evaluate
whether it is necessary to be able to identify the individual perceptual dimensions
and how embodied listening intentions – evoked through vowel sounds for instance
– can help to separate them. Pay attention to the spatialization of sounds in the
display and how reflexive listening modes - when locating sounds - interfere with
reduced listening.
• Availability of mapping targets and ranges: Analyze which mapping
targets are available with respect to the complexity and the amount of data that
need to be sonified. With increasing data amount and decreasing display time,
more attention needs to be paid to principles of ASA in order to create sound
objects and collections thereof with satisfying perceptual contrast (compare what
I called the sonification-Lombard effect in Section 5.3 ). With disappearing direct
mapping targets, sonic features emerge indirectly and more reflective listening
intentions need to be invoked to describe and identify audible phenomena in the
auditory display.
• Preparing data for shapes and events: Analyze the potential of data
preparation (data reduction or data derivatives) in PMSon with respect to lis-
tening modes by focusing on the creation of sound objects according to the DSM
or by focusing on articulations according to embodied listening modes like the
gestural-sonorous object.
• Listening in the design cycle: During the design of PMSon, reflective listening
modes need to be cultivated in order to critically assess the effect of the selected
mapping targets and the applied mapping topologies onto the sonic result. The
two reflective listening modes have here a complementary role with respect to the
specific bias of the sonification designer knowing how data have been mapped.
Critical listening, helps to identify if all data have been audibly mapped. Reduced
listening helps to judge the salience of each data feature within the complete
sonification.
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All points are derived from the theoretical considerations and the experience gained
in the practical applications of this thesis.
6.7 Concluding Remarks
The listening-based design guidelines focus on auditory display systems with a descrip-
tive purpose, which I presented as a result of the practical and theoretical parts of this
thesis. These guidelines provide a structure for reasoning during the design process of
sonifications which have multimodal and or interactive elements. Listening intentions
are a user category and not directly controllable like the sound signal. However they
allow us to formulate initial design decisions and further they provide a framework to
make informed steps in the design process. While for auditory display systems with a
normative purpose the completion of a task always allows measuring the success of the
designed artifact, auditory display systems with a descriptive purpose are more difficult
to evaluate as they tend to lack a measurable goal. With these guidelines, design deci-
sions can be critically reflected upon and hypotheses can be built on the phenomenology
of listening, thereby aptly informing the design process for each individually conceived
display.
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7Conclusion
In the introduction to this thesis, the need of design guidelines for multimodal and
interactive sonifications has been identified, based on a review of existing contributions
to auditory display related to design such as those by Gaver (1991), Barrass (1997),
deCampo (2007) and Frauenberger (2009). The focus on multimodal and interactive
aspects follows the need to theoretically structure this field which has been identified
and described by Hunt and Hermann (2011, page 295).
In order to focus the design guidelines on the sonic aspects of auditory display sys-
tems, I reviewed the historic and recent literature on listening modes. In this synthesis
of the contributions to the field, I reviewed the 4 natural listening modes in Section
2.2.1, and the term of reduced listening together with the sound object in Section 2.2.1.1
all proposed by Schaeffer (1966). This review was based on the comments on Scha-
effer’s work by Chion (1983), which is available to the English readership as of 2009.
I compared the terminology of this foundational work in Section 2.2.2 with the terms
musical listening and everyday listening which have been proposed by Gaver (1993a)
and have become the common point of reference in auditory display for the last 20
years. I included in this review in Section 2.2.5 the recent contributions by Vickers
(2012) and particularly the taxonomy proposed by Tuuri and Eerola (2012), which fo-
cuses on listening intentions from an embodied cognition perspective and diversifies the
connotative and denotative aspects of listening modes.
For interactive sonifications, I discussed in Section 2.2.4 the phenomenology of lis-
tening and sound making highlighting the notions of ergo audition and musicianly
listening. For multimodal aspects, I reviewed the phenomenological and psychological
literature in Section 3.1.3, focusing on listening modes relevant for audio vision. I also
discussed in Section 3.1.2 the conceptual extension of the the sound object towards
the gestural-sonorous object for the field of movement sonification. In order to better
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understand the role of listening modes in auditory displays, I proposed to conceptualize
displays as serving descriptive or normative purposes in Section 2.2.7.2 and refined this
proposition in Section 6.1. With respect to the questions raised in the introduction,
how natural listening modes and reduced listening relate to normative and descriptive
purposes, I identified the reduced listening mode as serving descriptive purposes such
as in exploratory tasks. This has been the focus for most aspects of the practical appli-
cations of this thesis. During the review of listening modes, I illustrated their relevance
by concrete examples that show how they apply to sonification and auditory display.
In all practical applications the sonification methods consisted of parameter-mapping
sonifications. For this method we systematically conceptualized the design cycle in
Section 2.3, in the form of a diagram (see Grond and Berger (2011)). This diagram
provides a basis for the systematic reasoning about the mutual influence between data,
their preparation, the mapping topology and auditory factors, helping to identify how
to intervene in both the data and the signal domain with the goal of translating the
information into audible phenomena. I also discussed the role of listening modes in the
PMSon design cycle in Section 2.3.2.
As a practical contribution to parameter-mapping sonifications, we developed in
Grond et al. (2011a) a library for the synthesis of vowel-like sounds in the sound syn-
thesis environment. This library described in Section 2.4 allows for a convenient and
yet flexible synthesis and control of the spectral contour of vowel sounds. It provides a
set of synthesis building-blocks to access the spectral envelopes that constitute a vowel
and thereby allow control over spectral contours in timbre space. The resulting sounds
provide material that appeals to embodied listening modes. This implementation has
been used in sonification prototypes in Section 2.4.4 and in the practical applications
in Section 3.3 and in Section 4.3.
In this thesis, we developed multimodal and interactive sonification prototypes in
three different fields: two sonifications of ancillary gestures of clarinetists, developed
together with a visualization of the movements; two multi-parameter-mappings for
auditory graphs as a display for mathematical functions; two applications related to
the field of auditory augmentation, where interaction sounds form the basis of the sonic
material of the sonification.
In Chapter 3, we developed two audiovisual displays involving parameter-mapping
sonifications for multivariate motion tracking data of clarinetists (compare Section 3.2
published in Grond et al. (2009) and Section 3.3). These data represent the ancillary
gestures of the clarinetists and the mapping strategy was inspired by the gestural-
sonorous object, particularly for the display developed in Section 3.3. The audiovisual
display developed in Section 3.2 was qualitatively evaluated by a free annotation task of
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the movements in which the sonification has shown to support the consistent segmen-
tation of the movement over various repetitions. Subjects also preferred a visualization
in which the movement elements were highlighted and where it was identifiable what
aspect of the movement caused the sound. One version of the sonification included
as a data preparation step a principal component analysis of the posture data. The
resulting audiovisual display was least preferred by the subjects since it led to uniden-
tifiable sound objects as discussed in Section 3.2.7. The second sonification was based
on the articulation of the movements through sounds with a vowel-like spectral con-
tour and it was studied with eye-tracking in order to find out if different mappings can
influence the visual perception of movements in this display. The result was that the
influence of sound on the gaze is small compared to changes in the visual presentation
of the movement. However, for some moments in the movement sequences attention
directing influence through the mapping polarity of the sonification was found. This
chapter concluded by discussing the potential of sonification in audiovisual displays
for exploratory data analysis of movements in Section 3.4. Future work with respect
to the sonification of ancillary gestures in an audiovisual display needs to find more
data reduction possibilities in order to provide a better matching data substrate for the
gestural-sonorous object which corresponds to the movement visualization.
In Chapter 4, we presented two auditory graphs, one in Section 4.2 (published in
Grond et al. (2010)) and one in Section 4.3 (published in Grond and Hermann (2012b)).
For the integration of several derivatives in one sound stream, we presented the concept
of multi-parameter-mapping, developed in order to integrate derivatives of the func-
tion in one sound stream and to support gestalt formation of mathematically relevant
features of the curve. One goal was to make the information in the sonification more
independent of its temporal evolution moving along the x-axis. The first sonification,
which integrated f(x) and f ′(x), was qualitatively evaluated by our collaborator Trixi
Droßard in a pedagogical context by blind pupils. Their interaction patterns indicated
that implicit sonic information was more difficult to grasp and that the localization
of extrema depended on the curvature and the resulting sonic contrast. The general
feedback was positive and subjects expressed their interest to use this auditory graph
in other subject areas. The second sonification, which included f(x), f ′(x) and f ′′(x),
was based on vowel synthesis. In this sonification, the function value f(x) was mapped
to pitch, f ′(x) to vowel transition and f ′′(x) to the brightness of the vowel. I tested
the auditory graph for its perceptual contrast in a discrimination task for the case of
static playback and dynamic exploration with a slider. The result was that the multi-
parameter-mapping paradigm increases the contrast compared to the orthodox pitch
mapping approach in both the static playback and the interactive exploration of the
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graph. Interestingly the static playback provides a stronger contrast and allows to
better judge whether two sonifications are the same and thereby represent the same or
different graphs, as the multi-parameter-mapping could not make the information of
the auditory graph completely independent of the exploration along the x-axis. This
chapter concluded by discussing the potential of multi-parameter-mappings, within the
state-of-the-art in auditory graphs in Section 4.4. The possibility to focus on the tem-
poral evolution of perceptually separable audible features which can also be individually
manipulated in the signal domain has been emphasized as a particular advantage of
the vowel-based approach.
In Chapter 5, we presented sonifications that belong to the recent field of auditory
augmentation. The sonifications methods in this chapter are influenced by concepts
from model-based sonifications and contain a parameter-mapping aspect. The first
application, published in Grond et al. (2012), was developed to augment the monitoring
of algorithmic processes for evolutionary optimizations. For the monitoring application
three different parameter settings were developed which allowed to give access to the
audible information on various levels of detail. I evaluated this application qualitatively
in a small user study. Subjects preferred the setting that allowed to navigate between
different presentation modes of varying information content, which indicates that it
is desirable to provide auditory interfaces featuring different perspectives in order to
meet different listening modes. In the second application I developed data-sonogram-
inspired representations of 3D shapes in order to make sculptures perceivable for blind
individuals. The interaction paradigm in this application was inspired by echolocation;
Sonifications were based on convolving finger clicks in real-time with the pre-rendered
sonifications of the different listener positions towards the sculpture. This application
was developed in a participatory design approach and evaluated qualitatively with 4
blind subjects. Due to the small number no explicit finding can be reported but some
cases have been found which suggest that this sonification allows blind subjects to
develop a mental model of the sculpture. This chapter concludes by discussing the
potential of auditory augmentation for complex data substrates in Section 5.3. One
finding from the parameter-mapping design cycles was that for complex data substrates
sounds with a small spectral footprint and higher mapping ranges in the frequency
spectrum need to be used, which means that certain mapping targets disappear with
increasing data complexity.
Based on the theoretical considerations and the practical applications, I proposed in
Chapter 6 design guidelines for sonifications with multimodal and interactive elements.
These design guidelines are conceived between two poles of auditory information display,
spanning from a descriptive to a normative purpose. The design guidelines focused on
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the pole of the descriptive purpose, where most of the practical applications are located.
In the discussion of the design guidelines I also addressed the questions raised about
aesthetics for auditory display systems with a descriptive purpose. For this display
purpose the questions of aesthetics can be framed as how the overall design of the
auditory display system helps to avoid the sound to be trapped as a first degree signifier.
Other questions raised in the introduction such as: what is the relationship between
multimodality and interaction with listening modes and display purposes? What is the
potential of embodied cognition based listening modes for exploratory data sonification?
How do data complexity and PMSon relate to exploratory data analysis and listening
modes? have been answered in the following points of the design guidelines:
In Section 6.2, I discussed repetition for its role to help the promotion of reduced
listening and the potential emergence of sound objects. As a source for repetition,
the data structure itself, interaction, and repeated playback optionally based on the
recording of the interaction has been discussed as well as the option of imitation through
the listener.
In Section 6.3, I analyzed interaction for its potential to support descriptive display
purposes within the triangle of sonic exploration, sonic exploitation and sonic expres-
sion. I identified sonic exploration with Schaeffer’s notion of musicianly listening and
the distinguishability of the sonic effects of the interaction versus those from the data
and discussed the influence of interaction onto the temporal order of the information
content within a sonification.
In Section 6.4, I discussed complementing modalities with respect to their influence
on the direction of affordances, i.e. if they promote reduced listening or rather make
the sound point towards other modalities. This point is connected to the nature of
complementarity between the sonification and other modalities and how they are related
to amodal percepts. As one design option I suggest to separate modalities in time as a
possibility to circumvent causal listening due to synchronicity.
In Section 6.5, I discussed embodied modalities with respect to the design goal of
utterability for vowel-based sounds, or expressibility for sounds that attempt to evoke
the emergence of a gestural-sonorous object. I highlighted the function of embodied
modalities as entry point to other listening modes, meaning that they have a meaning
making potential which at the same time can be a bias, preventing engagement with
more reflective listening intentions.
As the last point of the design guidelines, I discussed in Section 6.6 Parameter-
Mapping and Sound Design with respect to how the listening mode hearing (3) relates
to mapping targets, how the availability of mapping targets depends on data com-
plexity, and what implications they carry for listening modes. I emphasized that data
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preparation before the mapping needs to supports the emergence of events and shapes
in the sonic result. I also addressed the role of listening modes within the PMSon cycle.
Particularly point two and three of the design guidelines try to draw the attention
of the designer towards the following challenge: More input modalities do not automat-
ically lead to better access to complex information. The complex information-bearing
structures of sounds that can be perceived through the effort of reduced listening will
always remain to some degree a subjective experience. Whatever method we use to
make these structures more objective, be it complementing modalities and/or interac-
tion, we need to be careful that these add-ons do not make the structure of the sound
object disappear by evoking reflexive or causal listening intentions or by creating sonic
interaction effects that overshadow the consistent link with the data.
In the conclusion of the practical chapters, I discussed future developments for the
individual application areas of the three practical applications. For the future develop-
ment of auditory information displays, the design guidelines are meant to provide a tool
for systematic reasoning during the design process. While listening modes are difficult
to address explicitly as a design element, these guidelines can support the systematic
development of methods for the evaluation of exploratory data sonifications such as
the one proposed by Vogt (2011) by grounding initial evaluation questions along the
proposed central issues elaborated in this thesis. As stated in the introduction, these
design guidelines address what has been commonly perceived as the creative aspect of
sonification or what has been compiled as expert knowledge, for instance by Frauen-
berger (2009). For auditory information displays with a descriptive purpose, these
guidelines help to support implicit design knowledge with theoretical reflections based
on the phenomenology of listening.
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Glossary
ASA Auditory Scene Analysis researches the basis of auditory perception in terms of the seg-
mentation, the integration and segregation of sounds, the term was proposed by Bregman
(1994), page 37
DSM Design-Space-Map is a design framework for auditory display that was conceived by de-
Campo (2007), which provides guidelines to select from MBS, PMSon and audification the
method of choice for a given data set, page 3
ES Evolutionary optimization seeking is a stochastic optimization heuristic inspired by Dar-
winian principles, page 120
GUI A Graphical User Interface provides the user with graphical elements to interact with a
program, such as buttons sliders or menus, page 48
HCI Human-Computer-Interface, page 1
MBS Model-Based Sonifications connect data with sound through a sonification model, which
is often based on physics inspired principles. (also compare Hermann (2011), 2.2.1 and
2.2.7.2), page 4
MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a protocol for event messages carrying information
about musically relevant parameters such as, pitch, velocity, volume or others, in sonifica-
tion typically used in combination with sampled sounds, page 36
OSC Open Sound Control is a data protocol tailored to the requirements of real time sound
synthesis. This protocol has been developed by Wright et al. (2003), for further information
see CNMAT (2003), page 93
PMSon Parameter mapping sonification involves the association of data features with sound pa-
rameters, also compare Grond and Berger (2011) and 2.3, page 4
SC3 SuperCollider 3 is an environment and programming language for realtime sound synthesis
developed by McCartney (2002) and others, page 40
SynthDef A Synthesis Def inition in SC3 bundles unit generators in a graph function, that deter-
mines how the unit generators are interconnected. The compiled SynthDefs are the basis
for synthesis nodes in the DSP chain, which are controlled by OSC messages, page 45
TADA Task-Data is a design framework for auditory display that was conceived by Barrass (1997)
in order to design displays that are useful for the task and true to the data, page 3
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GLOSSARY
UGen Unit generator are generators or manipulators of audio or control signals. They constitute
the basic building blocks of synthesis definitions, page 44
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8Appendix
8.1 Movement Annotation Plots
Figure 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 compile the kernel estimated click density for all three move-
ments, sections of these plots are shown and discussed in 3.2.6. For each of the three
figures all plots are organized in the following order:
The first plot compares all stimuli with the marker velocity based sonification (A1),
containing the condition with sonification only (V0) and in combination with the stick-
figure visualization (V1) and the one with enhancing glyphs in the form of cubes (V2).
The second plot compares the PCA based sonifications (A2) without (V0) and with
(V1) the stick-figure visualization.
The third plot compares the visualizations as stick-figure (V1) and the one with
cubes (V2), both without sonifications (A0).
The fourth plot compares all stimuli with the stick-figure visualization (V1), i.e.
the visualization only (A0), and together with the the marker velocity based (A1) or
the PCA based (A2) sonification.
The fifth plot compares the PCA based sonification (A2) with the marker velocity
based (A1) sonification, both without visualization (V0).
The sixth plot compares the visualization of the stick-figure with cubes (V2) without
sonification (A0) and the marker velocity based sonification (A1).
In all plots the p value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is shown on the right for
the comparison of the annotation events of each stimuli pairing. The grey horizontal
bar indicates the average click density
∫
= 1.
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Figure 8.1: Kernel estimated click density, movement sequence 1
Figure 8.2: Kernel estimated click density, movement sequence 2
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Figure 8.3: Kernel estimated click density, movement sequence 3
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8.2 Gaze-density, Fixation Plots and Interactive Data In-
spection
Some of the plots from Figure 8.4 are shown in Section 3.3 and discussed in Section 3.3.3.
For a better comparison, the plots showing the gaze density over all four movement
sequences are compiled here. Figure 8.4 shows the gaze density over the whole stimuli
time of 20 seconds. Movement sequences 1 and 3 on the left, and 2 and 4 on the right,
were extracted from the performance of clarinetist A and B respectively. Clarinetist
B′s ancillary gestures included expressive back and forth movements, which can be
identified as the large horizontal distribution of the upper body.
Figure 8.5 depicts the horizontal eye fixation positions on the left and the vertical
eye fixation positions on the right. In each plot, the left column shows the fixations for
the stick-figure (L) and the right column shows the fixations for the enhanced visual-
ization with cubes (C). The pronounced back and forth movement of the clarinetist in
sequence 2 and 4 can be identified in the left column. The vertical displacement of the
eye-movement on the right shows less pronounced pattern and mostly indicates that
subjects were mostly looking at the upper body.
Movement sequence 1 Figure 8.4 (top left): The top row shows the stick-
figure (L) and differs from the visualization with cubes (C) in which the upper body is
differentiated into two zones (head and hips) annotated as A. The annotation B shows
that for this movement subjects remained for a considerable amount of time in the
drift correction position for two stimuli. The most noticeable sound related difference
is annotation C in the Ls2 sonification, where the gaze density across subjects is focused
in the feet. Further, annotation D shows that the attention on the knee seems more
focused for Cs2. In the data inspection movie the moment around 7.5 seconds shows
a shift of the attention towards the lower parts of the body after a movement in the
knee. A similar shift is observed after 11.5 seconds and after 14 seconds, in all three
cases after a knee movement.
Movement sequence 2 Figure 8.4 (top right): In this sequence a similar influ-
ence can be found for the visualization with cubes (C) annotated as the differentiation
in the upper body as A and the attention of the gaze directed towards the knees D and
feet C in s2. In the data inspection movie the moment between 8 an 9.5 seconds after
a moving foot shows more fixations in the knee and foot area in the Cs2 stimulus.
Movement sequence 3 Figure 8.4 (bottom left): In this sequence the differ-
entiation in the upper body is annotated as A, a slightly higher density in the feet can
be seen for L compared with the Ls1 and Ls2, annotated as C, which is likely to be
due to some fixations after a foot movement around 10 seconds.
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Movement sequence 4 Figure 8.4 (bottom right): In this movement sequence,
sonification s2 shifts the focus slightly down towards the hips in the upper body an-
notated as A in the stimulus Ls2. For the visualization with cubes, concentration
around the hips for C was altered through the sonifications s1 by shifting the focus
to the arms in Cs1 and further towards the head in Cs2 both annotated as A. No
moments indicative for this shift could be identified in the data inspection movie. This
was mostly because fixations tended to group around targets but were rarely spot on.
This made it difficult to identify specific body movements, also because eye fixations
always occurred always after an delay.
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Figure 8.4: Gaze density plot for all 4 movement sequences, on top 1 left, 2 right, at
the bottom 3 left, 4 right. For each movement the top row shows the gaze density for the
stick-figure (L) and the bottom row shows the enhanced visualization. The axes correspond
to extension of the movement, 768 pixels high and 300 pixels wide.
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Figure 8.5: Horizontal fixations left, and vertical fixations right, from movement 1 top
to 4 bottom.
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